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SUMMARY

Background and scope of the larger study. While Were are abundant
studies of the role of- the university as a knowledge builder and
knowledge center, less is known about the flow of knowledge and expertisebetween the university and the woild of practice. Often, such processes
of knowledge transfer have been left to chance. In other caseg, therehave been loose, predominantly informal links between knowledge producersand users. More recently, as colleges and universities extend their
service and outreach functions, more formal interorganizational arrange-ments have emerged. The case study reported hire is one of three such
interorganizational arrangements (IOAs) that were analyzed, each withina different region, of a'different age and having a unique institutional
configuration, but all involving collaboration lietween a college of
education, intermediary service agency and a collection of schools or-school districts.

The study as a whole drew on two theoretical frameworks. First,interorganizational theory helped to map the relationsLips betweenpartners to the interorganizational arrangement, with a locus on linkingmechanjsms and boundary-spanning roles that bridged the college of
education and community of schools. Theoretically, closer and multiple
links should result in greater interorganizational activity, inter-dependency and reciprocal impact. The use of interorganizational
theory also called /for an anaiysis of _knowledge flow's between units asresource exchanges or transactions depending on the relative power ofeach party in the arrangement. Secondly, knowledge transfer theoryhelped to trace the movement of educational ideas, practices andproducts between participating units as components of a communicationtprocess, in which resource-providing institutions such as a collegeof education diagnosed needs and provided solutions to problems diagnosedwithin resource-using institutions such as schools. Note tha.t. roles
could be reversed here, with the college of education as a recipient
of practice- d'e'rived knowledge. Both theoretiCal frameworks wereintended to illuminate answers to the principal research question, namely:to what extent and in which ways do interorganizational arrangementsfacilitate changes in instrvctional practice within local schools?

Methodology. Our design called for a ppltiple-case study usinga common set of research questions for each'of the IOAs. . Date were
collected during site visits by means of retrospective interviewing,observations and the collection of pertinent documents. Data collection-followed a sequence of progressive focussing, leading to the emergenceof a set of\sgme 50 causal variables common to all three cases.
Preliminary findings from all sites were fed back to site informantsfor verification.

Analysis of the Midwestern state case. The case contains threepartially separate sub-units: the Statewide Teacher Center Networkas a whole and two of its constituent members, the Arcadia Teacher
Center and the Three Rivers Teacher Center. Each of the two centersacted as an intermediary, linking a college of education with surroundingschool districts anti counties.



Origins of the Statewide Teacher Center Network: The network.
originated in a large, wealthy, Sparsely populated midwestern-state.
Several cultural and institutional keatures of the state set a context
fox the network: institutional decentralization, strong popular support
for education, a highly differentiated infrastructure of state uni.:-

versities and colleges, doctrinaL pluralism, low mdbility and the
primacy of the outreach-service function in state universities and

colleges. The original proposal called for a network of centers
xspanning the state, each acting as a local switchboard that connected
teachers with available sources of information'and expertise found

either at the local state spllegeor-university, in the surrounding
community or among other teachers. The prevailing ideology was that
local teachers should themselves define-their staff development needs
and play a dominant role in the governance of the centers. Many of
these ideas were borrowed from an experimental teacher education
program carried out betu!een 1968 and 1972 at one of thestate
universities. The founders of the statewide network came principally
from university staff and from program graduates who had returned
to local districts throughout the state where they took up key ad-
miniStrative posts. The single most active agent in the-creation of

the statewide network had been director of the experimental program
and later dean of %he college of education at the state university
where the network was to be coordinated. Chiefly through his effort,
four centers were created or brought together in 1977.

.
Origins of the Arcadia Teacher Center. Arcadia is a small

(pOpulation 3,000), rural community housing Arcadia State College,
most of whose 660 students prepare for careers in teaching. The
teacher center, which predated the statewide network, grew from the
experimentation of an Arcadia State staff member with a hands-on,
materials-centered approach to pre-sc-vice teacher training. After
relocation in a cafeteria-size facility, this unit developed-into a
voluminous bank of educational resource materials, including kits,
/
idea bocks, teacher - -made materials, integrated. curriculum units
and audio-visual aids, all set out for ea-y access in sepirate areas
interspersed with isolated corners with rugs, indirect lighting,
armchairs and tables for small group meetings. With the assistance of
a departmental chairman, the skeleton staff embarked on a number of
special projects involving in-service teacher training. These projects
Brought in, additional funds for further increasing the resource bank;

the also led to closer collaboration between state college staff who

were active in these projects. An 1977 the Arcadia State center
became one of the charter membersof the statewide network.

It
\

. Origins of the Three Rivers Teacher Center. One-of the largest
Cities in the state (pop. 45,000), Three Rivers is the home of North
Central University, where the experimental teacher education program
was housed and the statewide network founded. The local teacher
center grew from informal talks between the dean of the college of
education and members of the local teachers' association. _Owing to
uneasiness and social distance between the college of education and
local teachers, the project took hold more slowly. pistrict admin-

1(
istrators were cautiously favorable to the idea. final propogal
called for a center in "neutral" territory betWeen e university and
the school district. Unlike Arcadia, a premium was put on between-

. teacher exchanges, with less input fom the college of education.

16



Initial years of operation (1977 -79). The chief tasks of thestatewide network consisted in consolidating the four local centersputting into a complex governance system. Three operationalobjectivesApo emerged: the creation of a statewide "human resourceexchange," a plan for teachers to becoMe "significant knowledge,producers" and a program for accelerating curriculum and instructionalchange throughout the state. Through its periodic policy and advisoryboard meetings, the network also led to the co-optation of delegates,notably state officials and state college staff; the creation of astate forum on educational policy; and the reso6ialization of experi-mental program gradnates. Operations were eased in the iaitialyears by external funds covering half the total costs, with aprovision that )ocal school districts and colleges assume all funiing .at the end of. five years. .

The Arcadia Teacher Center drew on these external funds and onmembership in the network to expand its resource collection and in-
,

service activities: The firm "nesting" of center staffWithin thestate college appeared to provide a more stable in4itutional basethan at the three other centers. The basic mix of activities includeda one-time workshop series. a summer workshop series, an ongoingproject supporting-individual attempts to modify classroom practice,drop-in and.cons3ltations, use of the materials bank and two-week

ion 1 methods.-Teacher renter

visits by area teachers and their during which teacher internsmodeled new materials and instruct
staff gave most workshops and consultations. The center thrived. By- the end of the second year of operations as a member of the network,45% of the elementary teachers and 20% of secondary teachers inparticipating school disticts had become multiple users. There was'evidence of fairly widespread changes in local class)oom practiceand of increments in capacity (more diversified inetuctional formals,greater individualization, enriched curricula, more strength inprevious areas of weakness). In addition, other departments in thkcollege began using the center's facilities, thereby multiplyingwithin-lcollege exchanges.

ti

By contrast, the initial years of the Three Rivers Centerwere inauspicious. Leadership was poor; two of the original threecoordinators resigned. Facilities were cramped and peEipheral to thecity. Programming was/reportedly slack., During, the second year abasic program format gradually emerged, consisting of one-time work-shops on -,1;1&::,-.5-room-relevant topics, "sharing" evenings among teachers,continuous workshops on more general themes (e.g., adolescenty.development), drop-ins and materials borrowing and the creation ofintegrated curriculum units called "activity center." Second-yearattendance rose to 2,200, many of these repeat users. Some 50% ofall district teachers and 25% of county and parochial school teacher..
,used the center on at least one'vccasion.

/)The ;resent confluration (1979-81). By 1979-80, five additionaleacher centers-fled been created within the statewide network, withwo more in preparation. pudget constraints, however, meant thQt somef these centers were uncertain of longer-term tnnding. The network

C. %\
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assumed greater visibility and prominence throughout the state and

became a vehicle for the dissemination of state -level programs, notably
for teacher upgrading and recertification. As funds grew more scarce,

some teacher centers within.the network found themselves competing for
in-service enrollments or for the allocation of special project funds-11

within the network.

The Arcadia Teacher Center continued to expand between 1979 and 1981.

There were increases in the number of summer workshops, and special
projects, in facilities and personnel,-in the wealth of resources
comprising the materials bank, and in membership and opening hours.
The majority of activities centered on practices and products that
were commercially developed, most notably the resource materials, witn
less recourse to REM-products, home-grown practices or knowledge
resources developed at the state college. Center staff played multiple
linking roles, both on beifErr. of participating teachers and state

college staff. These roles ranged 'from resource transformation an
delivery to solution-giving; implementation-facilitating, process
helping and direct training.

Operations at the Three Rivers Center, were' more successful
between 1979and 1981, owing to energetic and more consistent leadership,
consolidation of the basic activity format and a stronger/mandate to,

act as "middleman" between the university and the school district.
Nonetheless, there were problems of staff turnover, role overload,
centrifugal administration and the near deletion of school district
funds supporting teh center. Center staff also complained of goal
displacement from practice-relevant a&ojects to larger-scale workshops
that were used primarily by tealcherelas an easy route to contract
recertification and post-graduate degree credits. The knowledge base
underlying center activities was predominantly home-grown and craft-
validated, refle-C-ting the teacher-to-teacher exchanges that still

comprised the bulk ofodorkshops. Knowledge use was directed less at
classroom-level innovation and problem-solving than at the reinforcement
of current, prao ice, notably in areas of weaknes There was a schism
between the "bag of tricks" orientation of primary chool teachers
and the more theoretical interest of secondary -level teachers.
Linkage roles clustered principally around resource-finding and
delivering, with proportionally less solution-giving and process
helping and very little direct training. Gradually, the college of
education took on more prominence as a source of expertise for the

center. 0

Outcomes. The statewide network succeeded'in cstablishing links

between school districts, state colleges and state educational officials,

which previously had been episodic and informal. There was evidence
of a resulting increase in collaborative projects and in the number
of promising new practices exchanged between school districts. Also,
efforts to disseminate state-level programs were accelerated by virtue
of channeling them through the nine teacher centers. Institutionally,
however, the network was not yet "routinized." The five new centers
were still strug,31ing. Some were not perektived to be performing core
educational functions within their districts and, in some instance,
competed with district-administered in-service training. The transition
from soft to stable funding was likely to be problematic.

iv



Outcomes at Arcadia were strong and positive. Teachers reporteda greater number of within-building and between-building exchanges,a sense of professional "rejuvenation," changes and improvement inclassroom instruction and the integration of the center into theiryearly cycle dif classroom preparation and problem-solving. Statecollege staff also reported increased exchanges with colleagues andmodifications in their coursework resulting from the materials-centeredfocus of the center and its resources. There were indications of somenegative eilifpcts; center staff complained of periodic overload, Osstime for reading and course preparation and, in one case, of,"shdrt-
Oanging" pre-service students by concentrating on a more tim -consuming

i-.

clinical approach to coursework at the expense of theory. T centerbecame something of a centerpiece for the state college and/rewstatewide attention. Its institutional base was secure within thestate college.
/,

4
f

Outcomes at Three Rivers were largely positive, but t lowermagnitudes than at Arcadia. Teachers reported enhanced p ofessionalstatus, greater wi&hin-building exchanges, moddst improvements ininstructional practice and wider use of what they saw as thebest ideas and practices available in the district. Many of theseinputs were stockpiled for later use, bringing teachers ,to feel thattheir professional capacity was greater. School district admini-strators put a higher priority on in-service programming and
attributed the faster rate of dissemination of new programs to
workshops organized at the teacher center. On the other hand, there
were few effects on the college of education. Also, the institutionalbase of the center was insecure. The center had wide outreach butwas not yet considered a core function by the majority of area .teachers and administrators. District administrators' support wasambivalent and future funding uncertain. Center staff were periodicallydispirited and overextended to the .point of looking for ther posts.The center appeared to be in little danger of closing, V2t had vetto achieve a continuous period of stable operations and staffing.

Causal analysis. Multiple interviewing of informants, togetherwith the progressive focussing of probes and observations on coreissues emerging at the site, yielded a set of some 50 variables thateither accounted for antecedent conditions at the site or mediated
important outcomes. These variables were clustered first into nine
groups according to a preliminary causal model for the site. A fullyelaborated r usal "path diagram" containing the full set of variableswas then drawn for the two teacher centers. At the most rudimentarylevel, the general causal model postulates that the closeness andpositive nature of antecedent coupling between the university andschool district prior to the creation of the arrangement determinethe commitments made to the enterprise 'by the school disttict and theparticipating colle e of education. The strength of these commitmentsthen determines the efforts of staff members in the 1 ermediar unit.Staff efforts lead to the design and implementation o the IOA program,as defined by the diversity of objectives, variety of activities andperceived responsiveness of staff so requests or needs expressed byparticipating units. The number .4-nd quality of external resources,including knowledge-based resources, also influence IOA programcharacteristics. Program characteristics then determine IOA development,

v



including the extent of use by member institutions, the numberr and

closeness of ties and the degree to which the arrangement becomes
routinized. Finally, differing degrAs of IOA development predict
to trying levels of outcomes at the school level and at the level

of he university.

r
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I. BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF THE LARGER STUDY

Studies of the role ofthe university as a "knowledge builder"
and "knowledge center" abound. These are, to be sure, the traditional
roles invested in institutions of higher education. Somewhat more
recently, there has been interest in tracing the flow of knowledge and
expertise produced by the university to its ultimate targets in the
world of practice.

This concern for the linkage between universities and local schools
has not abated. In fact, pressure has grown on universities to enlarge
their service or "outreach" function; and to dirett'it or operationally
toward educational practice improvement. In many cases, the instIttit
tional response of colleges of education has been that of intensifying

-Nthe in-service teaching function and of providing a more formalized
process of delivering consultant services to school systems requesting
them. The connections made, however, have been comparatively weak,
poorly elaborated and not well supported from within. There has xw

emerged a subtle and often implicit differentiation of roles, in which
the prestigious private and state institutions attend to post-graduate
training and non-mission oriented research, and the local state and
community colleges busy themselves with pre-service training of
practitioners and, with their remaining resources, remain on call to
local school districts requesting specific forms of expertise.

Correspondingly, when the federal government in recent years has
attempted to support the improvement of educational practice in
schools, it has largely ignored the potential role of universities,

-relying instead on state or local educational agencies, on semi-public
agencies such as regional laboratories or on parallel mechanisms
such as the National Diffusion Network.

Study Objective

A less explored avenue of inquiry has been the instances'ip
which universities and local school systems establish formal inter-
organizational arrangements to improve educational practices. When
these relationships are non-casual, continuous and directed at
inst 'mental outcomes, there should be a measurable impact within
cooperating schools. We would also hope that such interorganizational
arrangements would affect participating universities, either in their
instructional programs or in their capaCity to provide sound and useful
knowledge about educational settings.

1
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4 This is an exploratory study of three such arrangements between ,

a university or college, an intermediate agency (such as a teacher

center) and a group of local schools. After a review of the several

forms which such collaborative arrangements took througho "t the country,

three cases were selected for intensive case study analysis. The cases,

varied on several dimensions. 'The Eastern Private UniversiW case

involved a large number of school districts and had a 40-year histo

of uni ersity school collaboration. The Midwestern State University

case, which is the object of this case study, was in its third yea ?

and represented a rapidly expanded, activist arrangement. The Eastern

State University case, of intermediate age, represented .11iie efforts

of a large public university to reach out to urban and suburban schools

of its state. The three c es also spanned a continuum between a

"Corporate structure" of erotganizational arrangements (predominance

of vertical ties from the university to local schools) and a "federate

structure" (prevalence of horizontal ties among participating units ).

Conceptual Schema

\\Two broad fields of inquiry oriented the formulation of research.

questions and the collection of data. First, these arrangements

can 1e studied as an interorganizational.network within the framework
4

of interorganizational theory. This involves the Analysis of the

historical evolution, of the arrangement, its entfironment, fits

interactions - notably the linking functions and boundary-spanning roles

played by intermediaries between the university and local schools.-

and its structural determinants. The last category is especially .im-'

portant. Are the ties linking the units multipurpose or single

purpose? Do they occur at single or multiple level,p within each

unit? How tightly are the units coupled? Interorganizational theory

would predict that closer ties would stabilize and strengthen the

interorganizational structure and thereby facilitate the flow of

knowledge among the participating units. The greater the number, the

variety and levels of communication, tie more interdependent the

i individual units would become and presumably the more consequential

( would be the outcomes in each unit.

IS
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of each unit in terms of the value of its resources to the other

flow of knowledge and other resources depends.on the relative power
b `.

More analytically, interorganizational theory assumes that the

.

transactions or exchanges, resulting in often implicit inter-
institutional bargaining and shifts in relative influence. To give
an example from this case study, school district officials in one

parties. Knowledge resource flows can thus be seen as a series of

of the Midwestern sites gave over control of the choice of din-

service workshops and trainers in exchange for a wider assortment of
training events which the local teacher center could providl through
the university. ?

A second conceptual framework was that of knowledge transfer
theory, whirlh views the transfer ,of knowledge resources between
institutions as 'a communication process. Crucial to\this processt

is the extent to which the system prdkiding resources is responsive
to and addresses the, core problems of the'nser system. ':Knowledge
transfer relationships can be descriptively mapped in fou\r'elements:
the generation of knowledge in the resource system, the trnsfer, the
utilization of the transferred knowledge inside the user system and

i
the conuiunication of needs, concerns and reactions from th ser system
back to the.resource system. Knowledg6 can flow ir; both directions;
not only can local schools "consume" university-level expertise, but
teaching and research at the university can also be reoriented and
empowered.

A map of the interorganizational linkages invofidng knowledge transfer
between schools and universities might look like Figure I-1. The
figureshowsthattherearelat least six distinct knowledge transfer
situations that,need to be examined. The first is between the
university-based participating unit (A) and the other members of the
arrangement (surrounded by crosses in the figure). The second is between
the university unit and whatever agency is acting as Coordinator or
gatekeeper for school participants (A-B). A third is between the
univers.ty.and schools directly (A-C),. 1Afourth is betWeen the inter-
-mediary unit (as a possible type of knowledge linker or broker) and the
sch 1 (B-C) and a fifth is among the various schools themselves. Yet
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Figgre' I-1:
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a sixth type of linkage is that between the participating unit aethe
university end and other units of the university such as faculties,,......,

departments, and central administration.
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II. METHODOLOGY

d

A comparative case history approach was used in this study. Each

ofthe three cases (Eastern Private, Eastern State and Midwestern State)

falow d a common analytic framework to seek out answers to the principal

Airesearch questions. Each site was treated as a "case" and the brunt

of the data collection effort went into getting in-depth, contextually

grounded accounts of how colleges of education and lOcal schools came

to create interorganizational arrangements and how those arrangements

led to the transfer and the utilization of knowledge between units that

might otherwise not have occurred as rapidly or, efficiently. The

general research strategy called for non -participant obServation,

multiple interviewing and the collection of archival data in order

to get a set of realiable, plausible and convergent accounts and

explanations.

Sampling

As in the other cases in this study, we madean attempt to cover

the interorganizational arrangement as a whole and to focus on two

sub-units within it. Accordingly, we started by charting the history

and present configuration of the state-level Teacher Center Network,
I

then focussing on two teacher. centers. Arcadia was chosen as the

primary site for several reasons: it pre ated the network, the teach

center was incorporated into the college, it targeted a non educator

public along with school teachers and-adMinistrators, it was in a rural

setting as were several others and it appeared to be expanding. All
. .

of these were dimensions of interest. We chose the Three Rivers center

on some of the same sources
t
of variation: its origins coincided with the

birth of the network, it was physically and institutionally separate from

the university, it incorporated more tenaciously the ideology ofsthe

.Experimental Program, it was in an urban setting, it appeared to be

stable. Also, field work at Three Rivers allowed us to observe and

interview respondents at North Central University who had responsibilities

both at the Three Rivers center and in the state-level network.

Within these units of analysis there was a further sampling of

representative and salient events occurring in the life cycle of these

arrangements. For each unit analyzed, we selected four to five such

episodes, which we called "serials." There were two types of serials:

23
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substantive serials, focussing on the organization of a workshop,

special project or consultation, and organizational serials, recon-

stituting key incidents or structural modifications within the
arrangement.

Data Collection

Data were bollectO over a 12-month period, chiefly through a
series of site visits, totalling 16 days on site as follows:

Arcadia = 5 days on site (2 visits)-

Three Rivers = 6 days on site (2' visits)

State level = 5 days on site (3 visits)
The modal data collection device was retrospective interviewing of

informants in each of the participating, organizations. Key informants,
such as the coordinators of the teacher centers, were i ntersliewed
several times (e.g., four interviews with the Three Rivers coordinator,
12 with the Arcadia coordinator). The breakdown by site and role' was
'as follows:

'TableII-1. Breakdown of Interviews by Site and Role

-site
State-levelrole Arcadia Three Rivers Network

Teacher center staff. 14* 7 8
College/university.stgff 5 ,-8

-
Teachers 15 6 - i

School administrators 1 3 -
Resource colleagues - 4 1

TOTALS 35 + 28 + 9 = 72_

*both informants interviewed here were also past of the Arcadia collegestaff

Theoretical sampling procedures were also used so as to include interviews
with non-users, marginal actors, avowed critics of the arrangements, etc.
Inter-view notes were then dfhtitted and transcribed. Field note
transcriptions Lotalled 410 pages.

On -site, observations were also carried out. Field researcher
observed training events, key meetings (of teacher center coordinators, of.
local policy board members) and routine operations (drop-ins and
consultations). Site visits were often timed to coincide with important
.activity at the site. In all, 11 observations were made, broken down
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as follows:

Table II - -2 Breekdown of Observations by Site and Activity

Site

Operation of Teacher
Center,

Teacher Center Policy
Boiled Meeting

Nature Study area

Coordinators meeting

Arcadia

(4)

(1)

State-level
Three Rivers Network

(3)

A wide range of documents was collected and analyzed. Most were

generated at the site itself: reports to funding agencies, proposals

evaluations, newsletters, memos and minutes of meetings. Other

document's were generated by researchers. These included the following:

weekly activity logs over a month filled out by key role incumbents

(tile university dean or department head, the teacher center coordinator,

permanent staff and other persons spanning units in the arrangement);

reports of communications relatilonship using standard forms ?n which key

actors registered at two periods in time the frequency, mode and

substance of their communications with other members of the arrangement

and reports written periodically by a person at the site identified as

an on-site consultant, who was paid a small honorarium or periodic

updates on site activity. For Three Rivers and the netvork as a whole,

the on-si'te consultant also made a series of predictions of the

future configuration, level of activity and degree of institutionalization

of the arrangement over the following 12 months. These predic tions serves

ast a validity check on out interpretation of the data.

Documents were rich and voluminous at this site, in keeping with

a philosophy of documentating, rather than evaluating, institutional

events for periodic review and decision-making. In all, 65 documents

were analyzed and coded.

Progressive focussLa. The basic technique of data collection

was that of multiple interviewing with key informants, using many of the

techniques of social investigative reporting. The interviews wer

driven by a core set of research questions, in relation to which a set
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of key issues began to emerge at each site. These issues focussed much,
of the energy of informants and illuminaLed the pattern of resource
exchanges, the relative influence of key actors, the institutional
strength of the relationship and other mediating variables which
appeared to be systematically tied to outcomes. Interviews then
focussed on these issues until the most detailed, plausible and
independently confirmed account emerged. In some instances, this
account was reviewed by on-site consultants for verification. Along
with the "answer" to the research question at the close of data
collection, analysts would list and describe the prime causal
variables accounting for the outcomes being reported.
Data Analysis

This involved the coding bi1 transcripts and documents using an ela-
borate coding scheme derived frpm the principalreseaxch questions. The
coded segments were then analyzed and ordered by categories of research
question. Analysis was eclectic, combining frequency counts of codes with
more interpretive inferences based on the plausibility, multiple con-,
firmation and structural corroboration of coded segments. Where findings
are shaky as a result of higher leaps cf inference, they are reported as
such.

Adequacy.of the Data Base

Sixteen days on site is a short time, particularly when three sep-
arate cases were being studied in detail. Overall, findings were con-
sistent and reasonably exhaustive at Arcadia, due in part to the man-,

ageable prop9rtions of the site itself. Two site informants critiqued a
20-page summary and detailed causal model (see section 7) before final
write-ups were done. The last wave of interviews turned up information
that war, redundant and contained no discrep,,cies from pr.eyious account
It is likely that we missed some of the internecine politics within the
state college which were likely` to influence operations at the teacher
center in the future. Aside 0m that, data were thin on the district.:,..
administrators. Only one was interviewed in depth, another briefly.
But accounts about administrators from other role incumbents were so
remarkably consistent that less energy was put into reaching more.

The Three Rivers site was harder to encompass. School adminis-
trators tended to be evasive and some teachers more doctrinal than
our emerging interpretation of events could support. There was conflict
at this site and it clouded the internal consistency rour finding's;
people simply did not agree on some events and interpretations. How-

0
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ever, mcJzf of the key research questions could be answered with

confidence, more so with respect to the role of the university and the

teacher center than with respect to the school district and outlying

counties. Very likely, too few teachers were interviewed.

.
Finally, our account of the state-level hetwork is probably

accurate, with strong validity in the historical and early,periods but

less so in the present configuration, where nine centers throughbut

the state are involved. Two other coordinators (Savil, Small Schools

Cooperative) were interviewed aside from those at Three Rivers and

Arcadia. Findings would have been strengthens by interviews with

state education officials and members of the s atewide policy and

advisory boards.

All names of persons, institutions and localities are fictitious.

L
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1. HISTORY OF THE MIDWESTERN STATE INTERORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENT

1.1. HISTORY OF THE STATEWIDE TEACHER CENTER NETWORK

1.1.1. Historical and Institutional Context

The statewide network was created in a moderately large, s;a7r;ily--._

populated midwestern state. The state is wealthy; it has oil, minerals
and a prodigiously fertile eastern area with large tracts of sunflowers01.

eat. Its natural resources, combined with a small population,
petit the third wealthiest state per RapAl. Ethnic backgrounds are

more homogeneous here than in the coastal states.
)

The fertility of the
land, most & it undeveloped and available cheaply from grants and sales
made by the railroad, attracted a large number of Scandinavian and other
Northern Eutopean immigrants in the second half of the 19th century;
their great-grandchildren are both influential and sensitive to their
origins. For example, at one of the field sites, a small farming com-
munity (pop. 3,000) in the eastern part *6f the state, the Sons of Norway
club is a prominent building in the town, and the club's activity is
as strong, if not stronger, than that of the better known service clubs
such as Rotary, Lions, or Elks.

Cultural, political, economic and geographic factors frame col-
lectively and interactively a context for understanding the events
leading to the creation of the network. With the benefit of hindsight,
six contextual factors influenced local events. The factors are also
meaningful in that they were continuously mentioned by informants trying
to account for outcomes and relationships at the site.

Decentralization. With a small population engaged chiefly in
primary economic activity (farming and mining) across a large geographic
area, there is little call for centralized servici or administration,
and no large urban center to do it. Along with these fe res goes a
political orientation which is conservative and suspicious f state-
wide and federal initiatives. The teacher center network came to be
a reflection of this pattern;"it promoted unique and loosely linked
local centers with virtually no central control aside from an assembly
of local delegates. These were, in fact, some of its marketing points
when the center network was being proposed at the state and local levels:
local initiative, local uniqueness, no pressure to standardize programs,
local self-determination.

Support for education and educational infrastructure. Appeals
for the professional development of teachers, with the likelihood of some

2.1
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impact at the classroom level, are well received in the state. Edica-

tion is a core cultural value, enjoying political support. Schools

function, according to informants, in a "non-adversarial" climate;

school boards tend to be supportive and non-supervisory. But school

budgets are comparatively low; teachers' salaries in this, the third

wealthiest state, are 45th nationally. At the post-secondary level,

there is a highly develiRped infrastructure of two-year community and

state colleges, undergirding the two major state universities. As events

played out, especially in the eastern part of the state, Infrastructure

became a key issue. Almost al.p the teacher centers acros the state

could be linked with a local s4-ate college, thereby meeting a key objec-

tive of the project to intensify links between colleges and local schools.

But the declining school -age population broug several of these colleges

- and the two state universities - into conflict, as they competed for

an increasingly smaller pool of high school graduates. The creation of

the teacher centers partially resolved that problem. The centers organ-

ized in-service, degree-level workshops for which teachers registered

at and paid the local colleges, thereby providing a new source,of rev-

enue. But some of the teacher centers within a 60-mile radius of one

another soon found themselves competing fbr these registrations as well.

Pluralism and compromise. Respondents often said that "you have

to compromise if you want to get anything done here." Tolerance for

opposing points of view was also seen as an institutional necessity,

and may be as much a cultural or ethnic value at this site as a straight-

forward strategic consideration. These factors, as nebulous as they

are, surfaced continuously during interviews and observations. Some

illustrations:

rejection of ideologically driven programs; good conflict

management. An important precursor of the network was an experimental /)

teacher education program at North Central University with a strong .

and vocal normative core, derived from humanistic psychology and the

"growth potential" movement. Progrfam staff and graduates were quickly

branded as "in6Ierant," "aggressive" and "arrogant," although many

of their critic went along with the objectives of the program. At

the Three River site, the perception of ideological purism on the

part of university staff made it difficult to get local support for a

teacher center initially proposed by North Central Universit:.

relative harmon of teacher-administrator relationshi . Elsewhere
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in the country, the teacher center movement tends to be associated with404
teacher militancy. The cendprs seem to raise not only the professional
but also the unionist consciousness of their members, leading to sharpened
teacher- administrator conflict.. Teacher center cooFdinators from Midwest
were "shOcked" and "appalled" by virulence of the criticism directed
a inst school administrators in centers which they visited on the east
and west coast prior to and after founding the statewide network. The
teacher centers in Midwest were to be governed collaboratively by "policy
boards" with a majority of delegates named by the local branch of the
NEA and other delegates from the district office, the community and local
college or university. The statewide policy board had the same governance
structure. Overall, judging from documentS, interviews and observations,
the system functioned well. Latent conflicts were quickly verbalized,
then treated head-on but with a low emotional charge. There appeiared to
be a consensual arrangement whereby conflicts of interest led to com-
promise solutions rather than to polarization. These boards seldom voted.
Potentially seriolas conflicts tended to be diffused rapidly by a round-
robin of telephone calls from intermediaries. Even at sites walre formal
relations had broken down, e.g., contract disputes and the threat of
strikes by teachers, informal,contacts remained strong and unfeverish.

How this played out in terms of teacher center policy and program-
-ming is expressed 411, if somewhat idealistically, by the 'prime movee
of the statewide network, the dean of the college of education at North
Central University:

The approach here is different (from other
stateq. The centers are more eclectic and
...eac is willing to encompass a r age of
philosophical issues. You may get a work-
shop on using basal readers and another that
does away with basal readers. That's where
the teachers are and that's where we have to
start with them. It's also important to get
them interested in different perspectives...I guess we're more ecumenical here.,

Egalitarianism and easy access. Some respondents evoked the
Scandinavian influence to explain that status differences between teachers,
administrators and college or university staff were attenuated through-
out the state. This made it easy, they suggested, to communicate non-
defensively on the various local and state-level policy and advisory
boards. Most of the senior administrators in the state educational office
were viewed as "people who used to be teachers like us" (which they, were),

3i
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as were the state college professors. There was no apparent pecking

order observed at state-level meetings. The educational establishment

seemed generally to know one another well, to have done their B.A. degree

and, more uniformly still, thskir M.A. degree at the same colleges, and

to have extra-professional relationships (spores, membership in a service

organization). Basically, this meant that teacher center business could

be done rapidly, informally and reliably. To cite one of the network

leaders:

Other people aren't used to a place where
access to state officials is so easy. If we
want to talk to the state superintendent for
instruction, well, we just pick up the phone.
We see these people a lot. We work with them
in a number of areas. So that makes it a lot
easier to start up new projects with them or
to get their support for something ongoing.

These informal contacts buttressing the formal transactions were not

nearly as fluid between local teachers and state superintendents, but

flowed smoothly between state and district administrators and college/

unive#ity staff. They also helped in conducting teacher center business.

When,'foT example, a problem was raised at a state -level network meeting

about the lack of cooperation on the part of a rural county superintendent,

three people immediately responded that they had either taught to, taught

with, socialized with, or thought they were distantly related to the

person involved, and all volunteered to call him.

Continuity, low mobiaity. Respondents said that most inhabitants

of the state, particulafly those in education, stayed there. There

seemed to be a tradition of spending some time outside the state - usually

for a segment of one's training or for the first job - then returning

home, almost in the medieval form of the "wandering apprenticeships" in

northern Europe. Although a fair amount of staff turnover was observed

at teacher center sites, much of it led to other jobs (in the district

office, state college or*ate educational office) that could be useful

to the statewide network. Citing the college of education dean again:

There is enormous continuity Dlerej of the
people in the administrative ad political arenas
having to do with education. You don't always
have to start offer with these people. You've
brought them through a process where they under-
stand what you are doing and have committed them-
selves to it and will ciNitinue to go along with it.

At this site, high continuity appears to have helped the teacher center
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network oveV,plough spots, e.g., when re lts were poor or funding

e

threatened. The unspoken agreement seeded to be that the network was
embryonic and would require a patient, long-terA commitment on the part

of the.oducational elite across the state, most of whom were associated

directly or indirectly in the enterprise.

Outreach and service by universities and colleges. This last theme
recurred in documents and interviews. Not only the state colleges but
also the state universities emphasized their service objectives. College
and university staff werr actively engaged - in some Gases overextended -
in local committees, special projects, workshops or action research aimed
at the improvement of social services. All this was over and above their
teaching and administrative loads. The drafts proposing the teacher

9
center network and its'loose coordination by North Central University
spoke of "a history of cooperative relationships between colleges and
universities, state and local officials and the state educational asso-
ciation (of teacherq." The implication was

that institutions of higher education were committed

to projects involving local practice improvement,

that they were familiar with,had a legitimate claim

on in-service staff development,

that schodl teachers, administrators and college staff

could communicate and collaborate ("boundaries are

fuzzier here between the colleges and schools; people

can move easily from one to thefo"ler," said one

professor at North Central), and

that the universities had a special expert4e as brokers,

or nodes of knowledge resources that would be needed in

a statewide information and training network.
4

Perceived educational needs rio )Lo foundin The%ulk of the
data suggests that the teacher center work as a whole did not meet
any pressing, locally perceived need. This is probably a moot point.
The original proposal spoke often and convincingly of problems to which
the network was a solution: the decline in school-age pupils and cor-
respo6ding low turnover rate among teachers who would need in-service
training to maintain their commitment and competency; the general
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threat of professional stagnation, with possible impact on p .1

achievement and attitudes; the need for an acceleration in the

dissemination of new practices; and the need for tighter links be-
.

tween colleges and local schools for improved local problem-solving.

In an interview, Dean Saganne, who wrote the proposal, added that his

college was deluged with requests for information and expertise, many

of which could be met using loCal expert_is whose existence wasn't

widely known. At the local levels, then, resource exchanges could be

multiplied and extended by means of such a central repository as a

teacher center linking colleges,'community specialists, teachers with

special skills and 'external sources of information and assistance.

-But docuMentation an,d interviews turned up far less urgency, or

even agreement on most of,these points. Teachers did not perceive them-

telves to be stagnating, nor were they so,perceived by their lbcal and

stag administration. Teachers were obliged to take 16 hours of course -

work or workshops every 5 years, such that in-service w4. contractually

enforced. Ther,p were :Irumblings about the limited choic7of in-service

offerings, about its quality (overly theoretical at the university or

colleges, myopic or narrow within the school district) and availability

(degree-level coursework had to be done after school hours or during Ike

summer), but no widespread, vocal dissatisfaction. Local districts

did not feel under-innovative. College staff felt that they were

* adequately involved witp,local schools, if only on a problerby-problem

basis. Staff at North Central U. said that they had doubted from the

outset that the teacher center would reddbe demands on them, but rather

had feared an increase in such demands, which turned out to be the cases

On balance, the idea of a statewide network of professional

development centers seems to have been chiefly the'result of a social

philosophy, ideology or deeply held commitment on the part of an

energetic and charismatic leader and what were called - for the most

part endearingly his disciples throughout the state. The problems

were meaningful too, but not urgent for local administrators and teachers.

In some respects, the faintly doctrinaire nature of the proposal it-

self shone through. For instance, current in-service offerings were

34
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judged inadequate not as the result oftsurvey or testimonial evidence
(though there would have been some) but as a result.of their having
been defined externally by administrators. Empirical work was then '

cited, somewhat inappropriately (e.g., NSF, Rand studies), to show
that teachers tended to ignore or to transform externally generated
practices. The implication was that teacher-identified training needs
were not only the most legitimate but also the most effer.tive.inputs
for program elaboration, and that the new format was needed to rational-
ize investments. As discussed below (gee section 1.1.3), the network
seems to have been driven principally by the strikingly ambitious

, desire to spread and concretize throughout the state, a shared philosophy
of individual growth among influential an2. energetic educators. But
we should note that antecedents were different from one local site to°
another. At one of the- sites studied in detail (see below, section 1.2),

. the local center appeared to grow more "organically"'from locally felt
needs to which the center was an obvious answer. This center, inci-
deritally, prdated the creation of the statewide network.

1.1.2. Institutional Precursors

That the structure and objectives of the state-wide to cher .
center network seem to have a clear, direct institutional lineage from
earlier enterprises in and around North Central University is further
witness to the force of philosopqcal ideas in the network's founding.,
Five institutional or programmatic sources should be mentioned briefly.

1. The Experimental Teacher Educatior Program. Between 1965
and 1967, a comprehensive study of teacher education opportunities and
likely needs in the state was carried out collaboratively by the State
Department if Public Instruction, North Central University, the
Legislative Research Council, the State Board of Higher Education, the
U.S. Office of Education and a number of. local school districts. It
was estimated that some 60% of-thestate's elementary school teachers
had "less than degree" oertificatijk (i.e., no B.A.) and that an
emergency program should be created, externally funded and governed
indep-endently of the college of education at North Central University,
where the program should be housed. The program should retain an
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experimental focus; this clientele was older and more experienced

thn the customary pre-service or post-graduate degree students.

Instruction would. ideally be more practice-based, more egalitarian

betwee.9 staff and students and mnre directed to increase continued

self-development capacity than to assure high levels of terminal

certif ication.

Dr. Paul Saganne was hired from another midweste university

to direct the Experimental Program, which la:=7.ed from 1918 to 1972,

conferred approximately 720 degrees (400 B.A. degrees, 300 M.Ed. and

17 Ph.D. degrees), achieved national notoriety, created a dynamic and
-

influential social network among its graduates -and sparked local con-

troversy. Some of its staff was integrated in 1972 into the college

of education, with whom relations had been uneven, and Dr. Saganne

,%was appointed the dean of a renamed "center" which essentially as-

sumed andextended the activities of the college.

The Experimental Program introduced practices which were radically

new to the area. Staff reasoned that if teachers were expected, as this

program sought, to "inculcate the spirit and the capacity for inquiry

and discovery" among pupils, these practitioners should be taught

as they\Kould teach their own pupils upon graduation. As a result,

there was little lecturing or other large-group instruction, no com-

pulsory reading lists, few paper and pencil examinations and little

hierarchical differentiation between students and college staff.

Through independent study, small seminars and periodic "clinical" in-

ternships in schools throughout the state,"students desj.gned and exe-

cuted a largely self-defined program, relying on instructors for gui-

dance. Attempts were mace to simulate real or ideal classroom environ-

gments the college itself, with a particular interest in the materials-

rich, relatively unstructured British "informal" or "open" classrooms,

set up with integrated learning areas or "activity centers.': The

British "informal" model, with its emphasis on children's multi-modal,

self-directed exploration and cognitive mastery of their environment,

was a source of inspiration, and constituted the ideal by which local

practices were often measured. Finally, the fluidity of movement

between university and local schools, together with ,the injection of-

for once, highly valued - craft knowledge into a university setting,

3t
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was meant to break down the perceived isolation between colleges
and local communities.

The life cycle of the Experimental Program seems to have had two
parts. During the first two years, the program attracted some of
the most dynamic teachers and administrators throughout the state.
Most were enrolled in the M.Ed. and Ph.D programs, where they formed.. ,

a cohesive, highly committed reference group. They were young, but
experienced, in that all had &we at least five years of classroom

N
teaching and most had moved into administrative slots at the building
and district levels. Some of the Ph.D candidates were instructors
at the various state colleges sprinkled throughout the state. In-
ications are that this group thrived cn the independent, experiential

nature of the program and internalized its philosophical core. Most
returned to their home schools, school district offices and state
colleges with a strong commitment to furthering "informal" education.
It was around this group'that the state-wide teacher center network
was built.

The second phase of the Experimental Program was apparently

less successful, at least in the eyes of teachers and administrators

within a 60-mile radius of North Central. The new cohort enrolled
in the post-graduate program wa ;Jess experienced, containing a

greater number of out-of-state students and more militant than the
first group. During their internships in-state schools, they were

.variously'perceived as arrogant, fanatical and naive. Experimental
Program students tended to denigrate local practices by reference
to the more idealized and child-centered "i .ormal'model; local
practitioners took this to mean that they themselves were insensitive
to childrens' needs and ineffective teachprs. Feelings ran particu-
larly strong in Three Rivers, where North Central. University i.as

located. Below are two representative remarks, first from an infor-
mant who had done the Experimental Program and then stayed at North
Central as a graduate teaching assistant, then from a 16cal principal:

Teachers and principals heard the Experimental
Program students saying that their schools weren't
adequate, and a lot of those students weren't very
experienced. Then when people started coming in
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from all over the country,' it made it seem as if
the university people were right; it made things worse.
Also, very few of the new students (in. the second
phase) who were doing the M.Ed. or doctorate came
from Three Rivers.

A lot of people got burned by the real missionary
nature of the training over at the University
(during this period). It was messianic; it put
a lot of people off. -

Several informants said that there was already some "rivalry,""bad

blood" or "ill will" between North Central and local educators prior

to the,New Program, but that relations deteriorated further between

1970 and 1972. Many of the difficulties in founding and maintaining

the teaCher center in Three Rivers were traced by site infotTants

to the distrust with regard to the university stemming from the

Experimental Program.

2. The social network of Experimental Program graduates and

their local insertion.. Graduates moved into key administrative posi-

tions at the district and state levels, and into teaching and adminis-

trative (e.g., dean or director of a program) slots at state colleges.

They ..ad occasion to meet on state-level business or during conventions,
1

and stayed in contact with North Central staff who found positions

at the college of education when the experimental program was phased

out. When Dean Saganne began prospecting throughout the state for

the creation of a network of local teacher centers, he began by con-

tacting this corps of graduates.

Figure 1-1 maps the relationships between North Central staff,

in particular Dean Saganne, and the 4 districts in which teacher centers

were created in the fall of 1977. The "nesting" of the teacher center

varied-Tram district to district and may account for differences in

outcomes among these four centers. The (x; denotes North Central

staff and Experimental Program graduates. -

At Savil, there were graduates in the state college and the

superintendent's office; the teacher coordinator was also a graduate.

Note that the state college intersects with the teacher center. The
4



Figure 1-1 Influence and Relationship Networks at the Time
of Creation of State-Level Teaches Center Network
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college provided space, some financial aid and overt support to the

center. Although this site was not studied in detail, there is evidence

that the state college still claims partial "ownership" of the center

and provides it with resources.

At Sunny Vale, the graduate was in the district office; there is
. %

no state college in the area. The center was housed in a local school

and, until 1980-81, coordinated by a local teacher who then moved into

the district office.

At Arcadia, the graduates were both at the state college; one of

them was teacher center coordinator, operating out of the college. The

other was a department chairman.

At Three Rivers, there were no graduates in the district officd.x,,,,

The center was not "claimed" by any of the parties, although the district

provides it with space adjacent to the city library.

The arrows show communication patterns in the three years prior to

the creation of the network. Dean Saganne at North Central was clearly

at 'he hub of iltiKTeMmunications. He initiated most contacts, and

receivea intermittent communications from the districts. Within local

sites, the graduates got together to plan the center; in most cases,

this involved lining up support and getting a facility for the center.

The grad ates communicated intermittently with other graduates in

neighbor ng districts and' ith graduates in the state office of education.

Note final\s that Saganne has strong links where others have weak links

or none at all - to the state education office and to the private foundation

which eventually funded the project for about half of the total, costs

incurred in the first five years.

Informants es_t_tmated that local centers were harder to get off the

ground where- there was no Experimental Program graduate in a key slot.

They were also surprised in one case where graduates were strategically

placed but a center not created in the first two years of the network.

3. Midwest Study Group. During the Experimental Program, a

national study group of educators and researchers was created. The

group met once yearly, communicated via a newsletter and ran a publica-

tions series for monographs written by its members. The group, which

continued after 1973, fostered an approach to schooling, testing
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and research which was, close to that of the Experimental Program.

In particular, its members experimented with alternative forms of
testing and program evaluation. Some of the members had visited

British informal schools'and the regional teacher centers which had

been created in part as a resource bank for these schools. One mem-
ber had created such a center within an urban university on the east
coast. Much of the initial input to Dean Saganne (and to another

staff member who coordinated the study group's activities and later

coordinated the network itself) about teacher centers came from this
source.

4. Federal projects. In 1971, the U.S. Office of Education was
exploring the creation of fegional "resource bases" throughout the
country. There was talk of state-level resource centers partly funded
by the government. In Midwest, the concept was poorly received; the
notion of a centralized materials and staff development center went
against the grain of decentralizing operations and resource through-
out the state. Dean Saganne addressed this issue by writing a paper
in which he outlined an in-service strategy for the state. The strategy
turned around the.crea4j.on of local resource centers coordinated

,

through a university or, a. network of colleges and universities. When
the Nixon administratioln laid aside such large-scale federal initiatives,
the Midwest project lay dormant until 1975, when Saganne reformulated
it more operationally proposing a state-wide network of teacher

ceners coordinated by North Central University.

5. NIE-funded research project. Dean S.ganneand his staff applied
for and got an NIE grant to study the dissemination and impact of the
Experimental Program throughout the state. The grant began in 1972 and
was extended to 1976, during which time the focus of the research
shifted. Initially, the study tried to evaluate local classrooms on
outcomes sougnt by the Experimental program: pupils' affective and
cognitive growth, "quality of interpersonal relationshit,s," "levels of
critical thinking and creative expression." Gradually, the focus shifted
to dimensions of the classroom environment (e.g.,"openness") and to
teachers' experience with more child-centered classroom organization.
In the final two years, some ot the instrumentation (interviews with
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teachers, children and parents) was converted to a self-evaluative

format for teachers, as a way of reflecting on and changing their

practice. A staff development workbook was elaborated, in which

teachers found interview schedules, exercises, log forms and in-

spirational citations, many of them from humanistic and gestalt

psychologists (e.g., Carl Rogers) and similarly-oriented educators

(e.g., A. Combs, G. Leonard, E. Duckworth). The,workbook was organized

around what were called "components of growth" (awareness and reflection,

trust, risk-taking, etc.). The self-evaluations centered on seven

dimensions of instructional practice: diversification, individualization,

informality, decentralization, integration, use of the community as a

resource, peer interaction (chiefly among pupils).

The workbook came to be used in coursework, workshops and special

projects undertaken by staff at North Central University. For some

informants, this project was a-precursor to the teacher center network

in that it stressed "teachers as learners in the context of staff

development." To cite from the report to NIE:

Using and talking about the workbook helped
teachers to understand their own experience
and how it influenced their behavior...The
project led to an interest in creating forums
for continuous discussion between teachers, a
continuous reflection on their practice.

1.1.3. Philosophical and Ideological Roots

These intellectual origins have already been traced to the

Experimental Program, the Midwest study group and the NIE-sponsored

study of staff development An additional source, feeding into these

initiatives, was that of the U.S. Office of Education-funded Teachers'

Center Exchange in the Far West Laboratory for Research and Development.

Globally, the overriding thesis was that teachers are adults who are

capable of making significant personal and professional changes, pro-
*

vided the surrounding environment is supportive. Many of these changes,

it was felt, would go spontaneously in the direction of gre-ter in-

dividualization of classroom instruction,ra more integrated curriculum,

less hierarchical relationships between teachers and their pupils and

more "active" (self-generated, exploratory, experimental) cognitive
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mastery on the part of pupils. It was also assumed that individual
change would lead to institutional change within the school building
and district towards a more dynamic and interpersonally harmonious
working climate.

These beliefs, as expressed in the preliminary prop9eals, minutes
of meetings and field notes of interviews, can be subdivided into five
key "messages" or "assumptions:---

1. Like all adults teachers are potentially self-actualizing
and self-directing individuals. If given the opportunity to organize
their own staff developmAnt needs, they will be judicious and respon-
sible. As a result, teachers should determine the teacher center program
and -constitute a majority in its decision-making council.

2,. Teachers cln be "trusted." In asking for workshops, special
projects and support and in directing, teacher center policy more
generally, the needs of teachers will_ correspond to locally perceived
needs. Teachers' self-interest will intersect with principals' and
superintendents' interests. The center will not become a seedbed of
teacher militancy.

3. Teacher-defined professional development will lead to practice
improvement. More generally, teachers will take greater responsibility
for curriculum and instructional decisions without coming into conflict
with loCal administrators.

4, No one source or type of knowledge or expertise is superior
to others. University expertise is neither more valid nor more power-
ful thaw-craft knowledge; it is ether. Ultimately, what you don't know
can't help you, and you know much more than'you believe. The richest
source of external knowledge is likely to beF fellow teachers.

5. As they interact with practitioners, colleges and universities
will come to recognize the validity of craft knowledge and incorporate
it into their instruction and research.

1

'In many ways, piost of these assumptions - which were implicitly
translated into teacher certer objectives - are a transposition of
what the Experimental Program sought to instill in its graduates as
they worked in or administered classrooms. If, in the previous list,
"teacher" is replaced by "children" or "pupils," we have the core

4 4



set of objectives for the Experimental Program.

1.1.4. Historidal Persons or Reference Key Actors in

the Creation of the Network

This section has.to be looked at at two levels, the state-wide

level and the level of individual teacher centers. At the state-wide

level, the most prominent figure is Paul Saganne, Dean of the college

of education at North Central. All the remaining actors at the site

appear to be a supporting cast. Saganne first outlined a teacher

center model in 1971, then pushed more enerJetically for its creation

starting in 1974. He set up the local committee at Three Rivers,

then created the group which founded' the other three centers. He

appears to have lobbied for support successfully at the state educa-

tional office and, through graduates of the Experimental Program, in

district offices and state col7eges. He wrote the proposal and brought

in the bulk of initial funds. Almost all of the preliminary reports,

proposals, key memos, etc. seem to have been written by Saganne.

At the local levels, there were several key actors (see Figure 1 -1).

At Savil, the center was the collective work of its first coordinator,

Belinda Herman, of the local superintendent, Harris Livermore, and of

2 professors at Savil State College, John Zubha and Dan Syl. At
\

Arcadia, the center grew out of efforts to improve pre-service teacher

education on the part 9f Don Lessing, with administrative and financial

backstopping from the department chairman, Robert Goff. All these

people were graduates of the Experimental Program, as were two sup-
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portive state-level administrators, Harold Fine and Peter Handlin,

and an influential "lobbyist" at the state capital, Hilary Hanson,

head of the state's Council of School Administrators. All served on

the state-wide network's advisory board.

At Three Rivers, the two assistant superintendents, Peter Blake

and Hal Jensen, backed the project while harboring doubts. Final

negotiations were handled slallfully by a faculty member at North

Central, Joseph Harrison, who then served on the local policy board

alongside Saganne.

1.1.5. Historical Event Listing

Table 1-1 shows the sequence of key events in the founding of

45



Table 1-1' Event Listing for Founding of State-Level Teacher Cehter Network
and Local Teacher Centers

North Central
University

Statewide
activity

Arcadia
Teacher
Center

1965-8: State study Of 11974-5: informal
teacher education needs meetings between

5/68: Exper. program mu, local NEA,

opens, Saganne named "administrators

director 1.1974: initial

6/73: Exper. program merged interest signaled

with college of ed., Sagando v Gibb Fndation

named dean

1970: USOE proposes regibnal
"renewal" centers

6/71: Saganne writes paper I

proposing teacher center con-;
ceet for regional centers 1

r1974-75:NIE study
*6/72': North Central:, awarded focusses on staff
4-yr,NIE grant to evaluate revelopment needs
Exper.program

9/69: B.Goff appoirted as r9/75: Lessing
head of psych. and ed. dept. roves into cafe-
of Arcadia State College feria space

*9/70: D. Lessing hired as 11/76: special pro-
assistant professor eject enriches re-

1972-4: Lessing begins ;source bank

experiments with materials- L,
Nq6:start of Les-based instruction
Ising involvement
(in 2-yr,in-svce
for non-degree
teachers

Three
Rivers
Teacher
Center

....

In
1968-72: local ambivalence 1974-51 informal
about N. Central Experimenta eetings continue
Program Iteachers skeptical

I

1973-4: informal discussionsI*1975-6: Carlson
at local teachers ass'n aboudreplaces Saganne,

states
achers give
ckinga

teacher ce.iters in other

1Antecedent events Catalytic and
1965-73 1Planning

'events
11974-76

2-6/76: meetings across
the state to discuss,plan
network

*9/76: initial commitments
ade by SEA, NDEA, state

colleges and LEAs

3/76: publication of staff
development workbook

11/76: Proposal submitted
to Gibb Foundation

2/77: Foundation makes
site visits

*4/77: funding approved

S 6/77: visits, meetings
at other teacher centers
in U.S.

*9/77: 4 centers open at
Arcadia, Three Rivers,
Savil and Sunny Vale

9/76: special ed. in-
service program leads to
cross-college collabora-
tion

*9/76: first in-service
workshops organized, len-
ding of materials,expanded

10/76: first contacts w/
Saganne re state-level
network

f
7-8/77: first summer in-
service held using project
format

*9/77: teacher center joins
state-level network

9/76-3/77: start of de-
tailed planning; commit-
ments firmed up from NCU,
district administrators

ConcriAization 'and
Commitment
2/76-3/77

1/77: presentation to local
teachers ass'n -still undecided

*4/77: new presentation (ex-
ternal funding received)-approval

5/77: presentation to school bd-
approval of majority

*9/77: tearer center opens

Founding events
Nov. 1976-Sept. 1977

* key or "barometric" events

46 ti
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the network. Decisive or "barometric" e ents have an asterisk
For this section, only the events concerning North Central University

and state wide activity are pertinent. Events at thellocal centers

are discussed below (see section 2).

The time span is from 1965 to 9/1977, as the legend shows.
e

Three strands of antecedent events,are listed. The first, covers the

genesis, operation and ultimate merger of the Experimental Program

with the college of education. The second strand covers the evolution

of the teacher center concept in the state. The final strand is the

NIE-sponsfied study which tracked Experimental Program graduates.

In the second phase, charting catalytic and planning event,

three event clusters are noted. Meetings
o
at Three Rivers began,

initiated by Dean Saganne and inc uding delegates from the 1 cal

NEA branch and the district offic4 . When it was decided, rgely at

the initiative of Saganne, that the project be state-wide rather than

uniquely local, the same format of delegates was created at other sites

in the state. Also during this period, the Gibb Foundation let

Dr. Saganne know that a state-wide project could be funded. Finally,

the rgE study was focussed more closely on teacher, professional develop-

ment, culminating in the next phase in the staff development workbook";

The final two phases cover events leading to local commitment

(approval of theproject, small sums pledgtd by the state NEA, the

local districts, the state education office, the colleges and univer-

sities near local centers), including the approval of the proposal

by- the Gibb Foundation, which gave approximately 9400,000.00 over

five years.

1,1.6. Schematic Flow Model of the Founiinq of the Network

Figure 1-2 plots, at a macro-analytiC level, the key variables
in the creation of the state-level network. As antecedents, the

Experimental Program's heritage was reflected in the shared ideology (1)

and the desire to extend child-centered instruction (2) on the part of

the program's graduates. Within the state, educators had read about

teacher centers and found the concept attractive (3). The activity

of the project advocate, Dr. Saganne (4), in proposing the teacher

center model and mobilizing administrators and teachers' groups, was
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enhanced by local support, such that the informal g4oups meeting to

discuss the concept came to see its importance and potential (5).

This social network (61 of graduates concretized support at the

three levels ;university, school district administrators and teachers)

and between groups meeting at different points in the state (7).

Through the social network of graduates and using their influence

as state and district administrators (8), firm suppor±wasgenerated

at all levels (10). The backing for the conceptwasmade far stronger

when the project advocate succeeded in getting external funding (9),

after which the 4 centers and statewide governance me.chanismr were
jcreated (10).

1.2. HISTORY OF THE ARCADIA TEACHER CENTER

1.2.1. Historical and' Institutional Context

Arcadia is a small (population: 3,000) rural communi.ty in the

fertile Red River Valley. From respondents' accounts, the community

is wealthy, with a half-dozen millionaires and a high mean income from

the large sunflower and wheat tra^ts surrounding the town. The towns-

people are chiefly. of Scandinavian origin, notably Norwegian.

Arcadia i= also a college town. Arcadia State College lies on

a shaded campus near the town center. It enrolls approximately 650

students, of whom about 60% are future school teachers. Virtually

every department in the college instructs teacher education candidates,

with some specialization according to the grade level which future

teachers will work in, e.g., the social studies department enrolls

secondary-level teachers.

As a state college, Arcadia ministers to the surrounding community,

viewing itself as a "school of personal service." Although its prime
*

function is preservice training,.the staff is actiye in the surrounding

communities as consultants, members of local committees and workshop

leaders. Outreach a d service are considered prime objectives at

Arcadia'State. The teaching staff is expected to focus on instruction

and outreach; publications and research activity have a lower priority.

By way of reciprocity, the community appears to support the state

college and take pride in it. While both state universities are
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within a 90-minute driving distance, as is another state college,
most families in the abga send their children to Arcadia State. Such
fidelity has become an important factor in recent years, as the pools
of high school students diminishes and the colleges find themselves
in open competitith one another. This is particularly the case
for teacher education majors, who can choose among 3 nearby insti-
tutions aside from Arcadia State.

One other contextual factor is noteworthy. Unlike the second
local site studied in Midwest, Arcadia has few ongoing educational or
cultural resources for the area's inhabitants. Until recently, in-
service teachers could not count on a well-stocked materials center or
a rich fare of workshops.' As all teachers have had to m3et recertification
requirements by accumulating cor'se and workshop holrs, the local prac-
tice was to wait for the Arcadia State summer school program or commute
to the larger cities fnr their summer semester.

1.2.2. Institutional, Precursors

The Arcadia Teacher Center has an easily traceable lineage. All
the key events antecedent to thaa.ter's founding took place withinArcadia State College and involved two main actors, Don Lessing and
Robert Goff. Therd'are four sets of institutional events: the
institutional roles prayed by Lessing and Goff, the reorganization of
Lessing's teaching, Lessing's management of a series of special pro-jects and the Arcadia State summer program.

The heritage of the Experimental Program. Having completed his
doctorate under the Experimental Program, Goff returned to Arcadia
State in 1969 and took on the chairmanship of the Psychology and
Education Department. The following year, he brought in Lessing who,
like himself, had been a teacher and building administrator before
doing his doctorate under the Experimental Program. Both felt that
the Experimental Program had been personally rewarding and were committed
to its objectives of attaiang a more child-centered,

individualizedmode of classroom instruction within the state schools. Both also sawthe Experimental Program as a model for their own teaching as well asfor the B.A. program at Arcadia State. Lessing said that his B.A. andM.A. were disappointing, in that coursework was rigidly organized and
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far removed from educational practice. At the Experimental Program,

by contrast:

For the first time I-could decide what I wanted
to do and Zollow through on it. I don't think I
ever did so much reading and looked into so many
things as I did in those years.

Another noteworthy aspect of the program for Lessing was the individual

OP attention given to the doctoral students. The university staff spent a

good deal of time monitoring the independent projects of students:

They sat down and spent time with us as indi-
viduals; they cared. I really got a lot from
that and I wanted to try to create that kind
of environment too.,

Several inf)rmants made precisely this kind of statement about the Arcadia

Teacher Center. Teachers came into or called the center "because they

care about you," ")ecause they treat you like professionals," "because

yqU can really tell them what your problem is and they'll try to help."

Reorganization of teaching. Lessing used a regular college classroom

for his "teaching strategies" course to elementary education majors, but

soon felt that a lecture-seminar format was overly constricted and too

far removed from an ordinary classroom setting. He then began to bring

in materials,(kits, games), to set up integrated curriculum display%

("activity centers," a widely used device in British "informal" schools)

and, soon after, to bring in children for hands-on work by students

based on these materials. Other staff members began complaining of the

clutter and noise. The last straw was a giant plastic bubble which

Lessing anu his students set up in the classroom for work on perception.

As Lessing said,"I was looking to leave anyway."

With help from Goff, he was given an unused cafeteria in the base-

ment of the main campus building. Work-study students helped Lessing

to repaint, etile and set up the new space. One corner of the space

(75' by 75') was set up as a classroom, and the remainder made into

storage and bookshelf space for the rapidly accumulating projects of

materials and equipment. As students began to do individual projects

for the " strategies" course, the resource bank was enriched with teacher-

made materials as well as with commercial materials. As furniture was

bought or, more often, scrounged from around the college and from

J
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,tistudent's quarters, social spaces were .areated, with rugs, indirect
lighting, comfortable. chairs and provisions for coffee, listening to
music, reading 4opular journals, chatting. The informal, intimacy-

,

enhancing charadter of the main room spread to the furnishings of ad-
,

jacent roams as more space was made available to accommodate the new
programg (see below).

Special projects. Oetwee 1975-76 and the fall of 1977, when
Lessing joined the statewide teacher center network, a series of pro-
jects were initiated whiCh brought Lessing into a more active in-service
education role. Most of, these projects appear to have been,scouted
and retrieved by Coff. tip to this point, the creatilan of the resource
center in the cafeteria ;had been a response to pre-service needs.
During interviews, Irth;Lessing and Goff emphasized that the teacher
center grew out of the pre-service program, where the strongest insti-
tutional commitment still lies. Many of.the subsequent in-service
formats were alo built; around the improvement of pre-service instruction;
e.g., the arrangement whereby local teachers brought theii pupils to;

the center for two weeks of clinical hands-on work by, pre-service students.
Theicretion of .an in-servic4fogram was viewed as "a follow-up to
our commitment to these!teachers from the time they were students here."

Mater diversion project. In 1976, Lessing was asked to help
organize and provide materials for an in-service proj.ect involving
curriculum segments that would be used in schools to explain a major
water diversion project In the area. Goff coordinated the project and
the bulk of-instruction was given by Dr.Sampson, a biology prof-d-Sor.
The project brought in funds for buying more aterials for the resource,
center.

Non-degree program. The sere year, Lessing took on greater insti-
tutional responsibility for a two-year certification program for teachers
who did not nave a B.A. Goff had championed the progran, which some of
the ndighboring universities (e.g., North Central) had declined. Again,
the external funding alloi4d Lessing tou se materials and equipment,
much or it appropriate to the clastroo , 4n-degree teacners,., This
was his first large-scale experience with n service training. Interviews'.'
with graduates of that prog am were i,ns \ructive. Apparently, the course
included games, simulations' activity ce tors and other classroom formats
used widely in the Experime tal Picgram. Participating teachers did ,at
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percel..e, however, that a particular ideology or sectarian approach

was being forced on them. From all accounts, the program was success-

ful and led to routine use of the resource center when it was formally

established by Arcadia State graduates teaching in the area schools.

A citation here is useful:

He knew he couldn't lecture to us and that he'd
have to do a lot of hands-on work with experienced
people like us, so he u'eu projects and lots of
materials - the kinds of things we liked and we
were already using and that were very practical.

education Lessing undertook the coordination of

another project to train teachers of special education classes in ap-

proaches to mainstreaming. Two consultants were brought In to develop

and teach the program at the resource center. Three points are note-

worthy here. First, the resource center played an organizing-coordinating

rose, going beyond its original function as a resource for Lessing's

own teaching. Next, this program involved the collaboration of owner

staff members, within and outside the elementary, education department.

Fioall, teachers iarticipating in this and the non-de?ree program

ho=zar.-tn borrow ,erial:: from the center for ccurLe work and for follow-

up cl,':ssrw.) zntructI,Irl, Fr ") thz:, grew the lending service of the,

cvnter, e:xpanel area teachers who were not

enrt-,11 ;1 t not.; thy" r e soul -*4

rfr.t.,qr r41,1. ,,z 131 ,.

Ih wrztrIl *', ,z .1,z1 var, Lesing first used the

tor:* -*Pacht,r Ironirar instraocion and administration.

Lf*sirlq prtzciat in

ay. ez,zh*-wee,,, I re,r.ert'LfzcatIc.n cri"',1t5.
$f-0. tau,;:lz
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along with the purchase of materials and equipment for the resource
center, could not have been approved or put in place rapidly in a
larger, more centralized institution. Most arrangements were made

,after a short phone call - often to the yllege president - r meeting,
with a brief follow-up memo. Authorizations came very ra idly or
were given verbally.

1.2.3. Philosophical and Ideological Roots.

There arse two major sources: the Experimental Program and the
objectives at Arcadia State. The firs:. source has been touched on
earlier. Graduate students brought to and/or received from the Ex-
erimental Program a commitment to the expansion of a more child-
centered, diverse and integrated mode of classroom organization. The
program also treated l s students as self-motivating professionals
who could devise and er?cute their own training with the help of sup-
portive stiff, a formula carried ot:or into the organization of the
Arcadia Teacher Center. The Experimental Program also stressed a
diverstficati n of sources of expertise beyond certified expertise to
sourest-; in the community and among peers. In relation to this policy,
.t emphazed service and .Altreach on the part or colleges and
'universities to area teachers. Both Lessint; and Goft mentioned these
asp,:cts of the Lxperimental Program in ace-ountlm: for the shape of
the Arcadia Teacher Center.

More anecdt,rilli, same informah .f7)Id that Leshink: was viewed
with some suf;p1-;on when he first came t, Arcadia State and began to
advocatc! "d1'..-ferent wa/s to organize tear-his: that area teachers had
associated with L:tprlr.etal tf- Arl believed to he "..) little
extreme" er "mayie 1 little Aii ir,n-ly, Les'in,rs teaching

rapidly -eon ih catholic ahl credlhle: "he wa, A ;(1,-; instructor,
he got 110: ,!, pl- as: we :1;r." 1 i ,dd 1 ng some

r i h .

Ar0~ e In- !e: we ts th t the f.y.p.r ir-ent .11

i'rorar IN --,tres-;Ir.': the 0)atrea-s and ':erv10--e to the

rounding commnity. .e college alfy. en.:0Jraged

contacts between taco y and students in the pre-ser-.1(:e

At a more porsor ai-pears to hi:,

a social missirin. Before creatind the to ,cier .nter, hP-41,11 traveled

t I



around the state and seen "a number of classrooms and schools that

were really repressive places'':

I saw a lot of teachers who needed help but weren't
getting it, and teachers who would break down and
cry at the least encouragement. It_was so important
to them just to heart they were doing well.... So I
wanted to do some work that could help teachers with
materials- and new ideas and getting some recognition
from college people and other teachers that they
couldn't get otherwise.

Final.Lyilere are indications that Lessing's approach to staff

development had been less self-consciously egalitarian than the prac-

tices of the Experimental Program or at the Three Rivers Teachers Cen-

ter. There was)less emphasis on the absolute value of exchanges be-

tween practitioners. The Arcadia Center did fewer workshops with the
Ateachers-teaching-teachers formula and stressed this objective less.

The choice of summer workshops was made in some instances by teacher

center staff (e.g., energy, nature studies) rather than entirely by

needs assessment. Perhaps because these programs were run directly

out of a college, in contrast to the Three Rivers center (see below),

the formats were more structured and the demands on participating

teachers more explicit. Also, Lessing had in the past and sometimes

during field visits referred to himself as "director" of the teacher

center rather than tI.L "coordinator" as others were called, In general,

the legacy of the Experimental Program was strongly, sometimes self-

consciously egalitarian and affected the state-wide network. Assistants

were called "colleagues," directors were "coordinators," university'

ff were tnf. same sort of "resource people" as local school teach&s.

Policy group(-, "reached consensg:;." Status or hierarchical relationships

were blurred, although they were operative at several points in the

history of the netwrk, e.(;., in obtaininu auth6r1zations, getting

external fun:ing, gaining accefs to key state officials. The line

Of auu:ority waA -learer at Arca(iia State, although, as noted in the

intrnductor sec!. egilltarlaninm )s a strong cult-r:11 norm in this

region. (:- te: in t:., analytical section of this case study

thata (r non-;i ffise m(vie of decision-making lent

(-)herenr-P, t) ceht,,r, compariccn with thr,

V
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more centrifugal and multi-party governance which appeared often to
weaken the Three Rivers center).

1.2.4. Historical Persons

The two chief actors were Goff and Lessing. Both refe4red
periodically to the influence of faculty of the Experimental Program,
notably-Saganne and another professor, C.Dix. _Goff and Lessing were
personal friends and worked closely in developing the teacher center. 4at Arcadia. There was apparently a division of labor_____While Less-inq

oversaw the teaching and progtam development, Goff took care of funding,
administration, relations with the college president and the identi

ification of special programs which the center could apply for. He
appears to have been, from the start, a masterLul fund-raiser. He
brought in, for example, $15,000.00 in 1976 to the resource room for
the purchase of materials under a Title I program of community as-
sistance for'which "teacher centers" could apply. At this stage,
the in-service activity of Lessing was embryonic, and the resource
center little more than a collection of materials for pie-service
instruction.

1.2.5. Historical Event Listing

Tne key events for Arcadia are listed in the middle row of Table 1-1.
The sequence moves from the chatirmanship of Goff and the arrival of
Lessing at Arcadia State to the extension of Lessing's teaching to a
materials-centered format, the special programs and the first con-
tacts late in 1976 with Saganne in reference to the state-wide'net-

.,work.

Apparently, both Lessing and Goff had some initial doubts about
the state-wide network, although they were interested in working with
Saganne and in "being in touch with people doing the same kind of work."
They were also interested in the possibilities opened up for the pur-
chase of new materials with the Gia Foundation contribution of $15,000.00
in the initial two years, then $6,000.00 in the following two years.
Since Lessing's salary and that of work-study assistants could be covered
largely from state college funds, the budget available for materials
was considerable. Also, the college should have little trouble in
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picking up\the operating budget of the center when external funding

dro6Nd to $6,000.00 in the third and fourth year, then to $2,000.00

in the final year.

Lessing, however, felt that the formula be had evolved at Arcadia

State was being claimed and propagated by North Central University.

He was not familiar with the teacher center literature nor the profes-

sional.development movement arising from the "informal schools" ex-

perience in England. Lessing also had some fears that other potential

memb_er_s_saf_the network_in_proximity_to_Arcadia_would_usethe_in7service

opportunities to recruit enrolling teachers away from Arcadia State.

Goff wondered whether Arcadia State could underwrite a projecL in which

district and county teachers would dominate the governance structure:

"I shouldn't have ben en worried; it didn't happen." On the other side,

Saganne was interested in recruiting Arcadia State both for its talent

and because a center which was already operational would strengthen

the proposal to the Gibb Foundation.

The sequence of events is shown as a flow chart of key variables

in Figure 1-3.Thsantecedents include the EPerimental Program heritage

of local activism (1) stemming from a normative'core (2). Convergence

between Experimental Program objectives and the service-outreach man

date of Arcadia State (3) facilitated within-college support (5),

leading to expanded space and budget for purchasing materials (8).

These events were themselves facilitated by the rapid and flexible

mechanisms for making decisions at a small state college. Following

the top row, Lessing's desire to operationalize his teaching with

hands-on work and to show how "active" learning could be organized

locally (1) led to the perceived need (4) for a different kind of

instructional space at Arcadia State. This concern, along with in-

ternal support in the college (5), fueled his initiatives (7) and led

to the creation of a large and increasingly well-stocked resCCurce room

(8). Growth of resources made the center a likely candidate to take

on special in-service training programs (11) which brought in external

funds (9) that were used for the purchase,of more materials and equip-

ment. The availability of these materials attracted local practitioners
i

(12) who were not formally enrolled in a program and were excited to

find a materials-rich resource center in an area in which local budgets

did not permit them to make large-scale orders of instructional

5)
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materials (10) . renis increased the pressure of local demand (12) for
the center's services, which were then extended to include a pro-
vision fof lending materials and for follow-up work in local class-
rooms (13). As the resource center moved more actively into in-
service education, it became a centerpiece for the proposed state-
level teacher center network (14).

1.3. HISTORY OF THE THREE RIVERS TEACHER CENTER

As Three Rivers was a secondary site for data collection, it
will be treated in less detail.

1.3.1 Historical and Institutional Context

Three Rivers is one of the three major cities in the state ,and
is often associated in the minds of residents from other areas as the
locus of the larger of the two state universities. The city also
contains on its perimeter a large air force base.

Because 'it is not a large city (pop. 45,000), local school prac-
titioners and university people know one another reasonably well, but
do not have as many non-professional contacts as at Arcadia. A large
number of the university staff appear to have wives or husbands who
teach school. 'University staff are also active in the community,
e.g., serving on the school board.

Despite these multiple links, there are indications that town-
gown relations are uneven, at least in the education sector. This
heritage appears to have slowed down the creation of the Three Rivers
Teacher Center and contributed to its iritia1 difficulties. Some
respondents spoke of "mutual distrust," others of "enmity" and one
or two of "bad blood." Some excerpts from interviews:

Teachers just feel put down by university
people, so they don't want to get you in-
volved with them.

The perception of the university was that
it was a very different environment from
the schools and wouldn't be ably to respond
to teachers' needs.

Each one (the university and district schools)
has its domain and doesn't want the other
one to tread on its territory.

Cit.)



Figure 1-3 Main Antecedent and Process
Variables Leading to Establishment

;.of Teacher Center at Arcadia
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1.3.2. Institutional Precursors

Role of the Experimental Program. Lixe the state-wide network,

the mandate of the local teacher center which Dr. Saganne began to

design in 1974 was to extend and root in local practice some of the
Expei-imental Program's main'tenets. There was also the hope that

by creating a continuous link with local schools, the university

could move away from a problem-by-problem relationship with local

schools and establksh more enduring, consequential ties.

The thrust of the Experimental Program, together, with its re-
ception at Three Rivers, were discussed earlier. The program was

controversial, as was its director, Dr. Saganne, who was seen by

some as a godsend and by.others as a messianic intruder,with few
voices in between. Since Three Rivers sent relatively few teachers

or administrators to the program,, local commitment did not develop
as had been the case, for example, at Arcadia.

Some respondents felt that the uneasy relationship between the
college of education and locarschools pre-dated the Exper'imental

Program but was further strained by it.

Links with district and county schools. Graduates of North

Central felt mot' comfortable with its college of education and

the Experimental Program. But 'a large numbetr of district teachers

had been trained elsewhere; many seem to have evolved an attitude
of distrust. The ,university was "too theoretical;" it "really didn't
know what went on in schools." The enly continuous link between

staff at,the university and local teachers w 3 through ,the super-

vision by university staff of student teachers during their intern-
ship'period in 1oCal schools. Some of the strain here is hard to
understand, especially since Most of the university staff in ele-

mentary education had been former teachers and administrators. The
.A guess is that the views of teachers from elsewhere, together

with the relative infrequency of ongoing university-school contacts,

created a social distance that was increased during the Experimental

Program.

As a result, when Dr. Saganne made a presentation of the teacher

center concept to the executive board of the local teachers' association,

(.!)
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it was poorly received. "He got a quicK 'no.'" The university

was suspected of "making a power play" for a center whicl it would

control. The proposed system for financing the center was unpoptilar;

Saganne proposed that the money come from stipends pair: to district

teachers for their. supervision of student teachers. Finally, Saganne

was perceived as "too philosophical."

Saganne did not give up. He sent a mcsre homophilous emissary

Dr.,Carlson, a former teacher, principalvand superintendent. The

funding formula was changed to include university support, in-kind

services (space, materials) from the district and external funds.

Commitments were firmed up as the composition of the teachers'

executive board changed to a more favorable et, as the governance

.'"`structure was elaborated and external funds beca Itte a reality. The

final vote was split, but a majority approved the center.

Links with district administrators. On the whole, these rela-

tions seemed to be more harmonious than the university-local teacher

relationship. Superinendents and assistant superintendents had more

continuous contact with North Central and perceived the university

as a useful resource. One of the assistant superintendents was a

personal friend of Dr. Saganne and intervened peribdically in dis-

trict affairs on behalf of the university.

District administrators were ambivalent about the center. They
...

saw its promise as a vastly enlarged source of in-service training

for district teachers, and one which would, in large part, be ex-

ternally funded. They also saw such a center coordinating all local

in-service, although they were somewhat dubious of the governance

structure in which teachers had a plurality of delegates. There

was some sentiment that the center was an ambitious, idealistic

undertaking that would never work and, if it did, might increase

teacher militancy in the district. There were also doubts, shared

by t.:,e school board, of the financial burden which would accrue,after

the initial two years, to the school system budget when external

Banding was first reduced, then phased out.

'In the planning sessions, however, district administrators

approved the project and gave release time during school hours to
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the teachers engaged in planning. When interviewed, administrators
said they had few reservations about the center. Teachers, on the
other hand, saw the central office as "uninterested," "dragging
their feet" or'l(the teacher center as) a low priority for them."
That the district office had not found a facility to house the center
a month before its opening was judged a good index of their level of
commitment. Iri brief, field data are ambivalent.

Institutional orphaning. The physical location of the center
may have typified the institutional fragnity of the project. Dr.
Carlson proposed a facility at the university, but saw "right away
that the teachers were looking for a more neutral territory."

Another proposer called for the center to be housed in a local junior
high school, but the assistant superintendent wanted the center "not
to be attached to one of the institutions, but to have more autonomy."
In other words, no one .was claiming the center. The university was
eager to pass local control to the teachers, who were dubious'and to
the central office which was ambivalent. There seemed to be agreement
that the first coordinator would not have a high-status background
(as would, for example, a prIncipal, a professor at North Central or'

an executive member of the teachers' associatiorq, which would have
generated energy and support in at least one of the thee constituencies.
1.3.3. Philosc2hical and Ideological Roots

These have been discussed in connection with the creation of
the state-wide network.

1.3.4. Historical Persons

Most of the key actors have been identific . From within the
university, the main protagonists were Saganne and Carlson. At the
centralpffice, the two assistant superintendents, Jensen and Blake,
played decisive roles. No central figure emerges from the executive
board of the local teachers' association, although two persons, Elsa
Fisher and.Debbie 'Halstead, were mentioned (and interviewed). Both
were favorable to the creation of the center.

1.3.5. Historical Event Listing

The bottom row of Table 1-1 lays out the sequence of events
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at.Three Rivers and appear VD emphasize the hesitations of the

local teachers' association. There were two full years of informal

contacts, before operatic planning was undertaken. The catalyst

,seems to have been external funding, both from foundation and

university monies, and the emphasis put on teachers' self-determination

in the center's programming and governance.

f'
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2. THE FIRST TWO YEARS OF OPERATION, 1977-1979

2.1. OPERATION OF THE STATEWIDE TEACHER CENTER NETWORK, 1977-1979
2.1.1. Institutional Structure

Data are more sparse here. The tasks of the statewide network
during these two years were chiefly those of putting into place its
complex governance structure and of hplping to consolidate the four
founding teacher centers. One of the key events in the initial year
was a two-day conference for coordinators and local policy and advisory
boards. Work focussed on the mechanics of opening a teacher center,
ways of idAtifying teachers' needs, how to develop a humanOesource
file (of resource persons, their areas of competence and their availa-
bility), and techniques of publicizing the center and deciding on its
priorities. Much of the information came from previous visits to cen-
ters in other states and from written information provided&y the Teacher
Centers' Exchange at the Far West Lab.

Annual reports to the Gibb Foundation admit that the governance
structure was "awkward" in the first year, but "well-developed" by the
second. Those delegates who were interviewed said that it took them a
good two years to get oriented. The policy hoard had 11 members, 8
teachers from the 4 local centers' policy boards, and 3 from the state-
wide advisory board (a state-level administrator, a member of a local
school board and a state college professor). The board's role in the
early years was chiefly that of administering the foundation monies and--_/
overseeing the coordination of the network by r-rth Central University.
The advisory board had 20 members, including the local teacher center
coordinators and strong delegations from the state colleges (5 pro-
',Cessors) and from teachers (6 members). The board's roleNas to
"enlist b d support," ad.ise the policy board"and "assess statewide
educatio 1 goals." Board members complained periodically about the
"vagueness" at their mandate, notably in relation to the statewide
policy board.

Backing up these boards was the "statewide network staff." In
fact, the permanent staff consisted of Brenda Buckley, who was v:itually
full-time on other functions at North Central,' and Paul Sagar.ne, whp
was Dean of the college of e-lacation. Their role ,:as to tint in the name
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of the policy board to put ut a quarterly newsletter, compile a

statewide human resource f le, link the SEA to the local centers,

disseminate major reports, ocuments and research. The foundation

money was also administered ut of North Central. In reality, much

of their time was spent advi ing local teacher center coordinators

and putting out fi;es at the e centers by calling key actors .ias

Brenda Buckley'said, "I've b en here 22 years; you end up knowing

everyone.") and drumming up s pport for the network within the SEA.

Buckley also oversaw the actiitles of two junior "resource colleagues,"

each at half-time, each assign d to two centers as, a consultant, work-

shop leader or extra pair of h nds. The colleagues had broad mandates:

each tended to be us,...d by the enters in her area of strength. In

one case, this was as a popular workshop leader, who "drew a lot of

teachers in" and "really got th center off to a good start." In

the other, the colleague was more a process helper, assisting co-
..

ordinators to lay aut.the physica space of the center and to talk

. through objectives.

In all cases, the structures ere loose. The resouce colleague

role, for example, had emerged when. a staff member of a special project'

4

at North Central had finished her wafk:

B. Buckley: Paul (Saganne) said\to me, 'Hey, maybe
we can put her ont the teacher centers.'
It sounded like ra good 'idea, so wf: created
the resource colleagUe job ... Things are
loosely constructed around here. We do
things as needs ar:se. It gives us a lot
of flexibility.

In part, the low degrees of elaborated 'planning, of codification

of progeduxei, and of ifforentiation of roles corresponded to Dr.

Saganne's mdnagerial style., Put there was also a widely shared ethos

in the teacher center movement, stemming in part from the Experimental

Program, that hi;hli rationilized management drove out the more in-

formal, trustin;, siontaneo..is dimensions of carrying out such a venture

as this. In fact, the une of interpersonal networks to aet authoriza-

tions, su:aort awl resources :or the network ')ecame more widespread

as a result cf low totmalizt*.ion in the management o: the network.

Also, managerial informality wint alon; with decentralization. State-

wide network st_aff we anxious to 10v,-Iv responsilility t'; local
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tlat itate c=.mm;4nicatioh

flo,:.hure materials developed pi teac-ers

ttFy;t teachers in touch with fresh learning resources

O SUi,p0:, active learning on the part of teachers.
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Ah earli and cr,ntinuinl problem here was that teachers' "own

ct nf'.eds" may not correspond necessarily to "implement(ing)

new uirectinl" or "initiat(in4I new research." The protlem was ap-

arehtly nut discussed and may be an analyst's presumption. For

example, on( ,_)t the cnief actors in the first two years said:

If trot' teacher centers don't help in gettind
te-c:. ers to change what they are doing, then
the :-are not going to succeed.

The hers: waL, that teachtr. in "lef4nin,: the.: needs,' did not

mcc:!:;sarili define the r a:. the statewide netwc,rk founders would have
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Moving to the statewide network itself, there may have been some
latent objectives -as well. The evidence here, however, suggests that
they were not deliberate. We mention three.

Co-optation. By governin,7 tne network by means of a corplex
parity syctem, Jele,4ations from thP key a3encies and institutions were

Are. trJtor.;, !:!..A representatives, state col-
6,0_.r. al: re;.resenbe-1, alJn4 with local delegates

rer:,er board, he 'f the local teacners' ass,1-iatioh;.
frindin.; th.:s enterprise, whlcn Sr-277t= saw

a% ov,,,r1', arbis nr ac 1 d3p1i-a*.on of ongoin'. provisions, they
betiar,,e r,re idenbifie=1 w. t:. it. Tn.- then berare less dpIr.te5 tc
tne r.etwr. tnIn reprei,entatIv f tne net.orr: to '.heir
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Program by its graduates, niany of whan were activ,2 in the network.

Tprri function was obvious at a meeting of the teacher center coordina-

tors which we observed. The original coordinators and resource col- \

leagues would periodically refer to the doctrine as a safeguard against

deviations:

e're too much into organizing big workshops and
not enough into individual personal growth. Remember,
that's what the network is about.

Experimental Program graduates would get rejuvenated by this reinforce-

ment from a referenci group not available in the settings in which

they worK.ed. New members would receive so7e doctrinal socialization.

2.1.3. Founciry! Ind Key Persons

Key ac+-ors were the same as during the pre-founding years

(see 1.1.4;. At the statewlde network level, the princi_palaCtor

was Pa.:1 Sagane, who oversaw the fo.indigqer-eris, provided advice

indlida: cent and FclInt to prepare for the, creation of new

f-e%'_ers and for tnr- ihstit-,Ionalization of the network as a whole.

'Jtner .tner plaie r(Jle or were prominent in the

+,eicher crnters. che other person was somewhat more

tnr% in Ine sJpi.ort.n4 Bellnda Herman, tnet

of _ne tacner center, _,la Jed a catalytic

r'. 1 ne fture coordina-
t.

.1: . r,. 't ILef .dr-

r

, 1 :

a .,--..troncr,r

_r.rper%oh-41 clhd
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The breakdown of the foundation funding is shown below. These
are projected figures from the proposal, but they proved fairly
close to the expended amounts. The first figure' shows the percentages
of foundation support, by year, with the dollar amounts between
parentheses. The bulk of the funds (about''65%) are for staff salaries,
covering teacher center coordinators and support staff.

The second figure shows the percentage and dollar amounts for
the Three Rivers center, which is roughly equivalent to the others.
As the external funding drops, the local school districts and state
colleges are expected tp pick up the slack.

Figure2-1 Foundation Support of the Total Project
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At the level of the statewide network, foundation funds were

to be picked up by North Central Univorsitl, the SEA and the state

branch of the NEA.. The largest amounts (growing from $14,000.00

in the first year to $26,000.00 in the 5th) were to come from North

Central. Funding contributed by the state and NEA branch were more

symbolic. These monies were intended tJ cover meetings, publications,

planning grants and special projects. As the charts show, both the

statewide network and the local centers were expected to be self-

sufficient after 5 years.

Much of the matching funds came in the form of in-kind re-

sources. For example, local school districts or state colleges

made space available to house a center; no new funds were needed.

North Central borrowed from staff time for coordination, secretarial

and publications work. Actual outlays of funds to match foundation

aid were not heavy in the initial two years.

Dr. Saganne was anxious to diversify funding sources. In

particular, Gibb Foundation aid would not cover all the front-end

costs of starting up the projected 7 local centers beyond the 4

charter members. In the fall of 1978, he drafted a proposal for

federal assistance in order to "assist and augment the existing

centers in becoming ,e11-established as well as to support the

development of anticivted new centers to the Network." He asked

for $125,000.00, most 8Y it in the form of staff salaries. Although

the proposal fit neatly into the funding allotments for a federal

teacher center assistance program, it was not funded. The proposal

was redrafted and resubmitted twice more in 1979 and 1980, again

without success. A fourth at TIpt Is currently in the works.

2.1.5. Events and Activities of the itunding Years

The important data here are at the level of the local teacher

centers (o below) . The network itself sought to support these

centers and t() r,ut the complex governance and advisory boards into

place. There were only two noteworthy events: the failure of the

fed-rd] propr, Ind '.he delay of the next wave of new teacher

ft,,r1 1978-79 t(i 1979-80.



2.1-6. Social and Interorgahizatioxial Dynamics
Consensus issues. There appear to have been very few conflicts

during the first two years. The project was in its expansive, enthu-
siasm- generating stage with four centers created and three more in
the pipeline. Sizeable external funds made the venture easier for
local and state-level agencies which might otherwise have had to
cut back in another sector to fund the teacher centers. Delegates
from local centers who served on the statewide policy and advisory
boards were careful to look beyond their local interests to the
network as a whole. Aside from one flare-up in the third year
(see below), this policy was continued successfully.

Conflicts. There were few; problems typically occurred at the
local levels rather than at the network level. Three issues bear
mentioning.

i. Goal displacement. The centers saw themselves as growth-
enhancers, working intensively with individuals and small groups of
teachers on reflective, change-facilitating topics. As it turned
out, coordinators had little time to do this and teachers did not,
in most instances, solicit it. Much of the energy went into organizing
workshops, often large-scale workshops with college credit or con-
tract recertification credit as one of the prime rewards. These
workshops also brought funds int( cooperating state colleges or
universities. Events which (a) attracted large numbers, (b) gave
visibility to the center, (c) were a source of revenues and (d)
seemed to draw in secondary-level teachers .10 tended otherwise to
participate less in teacher center activities were hard to resist.
Coordinators often complained of this discrepancy between what they
hoped to do and what the bulk of teachers were in fact askin for.

ii. Policy board affiliation. As mentioned above, de egates
from local policy boards sat on the statewide poliCy boar and
voted on or consented to the expenditure of funds. There ere no
complaints of local lobbying until the third year, when delegates
from one of the centers reconfigured proposals to distribute funds
for special projects. As it turned out, their district got more
and other districts less, although the sums were minor. To some
extent, this was the result of some members' experience of how these



boards functioned, while other members were still learning the

ropes. Since these experienced delegates had already served a term

on the policy board, then had been reelected in different delegations

(i.e., a former "teacher" delegate could reappear as a "teachers'

association" delegate), they had a clear advantage. The upshot of

this conflict was to limit nominally the terms of office of delegates.

iii. 'Supplanting administrators. Local conflicts with school

administrators - principals and, in some cases, central office ad-

ministrators - were feared,but did not materialize at the two sample

sites, Arcadia and Three Rivers. Conflicts may have appeared else -

ere in the network. The issue was simple: in many districts,

bui ding principals were responsible for in-service training of

their staff. In some, one of the assistant superintendents played

this role. Unless the coordinators were interpersonally skillful,

the teacher centers could be seen as usurpers. This problem appeared

to be more acute at the newer centers than at the original four. It

was best resolved by talking through the division of labor with ad-

ministrators and by stressing, as one coordinator said, "that the

teacher centers are only part of the in-service action."

Bargaining issues. These were latent in the initial years,

but not as prominent generally at the netwo:k level as within in-

dividual lOAs. The overarching bargain was struck with state and

local authorities. It nad two parts. First, at th\ local level:

The teacher centers will provide knowledge resources that

are otherwise unavailable, in return for matching funds and, gra-

dually, for full financing of-the centers by local districts and

state colleges.

Then, at the state level:

.
The teacher centers will provide a rapid, efficient means

of disseminating new programs and of upgrading teachers which the

state education a7ency would otherwise have to deliver on a dis-

trict -by- district bass. In exchange, the state will provide modest

financial lid and will give preferential treatment to the network

when needs for dissemination and training emerge at the state level.

*76
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Knowledge transfer. In the initial years, the network's role
was modest. It consisted chiefly of facilitating exchanges between
coordinators, such that a successful project in one center would bey
tried out in another. The network also served as a vehicle for the
delivery of state-level projects to local centers. For example,
the state arts council initiated the writers-in-the-schools project,
then contracted with the teacher centers to organize local projects.

2.1.7. Barriers

At this juncture, only one problem not yet discussed is note-
worthy. Coordinators began to complain, within their first year of
service, of role overload. They were meant to oversee teacher

center operations, work individually with teachers, visit schools,

confer with administrators, keep careful records, order materials
for teachers, contact potential workshop leaders, prepare newsletters
and reports, prepare and attend policy board meetings and generate
favorable publicity about the centers. They were also expected to
be active at the statewide network level. Taking only the four

original centers, coordinators turned over twice in the first four

years at Three Rivers and Savil, once at Sunny Vale. Only Arcadia
had no shifts in leadership or staff.

Other,problems have already been mentioned: unwieldy nature
of the govrnance structure of the network, fears that alternative

(e.g., federal) sources of funding might not materialize, complints
/c)by some a out the unstructured or underspecified character of tile

network's' administrative structure, and so; discomfort with con-
ducting 4 successful dialogue between colleges and school districts.

I

2.1.8. Ficilitators.

Thepe too have been covered or are best treated within local
centers.1 The key items are the energy and influence of the network
initiator, Dr. Saganne, the presence of external funding, the pre-

sence of former teachers in key roles at local centers and state
colleges and the tradition of decentralized management within the
state.
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2.2. OPERATION OF THE ARCADIA TEACHER CENTER, 1977 -1979

2.2.1. Institutional Structure

When Arcadia joined the teacher center network, it aligned

its governance and administrative mechanisms with the others. The

policy board called for at least 1
10

and no more than 18 members,

including 4 teachers, one principal, one superintendent, Lessing

himself, one community delegate an two delegates from Arcadia

State of which one, the Dean, was a permanent member. Six dis-

tricts became members of the center, including 197 teachers ffid

covering a radius of 45 miles. Center staff comprised a part-

time coordinator, two part-time assistants and a part-time secre-

tary. The other - and major - time commitments of the staff were

to the pre-service training program.

From all accounts the governance worked smoothly. Meetings

were infrequent (twice per year) but well-attended (1003), in

part because the agenda included supper, the possibility to order

materials and the selection of workshops. By contrast, the Three

Rivers policy board met more frequently and had several absentees,

notably delegates from the district office.

Unlike the other centers, the Arcadia center was clearly

nested institutionally in the state college. Not only was it lo-

cated there, but its staff were state college employees and its

genesis was an outgrowth of the pre-service education program.

In many ways, the center fed and strengthened the pre-service pro-

gram, so that there was little dispersion of effort. The other

centers tended to be new units, spanning but not clearly rooted in

a collaborating institution. As Figure '-1 shows, the other centers

either straddle two units (Savil and Sunny Vale) or are wholly

separate entities (Three Rivers), whereas the Arcadia center is

within the province of one institution. The data suggest that such

nesting provided a more _able base for institution-building than

did more multi party arranoements Which took far lonoer to :onsoli-

date.

2.2.2. Objectives

From the outset, the Afcaia center stressed that the tea4iper
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center "is a principal component of the pre-service education pro-
gram at Arcadia State College." Joining the teacher center network

was an opportunity to "expand the outreach effort to include on a

regular basis in-service activities." The emphasis here as well

was to assist former pre-service students, and to "enlarge communi-

cation and learning between pre-service and in-service teachers."

Beyond this, an analysis of interviews and written materials

(newsletters, reports to the Gibb Foundation, newspaper clippings)
yields five institutional objectives:

i. Enrich the_general culture of teachers. This was done

through a yearly workshOp series, in which some of the presentations
were not pegged to within-classroom topics. Examples were a

depiction of growing up in Nazi Germany by an area resident and an

actor's dramatization of the life cycle with excerpts from poetry
and theatre.

ii. Expand 1<nowled3e and instructional repertoires.
The main thrust of the center was here, in the form of a vast resource
bank containing kits, idea boOks, teacher-made materials, integrated
curriculum units anc audio-visual equipment. Many of the workshops
also contained a hands-on, take-back-to-your-classroom component
built around resource materials.

iii. Create exchanges. The center was meant to be a "place
for teachers to informally meet" while attending a workshop or
browsing. The newsletter stressed the at-home, relaxed atmosphere
of the center. Interspersed throughout the resource bank were arm-
chairs and indirect lights, magazines of ytaeral interest, tables
for small groups, corner for more private chats. There was coffee
and, often, home made cakes or cookies. There is no doubt that such
an environment drew in teachers end facilitated cntacts that con-
tinued when teachers went hack to their schools. Coming to the cen-
ter, informants said, was associated with "b,nrio in a cozy place
you could unwind in and meet people and oet to look at all those
mateiials they had." This was also an occasion for area teachers

to meet with teachers in training and thereby facilitate their
entry into local schools. There ma also have been a hidden aoonda
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here, although no probing was done to verify it. By multiplying con-

tacts between area teachers and pre-service students, Arcadia State

"positioned" its teaching candidates for getting better placement op-

portunities in a rapidly shrinking job market for new teachers - one

in wnich Arcadia State often nad to compete with neighboring state

colleges and state universities., Indications are that this strategy

was successful.

iv. Involve the community. As part of its service mandate, the

college in general and the teacher center in particular, sought to con-

nect more closely with the community. There was very likely a latent

reciprocity motive here: by serving the community, the college would be

supported by community members who might then send their children to

Arcadia State, help out during fiRancial crises and go to bat for the

college on political issues (e.g., getting state-level approval for a

post-graduate program). The teacher center met this objective ini-

tially by providing meeting rooms for various community groups. There

was then a branching out in the third year to a community-based project

to create a nature study area in the townshir (see 6.1.4. the "nature

studies" serial),

v. Bring about instructional change. Lessing said that on coming

to Arcadia State, he had sought to apply some of the ideas that were

current in the Experimeatal Program. Goff had similar ambitions. As

shown earlier, the creation of the teacher center grew out of a child-

and materials-ce.itered aproach to classroom learning derived in large

part from the Expeiirnental Program. Overall, there were four prongs.

(1) Lessing sought to "work with teachers to become more facilitators

of learning rather than direct instructors." (2) Part of that ob-

jective had to do with individualizing instruction. (3) Anotherkpart

entailed allowing more self-direction by pupils. (4) A related objective

was that c!-)f integrating curricula, often by combining basic sk!ll

mastery with a substancive area (e.g., computations built around a se-

ries of experiments or observations, language arts tied into a social

studies pro)ect).

This turned out to be a tall order. "It was hirder to do than I

thought; I had to moJitv thut. arproach." Arcadia had a hioh number oft
more "traditional" teachers and was an educationally conservative area.
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he're were also larger classes to contend with and a "less syst matic
preparation of teachers to do child-centered education." In the early
ears of the teacher center, three devices were used to promote these

';

ob3ectives. First, pre-service teachers were taught "strategies" of
carrying on group and individual work, inquiry-based teaching and
diagnostic/clinical procedures for organizing basic skills., Next,
teachers were invited into the center with their pupils for two weeks.
rhis allowed the pre-service teachers an opportunity to do supervised,
hands -on work. It also enabled teachers to see these approadhes used
e.. their own purils. At the same time, visiting teachers could brows'
in the center for materials.

The third device was possibly the most effective: the materials
t;.t:;ielves. Mihy of tne kits involved Aimulation and other yam Ong

hhisi;:es. Others had built-in integ/ated curricula, as did some of
teacher-made materials (activity/tenters). Few could be used easily

instruction. Many we're designed for pupil self-direction.
It wAS tnrc.ugh the materials that miany of the Experimental Program 01D-

ectives were best channeled. Outcomes analysis (see later) indicates
that this strateuv paid handsome rewards, especially since many of these
materials were sdperior to those accessible to teachers the
area sch.:,ols.

A cavt,it in order here. There is no evidence of a .7arefully

: :an :cr chan:Inu olassroor life in the area. The rx
: :" e--;ta wa. 3 ry- , .t f 3ueprint. Had there hoer stl Th

it w ulu,haye c717 tnrou:h ih the m;;It.iple interviews with
teas"'ers th center. Tea7.hers aware of and appreciated the

I ti,", iluralir. The. 11 knew how lu pick and choose
):, !!.1- (%! r n Pere rgrehentative excerpt I.:tom the

as;. whethel she sees the .-enter favorinu 00. orienta-
tin -r appr,Dach. She sais,' I don't sec that.
They have a really o, ->o.,1 variety things over there.'
She also reminds me that m,st of the new materials
ordered were re }nested by teachers, not boucht to but-
tres one- orientation. She sa,-;, '1 lust don't feel
that the center refle,--ts an-, one mrvement. like the
0;,0i- Education movement.'

then about the learn: :., .-enter':' and their
tie a hihl: Lai-II-centered ai.proaoh. She ans-
wer_; that the first time she saw them at the cfnter
she thought; 'brtiat in the world are they?' and that



the center staff 'were probably pushing them a bit.
But since I have gotten to work with them, I've found-
that there are a lot of things in them that are good.
I can also take some parts of them and not others.
It's not the kind of thing I could have kids doing
around the room. I'm still pretty structured.'

2.2.3. Key Persons

As treated in detail in the preliminary section, the two key

actors were Don Lessing and Robert Goff, the chairman of the Education

and Psychology Department. Essentially, Goff backstopped Lessing by

providing administrative and financial help and by bringing in new

projects. The two worked closely together.

In the second year, two more actors appeared on the scene
-

First, Gene.Nickerson moved his office from the elementary ucation

section directly to the teacher center, and taught hi ..ourses on
1

reading out of the center. Then, a new staff me' r was hired, allpo

a reading specialist, and was assigned dire5try to the center. Carla

Smetana became essentially a deputy and colleague of Lessing's, wo ing

with-both :pre-service and in-service teachers a
It

nd offering sammer w rk-

shops in the teacher center program.

These events are significant at four levels. First, this meant

that the majority of elementary education staff was now housed in the

teacher center. There were even plans to briny in another staff MJM:

ber in special education.

Secondly, the backgrounds of these two people were close to

Lessing's and well attuned to contacts with practitioners. ,Both had

been rural elementary-level teachers in the region. Smetana had been

enrolled origir:ally in the "non-degree program" in which the center

became active 1 fore Joininq the network.

Third, the'appointment of Smetana was a good indicator of in-

stitutional priorities at Arcadia State. Her academic qualifications
....

were below tho,..e of other candidaLes (no Ph.O, no aeacie.71c publica-

tions, no focussed research activity). But her service gualiffT:ations .

were impiable. She was observed and reported to be an effectit04

instructor and highly skillful counselor, idell for the one-on-r.ne

relationships promoted by the center. Apparently, the colleoe president

had reaffirmed to het the institutional commitment to service and out-

reach which had, in f-ct, made her a stronger candidate than others.
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Finally, the center began to acquire a critical mass of staff,
including a versatile secretaryed6cumentalist and work-study aides.
It was now more an establishmit than a one-man operation. At the
same time, there was close collaboration between the staff. It is
at this juncture that informants began to talk about the "family'
atmosphere at the teacher center, to which Carla Smetana probably
contributed the most. This had the effect of making each: cohort of
teachers in training into a more cohesive, interpersonally bonded
unit. It also created an ambience that in-service teachers liked,
espcciall': when they sought advice from teacher center staff. Gradu-
ally, the workshop and materials-borrowing functions of the center
expandee into a greater problem-solving mode. Teachers reported that
they might call in or come in to talk over a problem encountered in
the classroom or even in their personal lives. Many of these teachers
had been former students at Arcadia State. More on this theme later.

2.2.4. Resources

Like the other iounding centers, Arcadia received approximately
$16,100.00 from the Gib!) Foundation during each of its first two years
of operation. Since many of the fixed costs were covered, the Arcadia
center got to spend more on materials than did the other centers. In
fact, almost all the funding mede avalable wept for the purchase of
materials 'led equipment (e.g., in the Gelid yeer, a portable video
camera). In this way. Arcadia was more privileged than centere starting
anew aad having te make initial outlays for e ,ff, materials or rental
of facilities.

The state college gave stroeg backine to the center, possibly
the strongest "outside" funding of the nine ".etcher centers. Facilities
were provided a:. the college. Some of the materials were bought from
library funds. Virtually all eteflt salariee were covered by the ele-
mentary educetion department, includine work-study students and part
of secretarial help.

In return, the teacher cent.: brought in funds through workehop
enrollments, which averagbd 30 participants (see later). Each credi,
hour cost $12.00; a typical workshop brought 2 creditek Teachers had
to accumulate 15 hours for contract renewal every five years.
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No funds were required of the participating school districts4

There were in-kind services, such as release time for workshop parti-

cipants and for delegates to the policy board, and free transportation

to the center. From the perspective of the surrounding rural school

districts, the center was an unhoped-for treasure in a resource-poo-

environment. Not only were materials numerous and available, but many

had been ordercu to meet the specifications of area teachers. This sense

of joyful disbelief comes through 4 in interviews, An illustration:

I got things through the center I never could
have ordered myself, like, for example, things
in constructive mo.Iement. The school systems
around here just don't have the money for that
..He ordered everything I asked for. It's a

little like Santa Claus.

2.2.5. Events and Pctivities

Over the first two years the center generated an activity format

which remained largely slable, but was embroidered on, in the ensuing

two years. The format had the following parts:

a, a one-time workshoo series for area teachers and residents

coverina both goner 11 topics (e.g., China and its schools) and classroom-

based topics (e.g., using recycled materials in the 'classroom) ;

b. a one-week surtser workshop series on selected topics, (e.g.,

readinu in the content areas), usually with a follow-up requirement

involving some ;Thanies within the classroom;

c. one -week workshop built around desired changes in classroom

instruction. TeaChers would identify a project theme, consult, then

borrow teacher center muter:ale to carrf ly out, and submit work samples

and evaluatinn data after the trial period, This was, to judge from

informant-s. .to ounce, fctive device for following thrr-igh on ini-

tiatives whif'h 2 in the pa:,t had been half-heartedly executed.

v_isits.hilareaers and ter elasses for r, sessions

daiin) which pre-ervice tandidate., carried on s.mall-group work and

visiting techers onservd and br,2wsed tpro144h te:cher center material.

The claim aver in rarher e-entr reports - that "an r rowth ... was

requests from teachers for assistance in :ncorporating these activities

and learning expziences in their classroom routine - was well sufl-

ported in interviews with area teachers.
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C. dr,-)P-ins and materials-borrowird fror: the ever-incrednin-j
.Lesoarce Lane., whrt.h constIt'ited the primary i^-3ervice acti,,t;

the center.

f. special s..1cr. as the water difers.on prr:6ect, the
F4Jec111 ed,.:ation project and later, pr,.erts carried (-....ttr in

w.t.n ctn...f centers in the, netwrArk, e. j,, 'he p'..et%-in-

t Jr 1
aiver:.1!1,n4 tnetr cnrnini tneir

In
parentc..

feat,r, t-., tr/r71*-_, irC., fdnr.

the ritne- teacher cr,nter'., wds that tei..her center stdff

1 ra_and '..4eex-lcJn-i. weir , "4, r

td,fht by Les',,nq and Smetana. hr. ni :led the ma-x.ri,, "cles,red
chanwl, "wc.rk-166p:, Apart fror, thf. one-t70 di--.cr.h-

tinuf:d In ?he third year - tel-:ner center %taff dire-te"!

activ.r.l:.. They Wirt" far les', tnf, (..,rronlzr.r

charctrli,: at r)t_ner center ThIn mo.:In' that
tt.,.; ,-; w.fh Ir.,. f".:1,,.e. -4, '4. ...0.:r'1 at,rapt- *r. imi.,r,-,;(

1"..r:41 prt" I. -1,-.- ',v;r: f'r r ,.4 ,..,--rir.a-1 (5ef later; .

`,',. ',.,-,,nter '1..0 r.entf :' ', few,: st.af.:..t i s ::. th, !ir-'.
.,r_. sr t h 1:. trit. f,,,---r, ' ; W J., ,, *ni. r-4b.ir'r jr4 :VI if''',', ''If r, f

1,.: .
*. 4: .... ..! :. : : . r i,)r,t . ,.,f ,11,,; -in.. *..+i(3 e.f MdfrIrl

tn." c-r part (..f prof lifo of tb"
r 27n, Jr ,,,ne.r rqpr .f-r% ,7'"JrP 1r-

- r 1 - r

. 1T77-7k lrf. fhLn. f .ld,m)n,;

"vislyirs" t4J1 tto.r.$ j tor, ht-airdr/wn. "Th.- Trr.re

differl-htlafd for Lr1,i 19, wIrn brdi:,1.,w; by $11,An'!'. workr:na, pdr
nl v. <:,mbtned. 1hr- A2 .1471r

f j it ;, Sr: 1T4 .;)-1 -tir:p4r ( ary: Mar ,;.-

Jut { ;(;;I, Are!
(_!r nr! !19 l .

Man! 1): the%e

nf ,nir I); en,1

. WsAt JriIevl tfa,:hrr--, and 26* of
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secondary-le/el teachers were multiple users, 1.P., Caine for at least

tw: dCtIV1"..... The percentages were to increase the following year

(see lat(r). ',-er wls diF;.-, 4 perception within the state college

that this was 4 ccessf,1 vent ire, bringing credit and visibility to

tn college .a j', i with sore'fihds through workshop enrollments.

There were iiso tangible indicators of practic:L212Eges, perceived

prac_ticeon.provements and caiocity 9rowtn on th part of area teachers,

Tn sra-tice frr,7 sources:

a. thf_, vl.:it% to tr.e center by teaher.J and pupils,

Center _;±Iff reported and informants confirmed that these sessions often

led to teacner.- observing, then trying out many of the techniques used

by interns. Teachers begah to report that they were doing more small-

group 1,41., activity centers and simulations, indiidaallzing

math instrion and using diagnostic procedures f'r reading and math.

To get at tr.e dinami-s of tnec,- ,,nnges stemming from what was callPd

the intern" proirart,, here . an II1,stration fr,,m the field notes:

/In n fall of the center had ),JSt Sc!t

up t-% npecIdllieo area for early childhood edu-
e,44',107, 4f,1 wa:, interested in having a 'airs'..-arad

try if out. The first-grade tepcher sans,
*_"e' ."rp'.11-0' of ar-tiities up to Messing), nut

I toll hir we couldn't miss reading.'

Wnile the interns and Carla Smetana were working witii
the children, 'I ran around the center getting all the
1-ea% I coul.' Sne checked Out materials having to do
W, y;, af...)710, centers, teay.her-mado matrials and pupil-
rn,)de projects. She al;,to took noes on some of the ac-
tivities the interns/,ad used with hPr pupils. For
ekr;.1, two intern/ hod cre.ted math games... The
children appeared 'fo en)oy it. Mrs. X took it back
with het

:h, wsirk-non 1Pd th dP%Iqn, thr!ri

cut l'Ari of issror-hased ext,t-ri,terif ; arid

C r:ftr.r, gro.q, INdIviduol

wt.; Ox.,1 ,:tirrAe.J1a.

Many of these chihgts, it w.i . rfported, were consolida!ed when

center staff/helped wi th follow U.r,,l,qh: visiting the teacher's class,

advising f.1-r. ;r,blers v7,(.o.4nfr.rol, Ir;u11(-.tin'f new materials.

Pructiee Imtirovement were widely claimed informvts, admin1S-

tralrit'S Cntr staff. "Chi, Will hdndlrri in more detail later.

For now, note that reports centered on enriched curriculum offerings,

b b



better dlagnosin of difficulties, more differentiated treatment of
pupils, higher levels of pupil motivation and higher achievement
levels.

rofessional capacity chanz.s came in two parts. First, teachers__......._____

tried out an activity of the center, then another, then became routine
users. The center gradually WM built into their normal cycles of pre-
paring the new school year, solving instructional problems dnd stock-
piling rfI.;1:(. for -appropriate moments. Here is an rxcerpt:

She fIa/S she was enrolled in a theater class 1.0-
TIArIng (the design of) a drama pro)ect. A fellow
participant came Lack to the school with a box of
plays from the teacto2r center. 'I realized how
much there was so I went in myself and saw'... She
then enrolled in the summer workshop program t'we
found out we could use that for recertification
credit').. Next she volunteered for the poets-in-
rsidnce program, thInking 'that someone else's
ideas might he as useful as my own' ... Since then,
sn finds herself corning over more often; she finds
1rierself keeping mr,r0 in touch with the center pro-,

, -gram through the newsletters and her visits taere.
She has also started to drop into thecenter without
any fq,,,,:f1,7 r,bipctIv4, iwA fe, loot): aro.,..ild.'

The ,efond part of capaeity rhange IS ifir.f(' innovation-centered.
'Virtually all isers inter/ ewed repo 1, as one said, that "the center
3kade me wart te fry out d,,n1 something different than i usually did.j
A. got -xposel to things I guess I never would have seen of

;
When, a ked to eval.ate th4, inputs, informants speak uniformly ond
immediately of "extending that I ran do," "really making changes I

used to think about* only," "getting a ii, sT.onger in areas I'm
weak in and really good in ',ff..' I'm strong in."

Often center use was associated with fighting routine arl pro-
fessional stagnation. This will be treated more in detail later.
For now, note that hoth teachers and area administrators saw the
center not only as a resource hank but al-;o as a soiree of pro-
fessional revitalization. Administrators stressed this aspect.
Below IS an excerpt from an interview won a county superintendent:

Hight away I could see the possihilities. I,o

coin'], the teachers ... There were a lot of
diff(!rent ways of doing things, like those
activity centers. It Wd3 really good for our

4
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staff. A mind-opener. So many of them are,
well, sort of older and they're repeating
the same things. This kind of rejuvenated
them.

Finally, an emerging outcome in the initial two years was the

increase of link!: between the center and other departments at Arcadia

State. In some instances this Look the form of direct collaboration

between Lensing and other professors, e.g. , the water diversion project

was done in tandem with a science professor, the speciel education pro-

gram with an instructor from that department. In other instances, the

center became a college-wide resource. A math professor gave a work-

shop in the on(!-t1Mr workshop neries, then looked more closely at the

materials available in the center and borrowed some for his own

course work. Courser in physical education, muni.:, early childhood

and art were oither taught out of the center or relied on materials

stocked there.

2,2.6% IntleroranitatIonal Dzpamics
.... ___ ...

Consensus. Connennus wars strong among the three groups:
.._

teacher center, state college and school districts. External funding

made it easier to 1-Apand rap;dly the gamut of activities without having

to bargain for fends from 'he state colleg and area administratore

who might otherwise have been more reticent. Al uo, the eenterse extee-

sion into in-service corrspoded to a felt need,

Conflict. There were no conflict % between the parties beyond

the barriers listed below. In part, the Initial years were seen as

an experiment, watched closely but not conteeted by those who had

di

doubts about the enterpriLe.

rjr:jaininj. Thew. issuer, are handler] at length in !;ection 1. briefly,

two modal exchneges emerged early. Fcrst, area ndminintratorn re-

ciprocatod the virtualli free %,.rv;cen and re,,oureu of the center

by granting relea':e tlifle and free tranf,portation to leachern. Next,

the state (ollege e:ow-red qomf. of the expense, (stiff salaries, no-

tably) and allowed admirwAratIve flextbllity to the center in return

for what it hoped would be a euccssful and visrbie outreach activity.

Knowled(je transfer. Another topic treated in detail In Section J.
....... ,.......

For now, note that the bulk of the knowledge handled by the center

b
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was craft knowledge (ideas, experiences); more carefully

designed but not pecessarily scientific knowledge products such as
kits and manipulative ,math materials;and some theory-based concepts
and tools, such as diagnostic procedures in reading and math. As
noted earlier, the vehicle of knowledge transfer was primarily
center staff.

2.20.1 Barriers

A short list is in order here; more detailed treatment is given
in Section 3.

it SJps.eticismwithinthe._Littstcjss21. According to informants,
some staff members in the psychology and education departments were
skeptical about the venture. There were concerns about overreaching
and about draining energies and rpsources from the pre-service training
function. The novelty of the teacher center operation also drew
criticism from what some informants called "the old guard, who, are
pretty much in control; they're reluctant to accept anything different."

ii. 10q2141202E212R. Some users felt that the center .had
trouble at first in deciding which areas to concentrate on. There wan
a little "riding out in all directions at once."

Ga,u in the renource hank. The, materials ntockp:Aed in
the center were already voluminous but there were gaps. "For example,
they wore weak in music and didn't have that much for secondary teachers."

iv. 22aLakrtici....oftsagir:p2ml, teachers. Thin wan
a chronic problem in the teacher center network. The reasons are mul-
tiple (ace **ter) aqd only partially duo to limitations of the centers
themnelven. At Arcadia, the main problems were (a) the lack of appro-
priate materials, (b) the fact that the center grew from avd wan
staffed by elementary education npecialiste, and (c) the lesser need
by secondary teachers for, a variety of materials .within their area of
specialization. Use among this public grew in the following yonru, in
part because Lensing "targeted" junior high and high school teachers
and got them to order materials, which they would borrow from the
center.

2.2.8. FacilitatJrs

In Section 3, we look at the full net of facilitating factors.

sea



For now, facilitators are best handled as factors which contributed

to the successful introduction of the center in the area. This en-

tailed the accomplishment of the four following tasks:

a. Get teachers to come to the center. Once this happened,

several informants reported,ithey were "hooked" on the wealth of

materials and the conviviality of the center, and became regular

users. Hooking W48 facilitated by;

Eneteetic outreach. When users were asked how they heard about

the_center,thmy1011411y mentioned a presentation or visit by center

staff. The center newsletter also contained invitations tc, visit,

promising satisfaction. But most users stressed that initial contact

was personal rather than mediated (see below).

ticalatistIng. The chief device was to invite teachers to visit

the center during school time or part of school time. Area administra-

tors agreed to closing schools a half-hour early no staff could visit

the center.

,.Social contacts. One Of several such devices was an elaborate

"breakfast'' to which all area teachers were invited at the center.

Once there, they were struck by the wealth and diversity of the mates \

rials.

Offering nj? ells services. Teachers wore told that the eenter

would purchase materials that area teachers would order, virtually on

a blank check basin. Such materials wore than stocked in and borrowed

from the collier-, which in turn 1 I to further use.

ii. Got teachers to n)end ti ee at the center. The first tank

facilitated the second, but did not ensure it. Facilitators hero in-

cluded

Informality_ancismf921 of the nett nq: the armchairs, rugs,

munit, cozy corners, coffee and occasions or relaxell professional talk;

Perceived warmth and coaiiylliily_o th

V 1.911.22L1420119212aPILEEPgrnmq.

iii. Show that center rvicos solved local problems or im-

evindelagliEs. This wan done in several ways and reflects the

multiplicity of linking and process -- helping roles. For example:

Process - helping. Thin became an important leitmotif when

;i
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users accounted fo their continued use of the center. In particular,
center staff were rceived as supportive and as effective process
counselors. Two examples from the field notes:

User 6: She says, 'There aren't any barriers or masks in
there.' She goes on to say that the center staff
make teachers teal that 'not having what you want
or not knowing what you're looking for doesn't mean
that you're not o.k.'

User 11: It's really good with them, even if you don't under-
stand exactly what you're looking for when you come
in. They .can help you get clear about it and then
you can find it.

Solution- finding. Users stressed that center staft would typi-
cally (a) turn around a request, even a cnsuel one, very quickly and
(b) come up with materials or contact numbers that answered most re-.

quost6 satisfactorily.

kroll....c. Quite often, center staff would appear in arca schools
to sue what had been done with materials checked ut or to see whether

dr
a problem had been satisfactorily resolved. Th s often led to another
cyclo'of process-helping, renource-linking an solution-giving.

Materills, Virtually all users said that the wealth and di-
voreity .of the center materials allowed thorn to enrich their curri-
culum, individualize instruction and diversify working arrangements.
Also, the selection of materials was cleverly done, Many could be
taken apart, configured, broken into maller units, 'thereby heightening
local adaptabiliey.

iv. Gat support for the center. From the school district side,
support was gained chiefly (a) through the response to requests and
the success of teacher center programming, (b) through the ordering
of materials by area teachers, who then came to depend more on the
center, (c) through the growing commitment of delegates to the center's
policy board, and (d) through the provision of rewards in the form of
continuing contract credits. On the state college side, support came
initially (a) from the perceived success of the venture and (b) from
the drawing in of college staff who found materials arid faciliti&

,for improving their courses.
*ft
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2.3. OPERATION OF THE THREE RIVERS TEACHER CENTER, 1977-1979

70

Intetor anizational Context and Main Events

As shown in the previous section, the start-up conditions for

the Three Rivers Teacher Center were not auspicious. The district

administration had been favorable, but not actively so. The school

board was divided, expressing concerns about the gradual shift of

funds to full local financing after S _yearn._ Teachers were flattered

by the concern for their eelf-defined professional development but

watchful of the univetyty which it suspected of patroniiing the pro-

ject for its own ends. North Central University was the most active,

committed sponsor, but the college of education was anxious to give

over control and initiative as soon as operationally possible. This

may have amounted to giving over control to agencies or individuals

who did not want to claim it. The genesis of the Three Rivers center,

in marked contrast to the Arcadia center, is chm.erized by (a) the

lack of a central agent carrying the project politically and opera-

tionally aad (b) the large number of individuals or groups involved in'

decLon-making.

The events of the first two years turn around the difficulty of

firmly establishing the center in the Thee Rivers landscape. Leader-

ship was judged to be poor - for some, near- fatal. The center was

poorly lodged, first in a classroom, then in the annex to the city

library. Programming was generally slack, as the coordinator waited

fo,: teacher-formulated needs which seldom came in operatioAlirsd form.

The first year was judged by one key informant as "not a successful

venture," and by another as "a mess, and it didn't get better right

Away." The general consensus was that the second year was far more

successful thar the first, but still left the center. organizationally

unconsolidated.

Institiltional Structure,

Staffing. The first two years were plagued by turnover in per-

aonnel. The first coordinator left after the firit year. All in-.

formants judged her pertormance to be unsuccessful. The global por-

trait is that of a poorly-organized and over-extended head, who was
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late on assignments, passive in programming (waiting for initiatives'
rather than taking them), uncomfortable in an administrative role and
overly doctrinal in her commitment to teacher self-development. She,
was also poorly paid - as were future coordinators - and a single
parent. For the second year there were two co-coordinators - Audged to
be a more satisfactory system - of which one resigneC at the end of
the year. The second co-coordinator, Grace Bush,was a graduate teaching
assistant at the college of edu4ati6n who took on effective leadership
in the two following years.

Phyalosiplant. In its f.tist-year report to the Gibb Foundation,
thecenter was described as "informal, flexible, relaxed and cozy,"
occupying one large room (32' by 18') with 32' of bookshelves.
though these facilities were, reconfigured several times in these and
ensuing years, thel never appeared to be satisfactory. There was too
little space for stocking and displaying materials, for carryirb on
more qv activity, for combining social exchanges (informal talks
over ceffee) with more instrumental uses (drop-in,one-on-one counseling).
Space constraints appear to have severely limited the range of action
of the center throughout the four years studied. As noted earlier,
Arcadia bega0With approximately three times as much space and was able
to extend its facilities as more materials were ordered.

Decision - ,arcking structure. From informants' accounts, the local
policy board was more active and influential in the initial years than
later. Asan outgrowth of her ideology, the coordinator practiced powers
equalization by referring even relatively min"r decisions to the policy

'board and by delegating programming to the teacher representatives on
the board in consultation with the local "base." The policy board had
apparently few experienced administrators, so that time was lost in
long discussions and unrealistic proposals. Board members with such
experience decided to play a non-directive role in order to create
teacher "ownership" of the enterprise, but this appears not to have
worked. Teachers did, however, have the majority of votes, as was
the case at all centers in the network. The Three Fiver board con-
tained 8 teachers on its 13-person board, incljding teache delegates
from special, vocational aqd parochial schools.'
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2.3.3. Objectives

Interviews and analysis of teacher center reports and memos

suggest that the thrust of the Three Rivers center was slightly dif-

ferent from that of Arcadia. Four general objectives characterize the

first two years.

i. Acceleration of change. The emphasis is stronger here than

at Arcadia. Three of the formally articulated objectives were:

"put teachers in' touch with fresh-learning resource,*

"support teachers implementing new instructional directions
or strategies,"

"support active learning."

Other centers had similar objectives, but these tended to be either more

muted or less prominent in the full set of institutional goals.

ii. Peer exchange. There was a strong emphasis on *teacheis helping

and sharing with other teachers." Center programming featured "sharing

evening's" between groups of teachers and the identification of skills

which teachers could pass on to one another. One consequence of this

emphasis on peer exchange is to reduce the importance of the univer-

sity's role as a source of information and expertise.

iii. Teacher ownership. This was another prominent theMe, more

strongly voiced here than at Arcadia. Some of this stemmed from sus-

picions about the university's intentions, some from the doctrine sur-

rounding the teacher center movement throughout the country. Stronger

local ownership did emerge in the third and fourth years, but the

initial effects of this policy seemed to be negative. On the one hand,

programming was given over to the teachers, who did not respond well at

the start. On the other, policy board members began to complain of

"rabble-rousing," sharp criticism by teacher delegates of both the dis-

trict administration and the college of education, with no constructive

'intention.

iv. Teacher self-reflection. This had been a strong concern of

Paul Saganne, stemming from the NIE study described earlier. The notion

that teachers 'look systematically at their practice as researchers do"

was app,aling but apparently unworkable. Teacher self-defined needs

teaded-U be more short-term and practical, especially for the elementary

school teachers comprising the bulk of participants.

/
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2.3.4. Key Persons

The "frontstage" roles were played prominently by the first cof-
ordinator, Agnes Bekins, and her two successors, Grace Bluth and Paula
Winger. But thete-were important backstage roles played by faculty
members-at the college of education. Joseph Harrison had helped to
negotiate the center. He served for the first two years on its policy
board, where he .appeared to. play-an important role in compensating

...'for the lack of structure and-direction.' Paul Sa#Anne- remained active
in-the first two years, but worked also from behind the scenes, e.g.,
by convincing district administrators and school beard:members to'con-

,

tinue their support'for the center when some sentiment ran towards closing
it, by recruiting and funding a "resource colleague"-to help out, by
recruiting and backstopping Grace Bush during the.second year. The
district admidistrators,-Hal Jensen (now superintendent) and Teter Bla
responded to Saganne's requests to stay with the project.

2.3.5. Resources

The breakdown of foundation funds for the center was shown earl'er.
During this period, when external funding was'at sl5,opo.qp7$16,000. ot

the school district's contribution was approximately half this sum,
and was used for secretarial help and for maintenance and space. R
leaSe time was also given to policy board delegates. The college f
education provided an equivalent amount, but contributed some addi ional
staff time and services which could be freed from other commitmen
covering those posts. The resource mix would become a more Cruel. 1

.,issue as of the third year, when foundation su.port dropped marke ly
with more of the slack to be picked up locally.

2.3.6. A9tivities*

The -'-center states in its first-year rep,,,7t that the 4 eate t de-
mand was for an "Informal format in which\ teachers would le n hrough
discussioh with a resource person (i.e., a workshop on learn ng with
both sides of the brain) or through learning -by -riving (e.g., ing
math games).," There followed a list of some 15 workshops, of hich
only one seems to be.ot%er than learning - .v- doing. Examples ,):4: growing
plants in the classroom, simple binding, puppetry, languae wq)erienc?
in reading. There w.ire also "sha:ing eveninls" built around teachers
dropping informally.

3.5
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The attendance fleeres are higher than expected. One-time work-

shops drew 675 teachers and 88 drop-ins were logged. On-site infor-

mants had claimed that workshop attendance was poor end that there

were very few drop-ins. Apparently, the pool of potential district

and county users, when multiplied by repeated ese, could have reached

4,000.

Another noteworthy indicator: there-was'apearently no input from

the college of education during that year, apart from participation on

the center policy board by Dr. Harrison. Such inputs rose substan-

tially when Grace Bush became co-coordinator, indicating that boundary-

spanners can and will draw from both universes.

Attendance shot up durin9 the second year, during which one key

important person says "there were lots of workshops and lots of

enthusiasm." Aside from the debaggrng and change in readership, an-

other causal factor was that center offerings could now be used for

in-service continuing contract credits and for post-graduate credits

at North Central (more on this below.). The stock 61 materials a'

grew, attracting notably more elementary-level users. During nis

and the following year, a diverse and apparently successful activity

format was elaborate:.), consisting of:

one-shot workshops, for the in.)sr pair_ on practice-
relevant topics such as geometric: art, songs fQr
the classroom, using the newspaper in the classroom,
CLC.;

continueus workshops, some of :Nhich Wf e tieed for
oraduate-level credit at North Central University
(law for ceieeatofs, adolescent development) :

-eri 's freviina:

netines of local coemunity groups.

->hirtn;" eveninee for specialized teaching units
fee., special edecation teachers, mathematics teachers:

display and ci elation in district schools of
"activity ce: ors" (integrated curriculum units with
suggestion: r in-classroom eelivities).

Toe_' ,t.!c(J(Id-year figures arc impressive. Totall,eo in-service

courses, dree-in meetings and ncn-crer'it orkshops, 2,200 teachers were

:is)
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longed, many of them presumably repeaters, because the full number

or teachers using the center at least once is given as 225. It was
then calculated that this would account for about 50% of all district
teachers and 25% of all non-district (i.e., county, parochial) teachers.
The breakdown for multiple use was as follows:

no. visits no. teachers

1 106
2-6 99
7plus 20

Finally, a new role for the teacher center bega-nto emerge during
the second yea:: that of "middleman" for university events. The center
handled the registration for teachers taking courses at North Central
and organized some of the extension courses eligible for post-graduate
credits.

2.3.7. Interorganizational Dynamics

Consensus. There were few serious conflicts in the initial years
(see'belc,w) and a loose consensus about the main thrust of the center
(professional development of teachers) and the distribution of power
(weighted toward the teachers, with appropriate inputs from the school
district and the state university). It was generally felt that were
the certer better managed, its goals could be attained.

There were, however, disagreements over that management, notably
about the degree of structure and the deferral of programming until

teachers took the initiative.

There was also some ambivalence over turf. One of the assumptions
behind what programming there was in the first year was that university

staff had less legitimacy in advising on school practice than did fel-
low teachers.. In part, this was a defenSive gesture; college of edu-
cation staff were perceived as aloof or arrogant, with their "superior

knowledge," but it turned out that this was largely a myth. Also
university people were listed in the "Lesource bank" as"educators,"
with the same status as other educators. But they were seldom called
upon.

There may have been a similar attitude toward teacher center staff,
who were not recognized as fellow guild members by teachers. When the
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staff visited schools to assess needs, there was some embarrassment

on both sides. Center staff had the impression of being perceived

as "spies," The assumption here seems to be that the center could be

involved in training or brokering, but not in direct within-classroom

concerns, unless specifically invited.

Conflict. These were minor, and were quickly resolved, unless

they lay outside the purvie"W of the teacher center. For example;

Parties to the conflict issue how resolved .

teachers and university

teachers and district
administrators

teacher center and
some school administra-
tors

university's presumed
desire to control
center

district policy and
management of teacher
affairs

no such desire
acted on; teachers
assuaged

not resolved, lay
outside power of
center

perception that tea- administrators
cher center would take assured by district
over all in-service superintendents

Bargaining issues. These were latent issues in the initial sye060.1.

since each side was trying to take the measure of the other as they -'

collaborated to achieve a common goal. Also, these issues are inferred;

they did not appear to be explicit or even articulated by site informants.

Four such implicit exchanges can be inferred in the opening year:

i. Active teacher participation became contingent on rewards,

i.e., teachers would participate if center activities could be used as

credits toward contract recertification and post-graduate degrees.

ii. The university would be "allowed" into the arrangement if it

accepted the superiority, or at least the equivalency, of craft know-.,

ledge over more research-lin4ed knowledge.

iii. In exchange for a wider array of in-service offerings, the

district administration would cede effective control over in-service

(choice of instructors and topics, certification).

iv. Teachers were given majority votes in all policy boards, in

return for which they would avoid militancy or partisan stances.

Knowledge transfer. This topic is handled later in detail. For

the initial years, we not that predominantly craft knowledge was

exchanged, often for purposes of practice improvement. Much of it
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was communicated between peers, some from local experts housed in
specialized agencies (social welfare agencies) or in the state univer-
sity. Some knowledge was more technical and, to a degree, science-
based, e.g., workshops on adolescent development given by local psy-
chologists. The center itself acted as a broker, rather than as a

transmitter of knowledge inputs.

2.3.8. Barriers

Several have already been mentioned. To recapitulate and provide
a fuller census:

Lack.of structure hampered programming and ongoing administration.
Poor facilities limited use.

Poor leadership (passive, dispersed) diffused efforts.

Staff turnover hampered continuity and conveyed the impression
of an inherently unsuccessful venture.

Secondary -level teachers (as at the other centers) were less
frequent users.

Centrifugal authority fragmented the decision-making process.
Low perceived homophily existed between teacher center staff and
area teachers.

Exalted expectations for the center, on the part of some active
teachers and some school board members, made these growing pains
harder to accept. The center may have been oversold, although
there is no clearcut guilty party.

Lack of firm ownership kept the center marooned among the 3 parties.

2.3.9. Facilitators

As the balance sheet was clearly negative after the first year and
moderately positive at the end of the second (2ar, the list is shorter:

Strong support from the college of education, notably from its
dean who saw the teacher center as an important personal commitment. His

interventions helped to gain the time needed to redress the situation

External funds which helped to view the first years as experi-
mental, entailing little local sacrifice.

Status enhancement for teachers and their principals, when the
peer exchange structure put some teachers in the role of workshop leaders.

Accreditacion through center workshops. Several informants said
that using the center was the "quickest and easiest" way to get credits,



since there were usually no papers, no exams and the possibility to

use one's own classroom as the locus of application.

Administrative support, albeit lukewarm, helped the center to

weather the difficult period.

Energetic and interpersonally skillful leadership emerged in

the second year.
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3. THE PRESENT CONFIGURATION

3.1. THE STATEWIDE TEACHER CENTER NETWORK, 1979-1981

79

'3.1.1. Main Events and Institutional Context

The marker events during the past year and a half were as follows:

Addition in 1979-80 of five new centers, including consortium
of small rural schools in Midwest and in neighboring states!
Planning of two additional centers for 1981-82 and, beyond
that, of two more centers, effectively blanketing the entire
state;

Anticipation of a budget crisis which could weaken the new
centers, dry up potential sources of funds (e.g., state educational
agency) and pit centers against one anothein the competition
fdr limited resources;

EMergence of a pipeline to the state education office, which
began to rely more heavily on the network to implement new
=curricula and statewide upgra ding efforts for teachers;

of 'Absence during 1980-81 of fhe chief architect of the network,
Paul Saganne, with few drastic° effects, so that the network
was perceived as having reached institutional maturity.
Sizeable turnover of coordinators of existing centers.

These events are a mixed bag. On the one hand, the network was
extending its scope, creating privileged contacts with the state
education office and surviving the absence of its chief officer.
Delegates reported with pride that the teacher centers were becoming
more visible, individually and as a network, ar that they were
seen as an ideal vehicle for statewide in-service needs. On the other
hand, funds for the transition from foundation to local monies were
lacking, personnel was unstable and there was the danger of intra-
network conflict over the diminishing resource pool. When coordinators
met early in 1980, they spoke almost exclusively of their financial
concerns. These and the statewide policy and advisory board meetings
began to focus on lobbying strategies for obtaining state and federal
support. Individual were assigned to contact the governor's office,
influential legislators and state superintendents. As it was, the state-
wide advisory board had three SEA senior administrators among its 34
members. Theiloolicy board had one SEA administrator on its 13-member
council.

/"*".-- 10.E
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3.1.2. Institutional Structure and Procedures

The network doubled in size, from four to nine centers. But there

is strong evidence that the new set was more fragile. Either a strong

initiator was not present locally or support from the school district

was lukewarm. Also, these centers received less foundation funding

than had the original four. Since local state colleges and school

districts were bracing for budget cuts, the timing of the new centers

was poor; they were perceived as future fiscal burdens during a

tight budgetary period. Sone local administrators questioned the

"duplication" of training and documentation services already provided.

The overall coordination of the netViork remained fluid. Both

Paul Saganne and Brenda Buckley called themselves "statewide network

staff persons," but their roles were unclear. Saganne and the pre-
*
sident of the policy board would confer by telephone prior to meetings.

Centers having problems would also call frequently into North Central

for advice or direct intervention. In the report to the Gibb Foundation

for 1979-80, the coordinating roles for network staff included not only

contacts between centers and the organization of statewide meetings,

but also providing a "link between the state education agency and the

centers" and "assist(ing) in writing proposals for funding."

As the state education office began to deal directly with the

network, some fears were voiced of/getting bureaucratized." A

recommendation by an SEA administrator on the advisory board that

the network,have a full-time coordinatcr at the state capitol was

rejected energetically. It went against the ethos of decentralization

and non-formalization of procedures.

The formal functons of these state-level boards remained the same.

Essentially, they followed through on proposals made by individual

centers and oversaw the distribution of funds.

3.1.3. Changes in Objectives

For the most part, the initial objectives of the network as a

whole and of individual centers remained stable from the pioneering

years. The network was to be a "human resource exchange," helping

to value craft knowledge and to accelevte practice change. Teacher-

defined needs were to be paramount at local centers. Similarly, the

104,



network appeared to pursue its latent or implicit institutional aims of
co-opting k-y educators across the state, increasing the impact of the

Experimental Program philosophy and keeping that movement intact.
But there were some shifts. First, local coordinators began to

report that they were doing less change-accelerating assistance and
more organization of large-scale workshops requested by teachers, most
of them for recertification credit. Several coordinators complained
of being "sidetracked with workshops." Secondl Y, the network was

81

promoting a preferential status for the centers as carriers of new
state programs and staff development needs. Servicing local needs began
to take fewer energies but remained the chief thrust - in proportion to
arrangements for servicing state needs or state college programs,
both of which brought in revenues.

3.1.4. Key Persons and Relationships

At the network level, the two "staff persons," Saganne and Buckley,
remained the key actors. They oversaw network operations, intervened to
solve local problems, set the agendas and followed up on network
business; they also did periodic lobbying within the state education office
and within district offices connected to a local teacher center. Many
of these contacts linked former staff and graduates of the Experimental
Program.

In 1980-81, two names appeared with greater regularity. Harold
Fine and Peter Handlin were senior administrators in the state education
office and delegates to the network's decision-making boards. As the
network grew, its appeal as a vehicle for delivering state programs and

in-service requirements increased. As a result, more business was
done between the state and the network via these two intermediaries.

They also helped to line up support when the network applied for state
and federal funding.

The role of Saganne and Buckley can be reconstructed in part
with the aid of the following figure. Figure 3-1 shows the frequency
and location of communications among key actors in the network, during
one month. Responses for that month were gathered from the two network
staff, Saganne and Buckley; from the Three Rivers coordinator, Grace

Bush, and from three respondents at Arcadia State; Robert Goff, Don
Lessing and one of the delegates to the local and statewide policy boards.



Figure 3-1 Frequency and Location of Communications Among
Key Persona in Teacher qpnter Network (1 Month)
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Legend:

PS: Paul Saganne, Dean of North Central
College of Education

BB: Brenda Buckley, Network "Staff Person"
and North Central Professor

GB: Grace Bush, Three Rivers Coordinator
DL: Don Lessing, Arcadia Coordinator
RG: Robert Goff, Arcadia State Departmept

Chairman

Initiator of Contacts
CO
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We save for later detailed comments on contacts within each
functional unit. For now, note that Saganne had.the greatest number
of between-unit communications (17), most of them initiated by others.
The content of these contacts was instructive. He consulted with Grace
Bush at Three Rivers on how best to prepare for a crucial school board
building. She also asked him for help in finding a bigger facility for
the teacher center. Saganne discussed the agenda for an upcoming
state-level network meeting with Buckley. He contacted Lessing to
propose that Arcadia State get involved with an energy education
program sponsored by North Central (which Lessing did), then trouble-
shot a looming conflict within the network over the terms of service of
delegates to the statewide policy board. In short,.Saganne solved
important problems and oversaw statewide network operations.

Buckley communicated outside North Central to the other teacher
center coordinators and+to the statewide policy board chairman on
logAtics for the upcoming meeting. She also acted as a sounding
board (talking over new ideas for activity centers) and a liaison
(North Central faculty input for workshops) for the Three Rivers Teacher
Center.

Internal communication at Arcadia was the most intense, notably

between Lessing and Goff, who (a) strategized on Lessing's request
for more space, (b) planned the summe- workshop series and (c) planned
the extension of the nature study area. In short, Goff was actively
involved not only in administration and budgeting but also in
programming at the Arcadia Teacher Center.

Finally, between-center communications wer, frequent, notably
between the coordinators at Three Rivers and Arcadia (eight contacts).
It is notdworthy that Goff was active in this between-center networking.
His four cohtacts with the Sunny Vale Center involvea spadework on a
collaborative pro3ect.

. -

Key actors also kept a weekly log for a month by tallying the
. -

number of hours spent on various tasks. The results are shown on
Table 3-1. The activity logs for Grace Bush at Three Rivers and Don
Lessing at Arcadia State will be treated la.ter; for now, note the
prodigious activity in all categories of Lessing (total = 383 hours).
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Table 3-1 Summary of Activity Logs over One Month for Key Persons in

State and Local Level TeacEe'r*CeWeefs

Statewide Staff Local Coordinators
P.Saganne B. Buck-
(1 week)- ley

Three
Rivers Arcadia

18 10 13 1/2

1 3 11

1 15

1 11

2 30 1/2

7 1/2

1 9

8

1 8 1/2

1 10

3 10 1/2

Activity

Attending statewide policy
or advisory meetings

Doing budget and record -
keeping in relation to'
center/network

Following through on requests
for materials by consulting
other teachers

Following through on requests
by consulting college of
education

Following through on requests
by looking things up in
journals or elsewhere

Following through on requests
for expertise by consulting
other teachers

Following through on requests
for expertise by consulting
college of educaticn faculty

Following through on requests
for expertise by looking up
in journals or elsewhere

.Following through on requests.
for information (books,
articles, genl. information
of substantive nature) by
consulting other teachers

Following through on requests
for information (books,
articles, genl. information
of substantive nature) by
consulting college of
education faculty

Following through on requests
for information (books,
articles, genl. information
of substantive nature) by
looking things up in journal
or elsewhere



Table 3-1 continued

Statewide Staff

P.Saganne B. Buck-
(1 week) ley

6

3

1

1 1(20)

1

Local Coordinators
Three. .

Rivers Arcadia

1

85

Activity

9 1/2 Contacting school officials
(local, state)

HO.ping to organize workshop:

3 11 1/2 - substantive help

6 1/2 6 1/2 - logistical help

4 9 Gixing a workshop

16 6 1/2 Preparing an intervention
(workshop, talk, document,
meeting)

4

1

3

.4

10

2

6 1/2 Scanning for expertise which
might be useful for the
center

7

26 1/2

5

4

5

16

2

11

7

Contacting members of the
network

Helping to organize a
project or program

- substantive

- logistical help

Attending local policy
board meetings

Attending a commission or
working group meeting

Working at center on future
programs*

Working at center on general
policy*

Working at center on ..

administrative or organi-
zational matters*

Working at center on
relational/interpersonal
matters

4 1/2 Working at center on
financial matters



Table 3-1 continued
0

Statewide Staff Local Coordinators
P. Saganne B.Buck- Three Activity

(1 week) ley Rivers Arcadia

8 Visit:ng schools

86

3 13 Scanning for materials
which might be useful
for center

4 11 Reading journals

*for key persons who are not coordinators, item was written "advising

a center..."

.........

t
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Recall that-Saganne was a full-time dean at the college of

education. His log covered only one week, but he spent 13 hours on
teacher center business. The topics are worth noting; they show his

pivotal role in the network, in particular, his efforts to raise money
and support. He worked on the following tasks:

writing up and conferring with state-level officials on a

proposal for SEA funding of the teacher center network (6 hours);

meeting with SEA officials, teacher center coordinators and
policy board delegates to map out the role of teacher centers

in state-sponsored in-service programs (3 hours);

o advising the coordinator of one of the five new centers (1 hour);

c meeting privately with state officials delegated to the statewide
network boards, along with one county superintendent, to discuss

the teacher center network's proposal for federal funding(1 hour).
Buckley's time was spent predominantly in meetings and in handling

ad hoc requests. She, was active in the affairs of the local Three
Rivers center. She also spent time contacting ftate education officials
or hosting key (state officials (SEA administrators, senior elective
officials) at North Central 120 hours).

Another important feature associated with key actors in the
network is their instability. In the two years covered here, staff

departed or turned over at three of the four original centers. One

.coordinator reasoned that "burn out is pretty high, I think, among
coordinators." This was attributed to the low salary, multiple demands,
heavily interpersonal nature of most tasks and to coordinators'

frustration with thedisplademenf. of goals from one-on-one consultation
with teachers to the organization of large-scale workshops. Looking
to the future, one coordinator said,

"I'm not sure you can get replacements of the
same calibre. And xf there's too much of it
(turnover), a lot of centirs would just
disinter te.N

31.-5. Resource Chanue,1

Field work followed the fourth and part of the fifth year of
teacher center network operations. The leitmotif throughout was
resource scarcity. As mentioned earlier, coordinators' meetings
focussed on survival. Existing centers were worried about the transition
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to local funding and new centers appeared to have rock-bottom budgets

for initial programming. Also, Paul Saganne was scrambling for state

and federal support which was, up to that point, elusive. Cutbacks

were being projected in district education budgets which were likely to

fall first on such activities as teacher centers which did not service

school-age children or even the full population of district teachers.

Finally, even-if local fundihy for centers were found, the statewide

network itself needed funds for its meetings, special projects and

publications.

The fourth year was crucial because Gibb Foundation support dropped

sharply, from roughly 50% of total coverage to 25% (see section 2.1.4).

The oxiyinal centers received $4,200, the five new centers $9,000 each .

Funding for statewide network activities was at $3;500. For 1981-82,

foundation support for the four original centers dropped to a token

$1,000. The new centers received $8,000, but with no certainty of

external support beyond that year. These reduced levels of funding had

been anticipated from the outside, but the hoped-for replacement sources

had not materialized. External funds were also needed to start up

the two projected centers and to plan for two more.

Cutbacks elsewhere also affected rk operations. Two of the

"resource colleagues" west funded rom federal projects that were

either elimininated or reduced.

On the other side of the ledger, there was either resource stability

or slight increases from some quarters. To list these briefly:

a. '_ate colleges helped to pick up the slack, often by providing

in-kind services, such a facilities, secretarial help and purchase of

materials, which did not involve new budget outlays as much as plugging

the centers into regular college support. As mentioned earlier, the

marriage between 'teacher centers and state colleges had(come to be seen

as mutually beneficial. Workshop participants brought in funds to the
4

college and helped set up a more intensive - and renumerative - in-

service links between the state college and area schools. That three

of the original four centers in the network had become affiliated with

state colleges or universities was viewed as an important source of

institutional survival. To quote D. lxssing:
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I'm skeptical about whether all the centers
will be operating when the foundation money
is gone. The first four, yes, they'll be
O.K. They can get enough from the local
colleges they're affiliated with.

b. The state educational aaencv began to contract directly with
the network for local services, usually connected to in-service training.
Two such projects (in- service training for drama, music and dance and
for multi-age classroom teachers) were initiated in 1980-81.

c. In-kind services from local school districtrimaterials,
facilitiet, release.time)remained stable, and:district funds kept up,
globally, with prior commitments.

d. Cost-free workshops were prevalent in the network. Neither
college -level workshop leaders nor teachers giving workshops asked
to be paid. They constituted the mainstay of center activities

In 1980-81, requests for funding from 'the state and from the Gibb
Foundation were unsuccessful. .A fourth attempt at federal funding,

however, seemed to be on the road to success, perhaps with the assistance'
of state education officials through whom such funds'were to be channeled.
Rumor had it that the network was likely to get $400,0Mof its $500,000
request.

3.1.6. Teacher Center Network Activities

Activities are best handled at the level of individual centers
(see later). Overall, the centers maintained a general format ccnsisting
of one-time workshops, continuous workshops, drop-in services, con-
sultations and local problem-solviqg and special projects. When state
colleges were closely linked-47p centers, some work was also done with
pre-service students. In some centers (e.g., Three Rivers and Arcadia),
staff did much of the substantive work themselves. In others (e.g.,
Sunny Vale, Savil), the coordinators acted as brokers cr middle teen by
matching requests with sources of information and expet-tise. Finally,
workshops leaders tended be local teachers, state college staff or
specialists from one of the district services, e.g., a psychologist
from a local community welfare service.

Linkage between centers, along with their affiliation to the
network, led to common activities and sources of knowledge resources.
The local "resource bank" of local and regional speCialists was sent

112,
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to the other centers. Some projects were run successfully in one center,

reported on during a coordinators' meeting, then tried out elsewhere.

Centers also collaborated on projects initiated by the SEA (e.g., in-

service training of multi-grade teachers) or other state agencies

(e.g., poets-in-the-schools project sponsored by the state Council on

the Arts).

The concern throughout was that of extending local opportunities

beyond what would have otherwise been available, and of doing it in

another key. District-level in-service was considered to be token,

not focussed on teacher-felt concerns and sometimes poorly led. The

teacher centers tried to intensify teacher requested activities and to

draw on peer resources (other teacherS) as well as community and state.

college resources. There were some local critics, like the superintendent

at one of the new centers who said,

We're spending a liet of money duplicating services
that are already there. We're doing so much for in-
service, we don't need any more.

It was difficult to disarm such critics in a' lean budgetary period.

One non-deliberate but effective device seemed to be that of playing

on local pride. Since eight other districts had sponsored_ teacher

centers, how could we refuse to offer similar services, especially when

there was initial funding from without?

3.1.7. Social and Interorganizational Dynamics

Consensus was strong among members and representatives of diverse

interest groups participating in the statewide network. Network objectives

remained - perhaps deliberately vague and generous; all parties found

their chief concerns addressed therein. Delegates agreed to temper their

local needs in the name of network-wide superordinate goals. As a result,

resources were equitably distributed, although there were clouds on the

horizon (see below).

An important trend during these years was the growing link between

the state education agency and the network. After initial doubts, state

officials came to see the teacher centers as ideal conduits for dis-

semination.

Consensus was also facilitated by decentralization. No central

directives went from network staff to local centers. Coordinators

resisted attempts to "rationalize" the network by appointing permanent

staff. They also viewed the network decision-making boards as fairly

.11_3
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straightforward rubber stamps for proposals they had worked out initially
among themselves.

Conflicts. The three issues raised during the first two years
(see section 2.1.6) continued to be the chief source of the few conflicts
registered in the network. Goal displacement from process consultation
to workshop organization plagued coordinators, who saw administration
as an unrewarding and distractive task. But they also saw that large-
scale workshops were what teachers were requesting and brought in funds.
The policy board affiliation had caused the first within-network crisis
in the fourth year, when delegates from one teacher center used their
experience and - perhaps illegitimate - reelection to increase special
p'oiect funding c for their district at the expense of two others. The
dollar amounts were trivial, but the precedent escaped no one's notice.
When money was running out, statewide policy board members began in-
ev'tably to make certain their local center was solvent. Informants were
alr ady dreading what would happen if federal funding came through.
The Older centers had called for an equal distribution among all nine
centers. The newer and weaker centers had asked for preferential support.

There was continuing concern over the perception that. the centers
were supplanting administrators in the conduct of in-service training.
This was especially true of principals. The problem was not acute at
Arcadia, where there had been almost no local provisions prior to the
center.' Three Rivers apl,..mred to turn the corner;' principals were now
supporting the center more actively and turning to its resources for
their in-service needs. Elsewhere, however, there was consensus that
"a lot of the principals are against the center," as one coordinatot put
it.

Finally, some between-center competition began to emerge. Three
centers lay in a 60-mile radius of one another, and found themselves
recruiting through their newsletter the same, diminishing pool of in
service teachers. As enrollments also resulted in fees paid to
participating colleges, there was added pressure on the centers to draw
a large number of teachers. The same centers exchanging resource
banks and tips on successful activities were competing with one another.
There were some initial attempts to draw geographic boundaries, but they
wire unsuccessful; teachers continued to go either to the center connected
to the college at which they had done their pre-service work, or to the
center whose offerings were more appealing.
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Bargaining issues remained the same (see section 2.1.6). The

implicit agreement with the state education office was stronger now. On

the other'hand, local districts were finding it harder to keep their

end of the deal. The knowledge resources being offered by teacher

centers became less valuable as other, higher priority items were

threatened by budget cuts.

Knowledge transfer is best handled at local levels. Overall,

earlier pattern between-center exchanges of resource files and

,rromising ideas projects, dissemination of state-level programs

continued in later years. Linkage roles played by coordinators varied

from one center to another.

3.1.8. Barriers

As a loose confederation of local centers, bound a common

philosophy of teacher professional development, the state-level network

functioned well. For some, it was little more than a vehicle for

distrillting external funds and for getting together with fellow educators.

For others, it,served to influence state-level educational policy and to

accelerate local changes. For all parties, the only key obstacle was

that of resources. The network needed funds to make up for foundation

monies in order to support local centers and to continueas a forum and

communications center.

At the level of local teacher centers, a common set of problems

began to emerge:

leadership problems. Coordinators complained 9f role overload,

low salaries and substantive undernourishment in comparison to admin-

istrative burdens. Turnover was high. Some felt that one or two of the

new centers had weak coordinators.

policy and governance problems. The newer centers had trouble

carving out their territory, and ere uncertain of where to put their

program emphasis. The sometimes cumbersdme governance structures did

not help. Support was weak in Some of these centers from the school

district.

financial problems. The older centers had some difficulties

moving over to local funding. Initial support levels for new centers

were very low.

clientele problems. No center was highly successful/in attracting

secondary-level teachers.
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3.1.9. Facilitators c.

The same set as previously listed (see section 2.1.8) continued to
apply. Two new items emerged: (a) stronger-political and material
support from state authorities and (b) growing visibility of the centers
both locally and as members of a knowledge resourcerich network.
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3.2. THE ARCADIA TEACHER CENTER, 1979-1981

3.2.1. Main Events and Institutional Context

No significant events marked the final 18-month period of study,

nor did contextual properties change. Arcadia State remained a small

college in a small rural town, with a focus on service and outreach'

rather than on academic excellence and prestige. There was,( however,

a tightening budget squeeze within the college owing to decreasing

enrollments, as the birth rate declined and families moved to larger

cities. Since the teacher center brought in funds for in-service

credits and helped bring in educatbon majors, it received strong support.

This came in the form of increased space - almost a doubling of the

present footage - and funds for a staff assistant. Also, the center.

enjoyed administrative flexibility that facilitated authorizations,

switches of budget,line items, hiring of staff and large-scale ordering

6f educational materials.'

3.2.2. Institutional Structures and procedures

The institutional nesting and operations of the center remained

the,same, Center staff had appointments to the Education and Psychology

Y.V.N Department, chaired by Robert Goff, Since that department had overall

responsi bility for extens4ion activities at the college, this was a

logical assignment. Up to.this-point, the three sttaff members of the

center were in the elementary education section of that department.

But if the structures 'remained constant, the size of teacher

center operations did not. There was rapid expansion in virtually every

.seCtOr -as rapid as the initial two years had bee-n... This it especially

striking in,that,the state, local region, and state college were ail :
experiencing cutbacks. Below quick inventory of areas of growth

between 1979 and 1981: 2

'program. New special projects were initiated and aters

planned: poets in the:'schools, energy education, nature studies,

nutrition, multi-age classrooms, gifted pupils. Existing programs were

expanded, e.g., eight summer workshops were given in 1980."(up from four)

and 13 planned for 1981; the nature study area spun off self- guidig tours;

canoe trips, cross-country skiing and follow-ilp activities.

space. In doubling its facilities, the center added a large

classroom and display area i(40' by 20'), twofiadjoining classrooms fo.
1

special education and physical education, a meeting room (with rugs,

indirect lighting and armchairs) for nature study and another for energy

11'
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education, and a similarly furnished resource room for Indian studies.
There were even plans to move the entire psychology and education

department closer to the center. if this were done, the center would
acquire still more space. There were.plans for extending the center to
include an art gallery for area pupils, teachers and residents.

'personnel. Gene Nickerson moved back to the main education
building, but he and others continund,to teach their courses out of the
,,center. In 1981, a professor from the.art department moved into the
center to join' Lessing, Smetana and a -full-time siaff assistant, Joy
Willard.

.

resources. The materials bank continued to grow, almost
exponentially. A section of the main room.was set aside for activity
centers, of which roughly 15-20 were created in the fall of 1980 by pre-.

service students. People who had seen the center in its initial years
were struck dumb when, they walked in. For example, during an interview,
the director of recruitment of the - ollege looked around, then said:-

It- really amazes me what they put together here. A
few years ago this was just an old empty basement.
And every year there's more going on.

The center also began to acquire some expensive eauipment; canoes,
20 pairs of cross-country skis, a video camera and recorder.

membership. The number of participating school districts
rose fi=iom six to eight, with,mbre requests pending. Membership

increased proportionally on the local pOlicy board.

s 'availability. Hours were extended to include three evenings

and Saturday morD.ing.

322.3. Changes invpbjectives

The basic set of program objectives, listed earlier (see section

2.2.2), remained constant, but there were some shifts of emphasis. Overall,
the center continued geeking

to strengthen the pre-service program,.including the placement
of teachers;

to enrich the general culture of teachers. This objective went
underground in 1979-80, when the one-time workshop series was not given.
There were plans to reinstate the series the following year;

to increase the provision of local craft knowledge by increasing
the stock of materials and emphasizing hands-on workshops. As- 'Carla

Smetana slid:
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I really want to give to the teachers something
they can use. I just don't wantto give them
something that they'll write down.

to create professional exchanges. This was bui.lt into the

physical setting, with its rugs, armchairs, magazines, coffee, infor-

mality. and staff conviviality: It was also a part of workshops.

Informants invariably stressed the importance of this objective. An

0.illustraLon from tha field notes:

She Says, 'Teachers really need to have this bit
of time. when they can get together. When you come
here, you can sit down and talk to people who are
doing the same thing.' The Center teems to be one
of the few places where teachers can conduct a pro-
fessional conversation. It also appears to be an
informal meeting ground for teachers wAo were either
not trained together or teach in different schools.

to service the surrounding community. This objective took on

more importance. Aside from providing meeting space for community groups,

the center began to reach out more actively. The" nature studies project

provided a community walking and skiing area. An art gallery planned

for 1981-82 would display local work. A proposed micro-processor
3

project would service area farmers as well as teachers.

to .bring about instructional change along the lines incorporated

in the Experimental Program philosophy.

A final, previously latent objective began to emerge: that of

altering some of the instructional practices at Arcadia State. Initially,

center staff encouraged college personnel to use the center as a way sf

servicing the college or 'of gaining support for the center. There was

now a more active attempt to nudge college instructors toward a more

hands-on, materials-centered course format, and to promote 'cross-

department teaming on special projects,

3.2.4. Key Persons and Relationships

The cast of main characters remained constant in the succeeding

two years, with the exception of one departure (Gene Nickerson) and

one arrival (Andrea Migros, from the art department), neither of whom

was core staff. Lessing, Smetana and Willard remained the mainstays

within the center and Goff provided administrative and financial help

from the department. As discussed earlier and as shown on the map of

communications relationships (see Figure 3-1), Goff and Lessing had

numerous contacts of a substantive, administrative and tactical nature.

There were also ongoing communications to the local policy board\

delegates of whom two served on the statewide policy board.
1 1. t)
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3.2.5. Resource Change!

In budgetary terms, 1979-80 was a swing year, during which external

funding dropped by some 60% to $6,000 from $16,000. The Three Rivers

center hadtalmost gone under during this key passage, when the district

administration recommended that the center be deleted from the dis(rict

budget. There was apparently no such problem at Arcadia. The state

college picked up the added $10,000 and prepared for the fifth and

final year of external funding, when an additional $4,000 would have to

be found from the state college budget. Goff handled the budget shifts

with apparent ease.

The center was also acquiring resources, as the materials bank grew

apd more expensive equipment was purchased. In a resource-poor

educational environment, these knowledge resources were particularly
i

Cialuable. They far outstripped local provisions and, in fact, dis-
,

.

couraged county administrators from purchasing materials since the

Center would provide them free of charge.. As*one teacher put it,

We're all coming in from small schools-with
limited funds and we can't get the money to
buy our own materials. What we get here is a
central storehouse of all the things that we
need. We can check them out and use them as
we like.

3.2.6. Arcadia Teacher Center Activities

In the course of the two years under study, the center expanded'
its program formats, went after new clients and tried to extend the

in-service function without, sacrificing time or staff from the pre-
.

servite program. This usually, entailed 75-hour weeks on the part of
Lessing, and nearly equivalent amounts put in by Smetana, Willard and

'Goff. Both Smetana and Lessing held down full course loads, so that
the teacher c,nter constituted virtually another full-time job. In

addition, they appear to have done most of the remodeling of the center
(bu.ilding shelves, scrounging furniture, 1 ring ceilings, setting
up displays) with little help from college s rvices.

Types of activities. The most usef way of cataloguing center

activities might be that of keying them to objectives. Expanding
4's slightly on previous lists.(see sec io. 2.2.2 and 3.2.3), the breakdown

can be shown as follows:
.:)

Objective 1: strengthen the pre-service program

-Activities: stocking and lending materials,
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Activities (continued):
.ono-day and loo -week visits by area teachers
during which interns worked with pupils while
their teachers observed and browsed.

Obl.tive 2: enrich thy' general culture of area teachers
_._

Activities: ono-time workshop series (not given in 1979-80)__ ___ _
with such topics as snake-charming, poetry,
ecology interpersonal communications;
mass p blic periodicals in the center: National
Geographic, Psychology Today, Time, etc.

4 Oblective 3: disseminate craft knowledge and enlarge instruction________
repertoires -

Activities: one -ti"c workshops, e.g., on recycled materials;
summer workshops, e.g., on reading in the content areas,
nature .studies, working with gifted.pupils;
drop-ins and materials lending;
special programs, e.g., poets in the classroom, nature
study, nutrition.

A short commentary is warranted here. This category accounted for

the .ireatost inputs, particularly the' ordering, display'ing and lendihg

t3f mat,Irials. In 19-r2-80, about 2,000 items were lent, ranging from an

activity kit to an entire reading series. The "ideas" section of the

center was also a freguentli visited resource. A walk-through of the

central resourc'e room is civen in Appendix 1.

In its newsletter, the center played up its stock of instructional

materials. Of the 10 issues analyzed between 19.77 and 1980, the greatest

n,.7ber of segMents (36) was devoted toAisting these materials and

iffvita-,:teachers in to examine them:

Come make use of the center's many kits,
materials and other resources.

Teachers left the center with valuable materials
and ;leas for their classroom.

In the early issues of the newsletter, nearly half the segments dealt

%.1th the center's sTock of materials. This tapered off in 1979, then

rose again in 1980. Of the total column inches in the 10 newsletters,

references to materials acccunted for one-fourth (.26), considerably

more than in newsletters from other centers. These, trends are shown

.12
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There were two modal times for borrowing materials. First, when
teachers were to take up a new topic cr activity in the coming few days
and ta..sled or came into the center for suonestions. What seemed
particularly effective here was that the center staff knew both tc1.12_,

caller and the resource bank, so that the contacts turned into one-on-
one consultations. Secondly, when each5rs were planning a new or erriched
unit in the upcoming fall or spring quarter and contacted the center well
in adv4nce. In both instances, requests often turned around area- in
which teachers feltcl either substantively or instructionally.

To judge from respondents' comrents, the wealth and/variety of
materials were r nter's strongest drawing card. Two representative
excerpts :
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She says that she doesn't need any contract credits
but that she's coming back (to the center) all the
same. 'I'm already looking forward to it. I'm very
enthusiastic about it. When you're there, you feel
like a little kid in a toy store. There are just so
many ideas and materials I get excited, and they
keep adding to them.'

You can see what material there is and how it can
be used. A lot of teaching is really providing
extra things for the kids. Here you can try things
out and see them, so you're not wasting time or

\ money ordering from catalogues.

Ob ective 4: create exchanges among teachers

Act ities: summer workshops,
drop in

A brief note here as well. The Arcadia center did not have "sharing

evenings" among teachers of a same grade-level or subject matter as

were held at Three Rivers. Rathe.g, the organization 61 the center and the

emphasis placed by center staff on informality, conviviality and

personal concern all encouraged lateral communication during workshops

and drop-in. The center was also a "home" for cohorts of pre-service

teachers now dispersed througt.out the region and keeping in touch via

visits to the center. Paradoxically, the newsletter features contacts

made in the center but not continuing links between teachers after

visits to the center. There is little emphasis on networking among

teachers not directly mediated by the center; only four segments in the

ten issues refer to between-teacher exchanges.

objective 5: InYolve the community.

Activities: holding meetings of community groups at the center,

100

nature study area;
(proposed) micro-computers for farmers;

art gallery for area residents

Objective 6: bring about instructional change

Activ:ties: drop-in and materials lending;
workshops: nature study, energy education;
activity centers;
one-day and two-week visits, during which interns
modeled new "strategies" and techniques;
individual consultations for teachers and
administrators;
one-week practice improvement summer workshop
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This objective overlaps with #3. Most of the workshops entailed
the use of new matrials, the expansion of ongoing curriculum units
or the introduction of new ones. What these offerings had in common was
an attempt to individualize instruction, give more self-direction to
pupils, put the teacher in a more "facilitative" - and less directly
instructional - role and/or integrate curricula. Simply by virtue of
using the center's materials, many teachers reported such changes in their
classroom. But, as mentioned earlier, there were activity formats aimed
explicitly at facilitating practice change in thpse directions: the one-
week workshop during which a project was designed and carried through
when teachers returned to their classrooms; the integrated curricula
proposed in the activity centers housed in the main resource room, the
two-week visits by area teachers who observed new (to them) diagnostic
and inquiry techniques, along with group and individualized instruction;
and the personal consultations. Another formula used in the one-day
visits allowed teachers to specify areas in which they wanted to see
materials used or techniques modeled. They would typically leave the )

center with these and other materials enllected during the visits.
The two-week visits also helped teachers to get distance on their

own work, which often led to instructional modifications. Several
informants spoke of using the visits to "get some detachment" or "get
some perspective.on what I've been doing."

D. Lessing: They spend a lot of time thinkirw critically
about what they're doing with kids and about what
they're really after. They don't get too many oppor-
tunities to get any distance on their work at the same
time that they're involved in teaching.

Objective 7: help with individual problem-solving

Here again there is overlap with #3 and #6. Lessing and Smetana
spent considerable time helping teachers with problems going beyond
materials, such as discipline problems or poor relationships with pupils'
and peers. Many, but not all of these requests came from former pre-
service students who-knew Lessing and Smetana from their intern period.
Here are two excerpts from field notes that point up both the class
of problems handled by teacher center staff and the procedures Used for
problem-solving:

1?



She too workshops in math and reading, saying
that she also copied down ideas in other areas
in which she felt weak. She also talked about her
problems with Lessing and Smetana, which she says

many Arcadia State graduates do. 'You know the
people and you know what's there. It makes it easy

to come in . . . I feel a lot stronger now because
of Don (Lessing). He really helped me out with
getting things:

She tells me an anecdote about a little girl in
her class who screamed whenever she was upset.
Miss Xwent to Lessing ('I'm used to Don. I can go

easily and ask him things') then read sope things

on social behavior which Lessing had suggested.
She resolved the problem by setting aside special
times in the day when she would work with this child
and by being very attentive when group activities
were going on. This solution came from Lessing and
the materials he recommended, but also from the pre-

cepts on individualization which Lessing had
taught her during pre-service training.

Objective 8: change instructional methods in college-level
Instruction

Activities: materials lending;
special projects;
use of the cente1 for course instruction.

As mentioned earlier, this objective-became stronger as the center

came to be on more solid institutional footing. Materials were bought,

equipment leased or bought and new rooms set up so that staff members

in the education department and in other departments could teach out

of the center. \In so doing, they too relied more heavily on a hands-

on approach as Lessing himself had done. Through special programs,

Lessing and Goff also created cross-department teaching ana development

work with staff from phui,f1 education, special education, science,

music, art and early childhood education.

One rough estimate of the relative frequency of events is

prov ded by tabulating listings from the newsletters. The breakdown

is t e following:

Event type Proportion of Total

Visieto the center
(with class)

Workshop

Activcty linked to pre-
sPrvice training

1 '12..ti

. 28

. 27

. 20
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continued:

Event Type Proportion of Total

Conference .13

Special project .07

Meeting .03

Visit elsewhere(Canadian school) .01

Activity formats. Taking all activity types listed in the

newsletters over a three-year period, the durations vary as follows: .

Duration

One -time visit
or workshop

One-two week
activity

Series or continuous
activity

Workshop + follow-up
activity

4.

Proportion of Total

.60

.20

.12

.08
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Frequencies tabulated from newsletters may not match actual frequencies.

In particular, the newsletter may have been a medium to reach a large

public for the larger-scale events, such as the one-time workshops.

Also, drop-ins and materials lending are not covered here. Taken at
face value, this distribution is not far from the pattern at other

teacher centers in the network, with the exception of the workshop

plus follow-up which typifiesd the Arcadia approach to practice change.

The one-shot workshop series was also a recruitment device.

Teachers came into the center, saw the, wealth of materials, browsed

and possibly borrowed one or two items. hey then looked more closely
at future issues of the newsletter and en olled in one of the one-week

summer* workshops, then brought their pupils in for the two-week cycle.

This was a very common scenario in the interviews, ending with routine

use of the center on a yearly basis.

Another, possibly more meaningful way to look at multiple use

is to note heavy users' reasons for calling on the center. Here is
an illustration:

Let's see. I use the center as a resource for new
materials. It's a 'place to take my children for new
activities and experiences. It's a place to go for
help and to get information. . . . I use it to feel
I'm an O.K. teacher . . . It's a place I go for
professional exchanges with other teachers and with
the staff there.

12e'
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4
Selection of activities was an interactive process, with the

initial impetus coming from center staff. To take the summer workshop

series as an illustraAion, the initial list seems to have come from

Lessing and Smetana after some informal 9nsultation with area teachers.

These proposals were discussed by delegates to the local policy botrd,

then discussed during faculty meetings at local schools. Delegates

brought back comments and counter-proposals and a final list was

drawn up. Looking over the 1979 topics - nature studies, energy

education., reading in the content areas, reading for the gifted - the

imprint of the center staff is strong. These are all areas in which

Lessing and Smetana have special skills and some commitment. As

Smetana said of the reading workshop in content areas (with an appeal

to secondary-level teachers), "I really encourage this because I

think it's important."

Workshop leaders. As mentioned earlier, Arcadia differs from the

other centers in that teacher center staff did most of the teaching.

and virtually all the direction of visits, special programs and drop-

ins.

Content analysis of the newsletters bears this out. Below is a

listing of workshop leaders - both one-time and week-long - expressed

as proportions of the total number of segments mentioning the name or

institutional affiliation of the leader:

Table 3-2 Sources of Expertise for Workshops and Courses at Arcadia

Source

Teacher center Staff

Specialists from within the state

Arcadia state college staff

Staff from other college/universities
in the state

Specialists in the immediate vicinity
of the center

Specialists from outside the state

Local teachers (in one of the eight
districts belonging to the center)

Teachers from elsewhere in the teacher
center network

Teachers from outside the state

College/university staff from outside
the state

1?

Proportion of Total

. 45

. 16

. 06

. 06

. 06

. 06

. 04

. 02

. 02

.02



continued:

Source Proportion of Total

Teachgrs with specializations from
within the state

Teachers with specializations from
outside the state

Local teachers with specializations

. 02

. 02

. 00
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The breakdown is inetru,.:tive, although here again the listing in
the newsletters may not mirror the actual distrikution. Most expertise
is from within the state, the largest amount coming from teacher center
staff. College and specialized instructors outnumber teachers, who
act seldom as workshop leaders. The statewide network does not appear

to provide many workshop leaders, but this is hard to determine; leaders

from another college might have come through recommendations made by

othier teacher center Coordinators.

It is worth noting here that the newsletters mention few alternative

activities held at Arcadia State and virtually no other teacher center

activities (a Good Apple workshop at Sunny Vale is the only item in

ten issues). The state-wide network is mentioned infrequently (five seg-

ments), as is the local center; its governance or decisions are

mentioned only three times in the 10 issues. It may well be that the

local policy board delegates serve this function better than media.

Attendance at teacher center activities continued to climb. In

its yearly report to the Gibb Foundation, the center lists 2,853

participants and visitors, many of these repeaters. Lessint estimated

that about 75% of the teachers in member districts had used the center
at least once. Of these users 70% were primary school teachers and 30%

secondary-level teachers. Working again from this pool of 140 teacher-

users, Lessing guessed that two-thirds were "frequent or systematic"

The yearly report also contains a chart of materials, books

and learning packages checked out by month during the school year.

No other center reports on materials-lending, which points up the

particular focus of Arcadia. The total comes to 5,160, with peak

months (over 800 items borrowed) in June, September and October and

slack months (100-175 items) in December, April and May.

123

,0
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3.2.7. Interor anizational Dynamics

0ConsensuS. This phase appeared to be as relatively conflict-

free as the initial two years. There was strong goal congruence between

the parties constituting the teacher cater. Both district 'administrators

and teachers valued a materials-based, practice-focussed approach to-in-

service. Arcadia State defined itself on its logos as a "school of

personal service," meaning that it primarily trained future educators and

that it was oriented tciard community welfare improvement. The center

met strongly felt local needs and did it for virtually nothing.

Within the college, there seemed to be little friction. The

center had institutional legitimacy;it operated out of a department which

had overall responsibility for extension activities. These activities

were increasingly v wed as sources of funds and of continuing community

support. There began to emerge, however, some initial rumblings of

intra-college odissent as the center extend its space and programs into

areas other had laid claim to. For instance, there was, muted protest

from one department over the energy education workshop given by non-
.

"--ecialist staff - the first instance of domain dissensus registered

at the site.

Conflict. Table 3-3 shows the parties, issues, resolutions and

effects of conflicts at the,Areadia site. There were few, and none
.

appeared to be major. Two of the three conflicts had to do with inter-

instil-utional rivalry.' Arcadia State resented what it saw as a "power

grab" by North Central, which had adopted many of the Arcadia teacher

center formats, then offered post-graduate credits through extension

for in-service teachers. Arcadia State had no M.A. certification...auld

could not compete. Here, as elsewhere, the response by Goff and Lessinp

was not to protest but rather to outperform competitors. Thus the

proposal of an M.A. degree program for elementary education at Arcadia

State.
Similarly, Arcadia found itself competing with three nearby teacher

centers - at Weston City, Three Rivers and Sunny Vale - for teacher

enrollments. There was an embryonic attempt at boundary-fixing, but

more energy was put into improving offerings at the(Arcadia center.

Both these conflicts show the ambivalent relationships among teacher

centers who shared ideas, projects and funds as partners in the state-wide

network At competed with one another for participants.

I,G



Table 3-3 Conflict

. 1

at Arcadia

PARTIES INVOLVED ISSUE HOW RESOLVED EFFECTS

iOT thin the ,Network

Arcadia State and North
Central University

Perception by Arcadia
of unfair competition
forresources

Left latent; Arcadia
State proposes own
graduate program

Planned
Extension
of Arcadia
State pro-
grams

Arcadia and neighboring
teacher centers

Competition for pre-
service students and
for enrollment at
teacher center work-
shops

Tacit open compe-
titor; initial at-
tempt to demarcate
boundaries between
centers

Stimulus to
improve of-
ferings at
Center

Residual
bitterness
at Arcadia

Ambivalent
relation-
ships

Between local IOA partners

None apparent

Within College

Teacher center and other
departments

Emerging dissensus
over center's substan-
tivelpxpertise in
non-education areas

Not yet crystall-
ized

Sensiti-
zation to
need for
within-
college
diplomacy

Perceived
as "envy"

Within school district

None apparent

131 1-1

J0
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The final entry, within-college conflict, shows the darker side

of successful institutional expansion by one unit at the (perceived)

expense of another.

Bargaining and exchange issues. These issues were sketched out earlier

(see section 2.2.6); they are shown in Table 3-4 in more detail. In

all cases, there was more a tacit, often fu!..-- agreement than a series

of codified exchanges. The first bargaining issue points to the

apparently asymmetric - reciprocity between county administrators and

the college, with the former getting a huge storehouse of knowledge

resources and f.ee consultation in return for little tangible payment.

But the college profits indirect3y by bringing in greater revenues,

expanding its portion of the potentially lucrative extension services

market and by shoring up political support in the area for future use.

Exchanges between t.1(71 teacher center and area teachers were more

subtle. Multiplying contacts between pre-service and in-service teachers

helped with placement in a' very tight job market. Job placement in _

turn eased recruitment of new students. Center personnel legitimated

their areas of concern, activism or specialization by showing that policy

board delegates had approved them, although these were, in fact, topics

in which area teachers had little expertise and wante:.1 more. Contract

recertification could be had through the center donveniently, without

major effort and in areas of real practical concern to teachers. Center

staff derived greater resources and expertise and enhanced their

institutional position within the college.

Finally, bargaining between, on the one hand tlfe center and its

departient chairman, and on the other, the college administration, may

have been more out in the open. Several informants (on both sides)

mentioned that the center had brought in revenues, attracted high

school seniors and enhanced the prestige of the college. The director

of recruitment was straightforward:

This is one of our high points for showing high school
seniors around. We always bring them over here (to
the center) if they're undecided. They're very impressed..
They like the informality and the friendliness of the
staff and they see this incredible resource library and
they find out they'll'be working directly with children
here...plus the low teacher-student ratio...If we get a
student who's interested in Arcadia State and some other
place, we'll bring him here and nine times out of ten
he'll decide to come here.



Table Bargaining-Exchange Issues at Arcadia

Parties Involved

1

Tee-: er center and
sch ol district

Exchange

Center provides free knowledge
resources in return for in-
kind services(release time,
free transportation) from
district

Institutional
Consequences

College of
Education

Gets revenues from
in-service credits;
Greater focus on
extension activities;
Political support
from community

School Districts

No obligation to pro-
vide in-service
training;
No obligation to pur-
chase expensive
materials

Teacher center and
area teachers

1. Center provides locus to
bring children, observe new
methods; in return, teachers
help with placement of pre-
service students

2. Center gets to intervene in
areas it considers important
(nature, study, energy, reading
in content areas); in return
teachers can order materials,
get personel consultations

3. Center provides certi-
fication in return for credit
fees, enrollments, enhancing
departmentssistatus

Increases competi-
tive advantage in
placement;
Eases recruitment_ _

of future teachers;

Growth in priority
areas, greater
local impact

New so ce of rev-
enues
Groufig materials
base and expertise

Access to materials
an& opportunities to
observe new practices

Wide choice of
resources

Illearby, extensive
facilities for
recertification

Teacher center and
college

1. Teacher center brings in
extension revenues, strength-
ens recruitment of new stu-
dents; in return, college
provides space, administra-
tive flexibility, coverage
of Calaries

2. Center provides materials,
facilities,equipment to other
college staff in return for
within-college support

Competitive advan-
tage over neighbor-
ing colleges/univer-
sities

Improved instruction
al practice, lower
probability of con-
flict
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Similarly, people who questioned the success/ of the center or th,e,,,

pre-service program were told that "they just have to take a good look

at the pre-registration figures" for freshmen. And in recounting his

negotiations over increased support for the center with the college

president, Robert Goff went through the list of bargaining points; the

special program and the money they 1-ive,brought'in, the service

orientation of the center, stable recruitment of freshmen among a fast

dwindling pool, the innovative, role of the center in its pre-service

formats, the emerging statewide reputation of the center, services

provided to other college staff through the center, etc. This usually had

the desired effect.

Finally, there was implicit reciprocity between center staff and

other college staff who drew increasingly on the materials, equipment

(e.g., video camera and recorder for playbacks in physical education)

and the physical facilities of the center. These users were gracefully

coopted, that they not only repaid the center by supporting it in

infra -unive sity haggling but also, to some degree, identified with it

as a resource for their own teaching.

Knowledge transfer. The role of the teacher center is best divided into

five somewhat overlapping categories: the types of knowledge mediated

by the center; the forms in which such information and expertise were

packaged; the validation basis; the uses to which knowledge was put on

the part of school-based people and the various linking ro3es and

functions performed by center staff.

Knowledge types. Field notes and documents were initially coded

for seven global knowledge activity types. A breakdown of these types

by degi ^.=! of frequency in the 10 newsletters is revealing:

Table 3-5 Frequency of Different Knowledge Types Underlying
Teacher Center Activity (from 10 Newsletter Issues)

Type

Craft knowledge

Ideas

General Culture

Technical Expertise

General Professional
Exchange

Research Knowledge

Inspiration

Pro ortion of total segments

. 39

.23

135

. 19

. 15

. 03

. 01

. 06



Again, actual fregtrealgi.es across the different center activities may be

different than announcements of activitieS and reports about them. Also,

this table is more conceptually muddled than the following one. But the
general distribution shows the primacy 4,-Ecraft knowledge,(teacher-made
products, theories, technigues)'over, say, research knowledge. The
one segment of research knowledge related to a presentation by a 4ecial
education professor. Ideas --(Activities thL might interest pupils or

have been judged 'by other teachers as effective) were also knowledcie

items Played up by the center. General culture refers to the one--ime
workshops on energy, ecology, Nazi Germany. Technical expertise
involved products or presentations given by recognized 'experts' in

a substantive field (e.4.: children's writing-,precisIon tjaching).

Table 3 -, takes a more conceptually rigorous loon at the various

products and practices mediated by the Arcadia and Three Rivers Teacher
Centers and at their validation bases. The estimates, however, are less
precise. The table takes in the entire range of ser&ies performed by the
centers both for area schools and for the state college or university.

Looking first at the di4tribution for Arcadia, products and practices

that are commercial took the lion's share. These were the kits, proto-
type materials ( integrated curriculum units) and media in which the
center was so rich. Some of these materials had been more rigorously

designed and elaborated, with provisions for pre-testing and local
adaptations. They figure in the first column, along with the inputs
from the college staff (e.g., diagnostic batteries, strategies of'

teaching) that reached an i.-.-service public. Fewer knowledge inputs

came from teacher-made materials (10% of the total) and from teaching

methods and materials devised at the college (l5t)% Note that

differences between Arcadia and Three Rivers reside chiefly in the
proportion of home-grown products and practices, which reflects in
the Three Rivers program objective of emphasizing craft exchanges
between teachers.

The second half of the table shows the basis on which the person
mediated activities (workshops, ob-,ervatiens, consultations) were
based. Here, differences between the two centers are sharper. At

both centers the amount of research-based or scientific knowledge was
low. This refers to data based'on quantitative measurement, repeated'

I33 t



Table 3-6 Distribution of Forms and Validations Bases cf Knowledge Resource Transmitted
by the Arcadia and Three Rivers Teacher Centers (% of Total Estimated)

Knowledge
Resource

Base

Locus

PRODUCTS AND PRACTICES

Research and Developed
Development and Tested

Based at College
of Education

1 VALIDATION BASES

Home- Expert- Craft,
grown Approved Consen-

sual

Uni-
versity

ARCADIA 153

THREE RIVERS

15% 10%

10% 10% 35% 35% 40%

13.3

dor
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scientific measures or re-evaluated evidence, such as the sociograms

and diagnostic batteries used during the visits of area teachers and

their class to the Arcadia center. At Three Rivers, the introduction

of the micro - computer (see later) was an example of a science-to-craft

process leading from the research focus of an unviersity-based

mathematics professor to widespread use by area teachers.

Because the Arcadia center was so closely tied to the college and

because the center's face-to-face activities were mediated heavily by

college staff, the proportion of university-based validation is higher

than at Three Rivers, where ;the university played a far less prominent

role. However, these proportions are reversed in the next column,

reflecting the recourse at Three Rivers to specialists in the community.

At Arcadia, these substantive specialists came often from outside the

region (e.g., workshops on precision teaching and children's writing).

Finally, there was less .practitionervalidated knowledge being

circulated at Arcadia than at Three Rivers, where teacher-led workshops
and "sharing" sessions between practitioners were a core component of

the teacher center program.

Knowledge use. Table 3-7 shows the distribution of uses to which

knowledge resources were put by participants at the two teacher centers.

In both cases, the practical dominates the theoretical or reflective.

Both centers focussed on problem-solving and enrichment of current

practi?bs, notably in the provision of workshops or projects allowing

teachers to become stronger in weak areas. Arcadia was more active in

teacher problom-solving through its consultation mechanisms and

slightly more focussed on accelerating in instructional practice changes

among its population of teachers.

Table 3- 7 Use' of K.ewledge Resources by Teacher Center Participants
at Arcad and Three Rivers (Estimated % of Total)

Type.; of use ArcaL'aia Three Rivers
General knowledge 5%

General personal,
professional growth 10. 10
Improved understanding
of work situation 10=t, 10,

Solving particular probler;,:,
or class of problems 25'1 15%

Peinforcinq oxisting
1,r1-tices 25t 40%

Adoptim) new practices 25% 13. 20%
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Linkage roles and' functions. A final way to examine the knowledge

process at the centers is by cataloguing the roles performed by teacher

center personnel in linking users to knowledge resources. Coordinators

played otherboundary-spanning roles than those surrounding center services.

For example, they carried on or facilitated -negotiations between the

school district and CallPge of Education by virtue of having one foot in

each universe.

A catalogue o' linkage functions, t^ether with estimates of levels

of investment and perCeived success for Arcadia is shown in Table 3-8.

What leaps out is the difference in relative investments made by the

center staff in tOe college and in the school district. The college was

clearly on the dplivering end of the knowledge transfer process and the

school districts on the receiving end. But the fact that college staff

outside the Arcadia center was even a,periodic target public is

significant. Almost none of the comparable functions were performed for

the un. 'ersity by the Three Rivers center staff (see later),where the center

was both physically and institutionally distal from the College ofd.

Education. It was called on for very marginal tasks, e.g., advising

college stuff on the best format for a new pram directed at teachers,

providing some additional resource materials for coursework.

Looking at the second groupof columns, functions performed for the

school district public_were heavy in most categories. Tit fact that

the Arcadia center was foremost a materials bank explains the heavy

emphasis on resource transforming and delivery. The hands-on, change-

aCcelerating foci of the center account for the prominence of the

implementation helping role. The direct traiXny function, performed

by Lessing and Smetana, notably in the summer workshop series, w s

also central. Much of the center's success, in fact, may have ste

from the multiplicity of linkage roles performed by its staff. Not

only was center staff versatile, but it also performed multiple functions

for the same set of area teachers who borrowed materials, attended

workshops, consulted with Lessing and Smetana, and brought their pupils

,in to observe new p actices performed by teacher interns, etc. As teachers

used the center for these multiple purposes, they (a) treated the center

as a core part of their yearly professional activity and (b) engaged more

consequentially in practice changes.

1;U



Table 3-8 Linkage Functions of Boundary Personnel: Arcadia

Functions UNIVERSITY AS USER

Investnent by
linker

Perceived success
(users' judgment)

SCHOOL DISTRICT/TEACHERS
AS USERS

Investment by Perceived
Tinker success

1. Resource transforming for

Moderate ++ . Heavy ++
potential users (packaging,
synthesizing,making easily
available and usable

2. Resource delivery: search-

Minor + Heavy
.

++

ing,retrieving based on
user needs; passing on,
informing, explaining

3. Solution giving:advising,

Minor

r

++ Moderate-
Heavy

++
encouraging adoption of
idea, product as a
solution to user pro-
blem

4. IMPlementation helping:

Minor + Heavy ++
supporting user's efforts
to build knowledge into
ongoing operations

c

5. Process helping: listen-

Minor + Moderate ++
ing, encouraging, talk-
ing through problems.

.

,

6. Direct-training:giving
N.A.

.

N.A. Heavy ++workshops, classes, '

courses.

Investment
Heavy
Moderate
Minor
None 141

Perceived Success
++ very
+ moderate
0 negligible
- unsuccessful
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That all these functions were performed essentially by three

people (Lessing, Smetana and Willard, the documentalist) attests to the

time commitments involved. Looking back at Table 3-1, from Which the

Ilinkage function estimates were partially made, the total number of

hours (383) for one month reported by Lessing has to be an exaggeration.

But on-site observations and interviews with other respondents suggest

that something like 42 hours a week (168 hours per month) was a reasonable

estimate for Lessing and Smetana. Remember that this. is in addition to

coursework for_pre-service teachers. About one-third of that time

involved following throUgh resource searching for users that make up

the first five categories of the linkage functions table. Workshops

and special programs would also come under these categories and

accounted for 17% of the monthly total. Direct training, heaviest

in the summer months, was low (4%) in the month during which activities

were logged (October).

That the evaluations made by users were so positive is best

discussed in the section on outcomes _(see later). This is clearly an

exceptional case. Note for now that the Three Rivers data are also

positive but far less extreme.

3.2.8, Barriers

Of the four barriers appearing during the first tWo years

(see section 2.2.7), three were corrected in the following period.

Skepticism on the part of state college staff declined precipitously

as teacher center activities mushroomed, participation grew &nd college

staff became themselves users or sources of expertise for the center.

NN,

Partially as the result of the center's expansion, a new problem

began to emerge, domain dissensus. As mentioned earlier (see section

2.2.6, under "conflicts"), other departments began to monitor more

closely the trespassing of center staff on substantive territories

claimed by the science or social studies or math departments. The

strategy adopted by Lessing and Goff, and which was largely successful,

consisted in coopting college staff by providing services for them at

the cepter'or by associating them with workshops and special projects.

Problems of initial dispersion were resolved as center staff

evaluated their activities. The center did not appear to reduce

its format, with the exception of the one-time workshop series, but

rather to reinforce existing workshops, program and resources. In

virtually all cases, first-year activities were continued during the

140
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third and fourth years, but each was more elaborate. Clearly, this

could not have been done without the heavy time investments on the

part of center staff which are reflected in the activity logs.

Gaps in the resource bank were progressively filled, but re-

mained slightly wider for the secondary school public, whose lower
1

participation remained a problem. Informants came up with a variety

of explanations;

Secondary teachers just don't think the center
is geared to_them....there aren't enough materials
for them yet....they don't need a lot of materials;
their textbooks and manuals are pretty comprehen-
sive...they move around the state more than primary
teachers....they don't get together very much
between themselves. If a primary school teacher
comes back and says, 'HeyA I saw some good math stuff
at the center, 'a lot of teachers will be interested,
but there's maybe only one or two other math
teachers at the secondary schools.

There is evidence that the center was aggressive in seeking to attract

secondary-level teachers by inviting them to order materials, by

organizing workshops aimed at the post-primary level (e.g., on reading
in the content areas) and by personal contacts.

3.2.9. FacilitAors

In section 2.2.8 we looked at the set of factors facilitating
the implantation of the teacher center at Arcadia. In treating the
later years, facilitators are more important in the ways in which they

contribute to'outcomes, both intermediate (e.g., budget increases)

and ultimate (e,g., practice improvement, institutionalization of the
center). Because so many of these factors are interrelated and

contribute to several outcomes, facilitators are best studied in the more

complex causal network (see section 6) drawn for Arcadia. The network
tries to identify the key antecedent and intervening variables, then
chain them to the core set of outcomes identified in the study.

For now, we shall take up a smaller set of facilitating factors,

those identified by site informants. This excludes analy3ts' recommen-
dat'ion and highlights the more phenomenologically salient factors which

informants came up with when asked to explain why they felt the center was

successful, why they used it or what they liked about it. These factors
are shown on Table 3-9, which lists the factors mentioned, and translates
them into the intervening and odtcome variable labels gsed on the causal
network.



Table 3-9 Facilitating Factors Mentioned by Respondents and Their Institutiolial Effects:
Arcadia Site

Locus and item Variable label and number
(from causal network)

Institutional effects
(from tarsal network)

Charadteristics of college

small scale and rapidity scale of site (4) extension of craft-usable resource
of decision-making base 18)

greater variety of activities
perception of center responsive- (17)
ness to user needs (24a)

priority of service university service increased coordinator energy (19)
objective centrality (5) strong university support (32)

staff background charac- goal congruence(11)
teristics univ. service capacity(5) more university support (32)

more intra-university links (43)

Characteristics of teacher
center staff

practical focus coordinator homophily(7) more extensive use by teachers (24)
coordinator ideology(6) perceived centrality of center to
perceived responsive- core teaching functions (29)
ness(24a) perception of practice improvement(51)

familiarity with resource perceived responsiveness more extensive use (24)
bese (24a) perception of Treater professional

coordinatot homophily(7) capacity (50)
'

personalism, warmth, coordinator ideology(6) stronger teacher support (28)
affettive closeness ingunils; intimacy of greater practice improvement (51)

Teacher center operations and
facilities

materials bank craft-usable resource more extensive use (24),
base (18) greater degree of teacher dependency
(low)access to alternative on center (26)
knowledge resources (14)

1 1 ;
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Table 3-9 continued:

Locus and item Variable libel and number
(from causal network)

rewards for participation perceived school
benefits (16)

Institutional effects
(from causal network)

center seen as institutional
priority by schools (44):

more extensive use (241- ----------

it
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The small scale of the site was -an important causal variable.

Basically, it contributed toimultiple college-school district contacts

and to thecommitmen,: to local ,....rvice on the part of the college.

But respondents yithin the college, notably teacher center staff,

tended to emphasize t 4 smallness of scale of the college itself as

a facilitator for programming and operations. Requests and authorizations

were turned around rapidly, often with one or two phone calls. The

authorization process for assigning and refurbishing ebasement space

in the old main building (see the "new room" serial i section 5)
.re

was completed in two weeks4e

D. Lessing: Basically it just took a few c
But if we'd been in one of the state unlve
it would have taken a good year of committ
meetings and administrative memos.

The effect of rapid authorization was an extension

resource base, a further variation in activities and

users who perceived the center's extension of its mee

displays as aresponse to their requests.

Several informants at Arcadia State underlined the

service objectives at the college and the resulting co

the center. Below are two representative excerpts:

Math professor: We call ourselves 'a school f
pertonal service' and the president really pushes
that,..There's no pressure to publish. If
there's any pressure at all, it's to do service,
,to set up activities. That's really connected
to the philosophy of the place...You might get
(--,acher) centers like this 'one at the big
universities, but it'd be mostly window-dressing.
There wouldn't be much going on.

lls.
ities,

f the center's

atisfaction by

g space and

riorit of

ege support. for

D. Lessing: you'd have more trouble starting
up and getting support for a teacher center in
a college that puts a big emphasis on pub-
lishing and research. I don't have that problem.
I don't have that pressure here.

As a result the institutional legitimacy of such a service /outreach

snt ise as the teacher center was assured and there was little role

strain for center staff who could channel their energies into hands-on,

in-service work without having to meet other institutional agenda and with

the expectation of receiving institutional rewards for services rendered

to practitioners.



The relative homo eneit of staff characteristics at Arcadia was
often, evoked. The Majority of staff -members had been former teachers.
This cilitated communication among them and made outreach and service
to local s ools an institutionally congruent objective. Here is an
excerpt from an interview with a professor of mathematics at Arcadia
State that captures the dynamics of background homogeneity:

The first thing that entered my mind (when 1
first saw the center) was a vision of a whole row
of micro-computers back against the wall in the
main room that school teachers and children could

/
/ use.. But if I hadn't been an educato, I pro- /

bably wouldn't have thought of that kind of thing
at all.

Teacher center staff characteristics nye been catalogued earlier.
To review briefly, respondents. often stressed the pr ctical focus ofk
center staff. An illustration:

Those people who run the center are a key to its
success. They' help you a lot, They're down to
earIth; they know what teachers want and they can
get it. And they have a lot of ideas.

..e. .
That center staff had themselves been teachers and were committed to

helping other teachers solve instructional problem,-, was often given as
an explanation. To high homophily and teacher-centered ideology was
added thelperception that center staff turned around requests, evA.n the
most arcane, rapidly and effectively. This led to greater use of the
center by teachers as a core and routine part of their professional
activity. Some informants said that the practical focus of center
staff had helped tangibly to Improve classroom practices.

-A related item was the center staff's familiarity with the resource
base on its facilities. The matciials were voluminous and covered dozens
of subject matters, but teachers reported that most requests or problems
were handled rapidly by center staff members pulling out what turned

out to be an appropriate dOcument or kit from a mass of materials on the
same subject. One user said,

They really know what they've got ,;, there.
And that really cuts down the time have to search
around. It would tare weeks or I'just stop
trying to fii.1 what I wanted if the center wasn't
there.

'-

This factor should be underlined. th.like root staff in resource libr:-Ies,

the Arcadia center staff appeared to have substantive mastery of its
mate:ial and an intuitive sense of what'was likely to appeal to ther,

120
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person making the request. This turned a general referral function

into a consultative session during which Lessing, Smetana or Willard

worked rapiCly through a cycle of diagnosing needs, suggesting solutions,

then reinforcing those solutions with additional materials. Users

chained this sc:-!icing capacity to !heir own more extensive use of the

center and to a perception of having come away each time with practice -

enriching tools or products.

The interpersonal closeness of the center has been alluded to

elsewhere. It is difficult to unpack empirically. Some of it was

present in the physical environment: the rugs, lamps, armchairs, murals,

coffee, Music. Other Informants stressed the cordiality of center

staff and ease of access to them:

People around here feel welcome if they come in.
,There's an open door policy in here and they feel
it....When you call in, you don't have to run
through secretaries to get Don or Carla; they'll
usually.answer the phone themselves.

r pre service student:.;, the center was a sort of home base

to which they came reoulaily for advice and nurturance. Others insisted

or what they called "profession:elism" ("I come as a professional to

'carine ("They really care about you") ; one teacher

from out of stJte was ru ("I cried right there") when She

care- !_o the centex after a three-year ai.,senco, having only been there

once in the ea t !,:ir a :"tMer work:Ehe:3:

I 1:,4ur, tho wouldn't even remmblr who I wa:;

but thoy called me ri,iht off b7 my first name
and wer really happy to see mr.,

Th.s tric;. noro wa'-, !hat servicihq ':);') people yearly with

r=to,-preoiel 1J',;r07

th

.11? at!,,ndino tc, interpersonal consi-

,1! era., -f t ho teacher center 10e

':o '
1 TY t (1'.i.er t th Co,flt

toon'the stair,
the' .t.,to-..er..'ico; r,tudont.s and the teacher:.
There' , 1 I,ohd, a real .y warn feelinq. That's
reaIl; whit. P.nd it explaih!3 why a lot

of 1-,0ek an0 u:.e the center. I fuel

on at ta,shvomt to 411 . .

ti.tt ' I t e Ot Her
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This characteristic was especially prominent when teachers called or

came in with problems. They felt at ease in admitting failures or

shortcomings and usually came away with solutions that proved helpful.

Part of that success had to do with follow-up on the part of teachtr

staff, who would "chec;. in" a few weeks later to see what was happening.

1;,, wealth of the mater/ is bank at the center was usually the

first item mentioned by an informant as accounting for his/her use

of the center. That the surrounding environment had few such resources

rlade the center more valued and resulted.in extensive use.

Finally, many users sa that, at lez:st in the beginning, they

would not have come to works ops or special projects if there had been

no rewards forparticliyation. Participation lied to contract recer-
-ification credits, wLiCh in turn "Allowed you to move across the pay

scale." But initial use of the center for workshops appears in most

Instances to have led tp further use bringing no extrinsic rewards,

an particularre of the resource bank.
A

1
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3.3. THREE RIVERS TEACHER CENTER, 1979-1981

3.3.1. Main Events and Institutional Context

The situation improved measurably in the third year. Grace Bush

* moved into a stronger leadership role and showed herself to be energetic

and interpersonally skillful. She increased ties between the teacher

center and staff at the college of education, in particular, members of '

the elementary education department. In this and the following year,

a diverse and relatively well-attended activity format was put in place.

One special, project, using micro-compUters in area schools, was spec-

tacularly successful. Gradually, the center became visible to the

Three Rivers District and, in the fourth year, to county districts as

well. Attendance and drop-ins increased, reaching 3,000 in 1980-81.

Of these participants there emerged a small core of teachers at the

elementary level who drew on center staff not only as resource finders,

but also as solution givers and process helpers in the implementation of

indstructional changes. Support from area principals also grew,

But there were problems, notably confusions in role definition

among center staff. leading to the resignation of the (new) co-

coordinator and to dissatisfaction on the part of the secretary and

local resource colleague. Grace Bush was overextended and pnable to

keep two half-time jobs going (one at the teacher center, he other

as graduate teaching assistant). The local policy board
/
ppeared to

sputter. The chief crisis occurred when district adTinOtrators,

facing budget cuts, proposed that its funding for the center be

d,..;continued, a recommendation that was overturned but which left the

center with fewer resources and further discouraged its staff.

3.3.2. Institutional structure and Procedures

( Four institutional changes were noteworthy: in administration,

governance, resource levels and program.

Administration. Grace Bush continued as coordinator in 1979-80

but her colleague left the center. A replacement was found in the

person of Claudia Herrick, a former elementary-level teacher. Herrick

had difficulties carving out her role, which increased an already
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chronic problem of role definition. Grace Bush refused to become
"boss," as she put it, but continuously found herself plugging holes
in the organization of workshops, contacts with schools and follow
up on policy board decisions. Others at the center - the coordinator,
secretary and resource person - would have preferred more central
authority from Bush, yet also complained of being left the more thankless
tasks. Much of the problem derived from.the part-time status of
everyone (as contrasted with Arcadia, where center and college respon-
sibilities were joined in a full-time post). There were few times
when two staff members were at,the center sirultaneously, which made
for poor communication and loose ends. Finally, Bush wanted to put
her energies into program development, contact with the schools and

one-on-one consultation, but found herself saddled with routine
administration and the organization of large-group workshops. Adding
up her hours spent on the activity logs (see Table 3-1) shows that she
put in 40% of her monthly time on routine administration, logistical

matters related to workshops and projects-and attendance at local
meetings. The corresponding amounts for Lessing at Arcadia State total
17%.

Governance. Ambiguities about relative power and areaskof

responsibility among center staff were not cleared up by the policy
board which tended to approve all staff requests and had cCherwise

drifted into a more passive mode. Some center staff felt that the
policy board was not viably involved with the center; board members
werckeither overcommitted elsewhere or represented their constituencies
in a pro forma way. Bush also felt that it was difficult for center
staff to communicate with the board members. She claimed that the meetings
drained her and added on more, sometimes unnecessary, follow-up work.

Resources and program. Although the school board had voted to
reinstate the budget for the teacher center after an initial recommen-

dation to stop funding (ste the "school board meeting serial" in
section 6), only 80% of the budget was in fact restore,:. The cuts
came from staff time and materials. In 1980-81, the center remained

open seven months (as compared with nine the previous year) and was
closed on Fridays. This took its toll on participation and resource
materials.
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3.3.3. Changes in Objectives

At the policy level, the center maintained its core set of

objectives: accelerating practice change, increasing peer,exchange,

turning "ownership" of the center over to the teachers and encouraging

self-reflection on the part of teachers. However, there were forces

at work that diluted some of these objectives.

J. Acceleration of practice change seems to have occurred incre-

mentally as a result of center use. But most of this consisted in

small additions to teachers' instructional repertoires. Bush felt

that there was very little demand for workshops on new techniques

of class management or more radical charajes in curriculum and evaluatior:

And this dictates%the shape of the program. We
have to go with the mainstream. They have a
'now' focus. They want a small piece, like how
to aud.to a science lessson, and they walit to
make something or take something home with them.

In Bush's judgment, this demand characterized the primary-level users.

Secondary people were interested in wider-sCOpe issuest but tended to

approach practice change philosophically rather than operationally.

Ilor was the center as institutionally engineered to promote

instructional changes as was the Arcadia Center. As a wholly in-

service enterprise, the Three Rivers center h I no pre-service interns

to model new strategies. Nor did it havf structured change-facilitating

mechanisms such as the one-week workshop on individual orojects at

Arcadia. Also, there appeared to be few follow-up procedures at

Three Rivers. Whereas the materials bank at Arcadia had engendered

changes in classroom organization, the bankat Three Rivers was smaller

and contained few commercial materials. Finally, all staff members

complained that they were "just barely staying on top" of ongoing

activities and had no time to think through approaches that might

have greater effects on teachers.

2. Peer exchange remained a core objective. There were still

"sharing" evenings and workshops led by area teachers in their areas (I

of interest and expertise. Teacher-made ideas and projects were

plucked from local clas.;rooms and displayed at the center. Overall,

the notion was a workable one and had good effects: greater subsequent

exchanges, the yenesLs of craft pride on the part of teachers who

taught others or donated products to the center and more rapid cir-

culation of promising new practices within the 7hools.
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But there were also problems here. Some teachers leading

workshops were perceived as arrogant or patronizing by their peers.

It was difficult to avoid the implication that a workshop leader

was instructionally superior to his/her fellow teachers. Character-

istically, workshop leaders from other parts of the state were better
received than locals. Also, some teachers were poor adult pedagogues.

Some informants said that the center's founders may have placed too

much confidence in the capacity of teachers to direct, program and

teach at their on center.

Some authorities were also disappointed on this score. For

different reasons, administrators and school board members had been

interested in the peer exchange concept. Their idea was'that superior

teachers would act as a model and resource for less effective teachers.

The,general perception was that this had not occurred.

3. Teacher ownershij was hard to measure. Gradually, area teachers

came to view the center as a useful resource but did not see it as

belonging to them or to their association. A giant leap forward on

this dimension took place when district administrators tried to cut

the center's budget and ran into stiff and highly vocal opposition
on the part, of teachers, even those who had never used the center.

From that point on the fall Of 1980 teacher support was stronger,

although some of that support rria-y have had more to do with combating

district administrators than with laying claim to the center on profes-
sional grounds.

4. Teacher self-reflection appeared to be stalled. Bush had tried

to program more speculative, issue-oriented ald professionally centered
workshops. They had not worked well, expecially for primary-level

teachers. Secondary teachers were interested in broader social issues
adolescence, death and depression - but, less so in reflections on their

own professional behavior.

There was a progressive displacement toward two modal activity

types: the one-shot workshop on a narrowly practical topic and the

la-No-scale classes. The latter discouraged teacher center staff,

part because the incentives here were to collect continuing

contract hours and post-graduate credits. Bush said,

They don't even try to hide it...It's one of the
easiest ways to get continuing contract accreditation -
no papers,payment or texts. That gets me depressed
at times.
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She estimated that about 40% of the center users were chiefly interested

in the credits. The remaining 60%, she felt, were "genuinely interested

in gaining new skills and getting new ideas."

3.3.4. Kqy Persons and Relationships

The same set of'key persons, with one or two exceptions, remained

active at the teacher center: The coordinator, Grace Bush, the

center se-retary, Alice Adams,and the resource colleague, Sally Carr.

In the third year, Brenda Buckley became one of North Central's delegates

to the local policy board, as did another member of the elementary

education department at North Central, Walter Scheel. Scheel called

his role "my tour of duty." Paul Saganne was influential in center

affairs from backstage, especially during the budget crisis. Finally,

Claudia Herrick was hired-as co-coordinator, but resigned midway through

her first year (1979-80).

As already mentioned, there were communication and role definition

problems. Also, all staff members' felt they were underpaid. The cum-

ulative effect of these difficulties, together with role overload,

discouragement over the drift of the center to a less innovative function

and shock at the attempt to cut their budget, all reduced morale.

When data collection ceased earl., in 1981, Bush was leaning toward

leaving her job. Some informants felt the center would go under if

she did. Were she to resign, she would have been the fourth coordinator

--tO do so in the four years of the center.

3.3.5. Resource Changes

As with the other'centers, the proportion of external funding dropped

sharply from the third to the fourth years. At Three Rivers, the

school district was to move from 35% support to 65% support of the

center budget. The dollar amounts were not huge; the total budget

came to roughly $38,Q00, and it was estimated that the district office

had at least $30,000 in its budget line-itemed for in-service education

Nohctheless, the transition was a diffic 't one. Faced with

instructions to cut the budget, school admini_ tors judged that the

teacher center was a less crucial item than expenses for pupils or

outlays which would reach 100% of the teaching corps. Center staff and

delegates were particularly shocked by the proposal in that both

assistant superintendents were policy board members who had not

'entioned the recommendation until it became public knowledge. A

more detailed account of this incident is given in section 6.

1 5 r*
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The cutbacks mentioned earlier reduced the hours and. services of

the teacher center. Fortunately, there were other sources of funding,
notably North Central University. Under the financing agreement at
the end of the five-yea: period, the school district was to put in
$21,000 and the college of education $17,000. In other words, the
college of education maintained an important stake in the center.

Some of these funds came back through post-graduate enrollments
in courses organized by the center.

Knowledge resources were also donated by teachers in the form

of workshops, presentations and products from their classrooms. Teachers

were aware that access to activities at the center called for reciprocity

on their part. The peer exchange notion was seen as a gesture in'that
direction. One active user talked that through:

I like being a giver and a taker at the center.
I've taken about 15 workshops and I've gotten
a lot of materials and ideas. But I've given things
too: ideas on art and creative writing and math...
I donated a learning center on the industrial
revolution and inventors. I did a presentation of
read-aloud books and I wrote an article in the
state-wide network newsletter on teacher centers.

3.3.6. TIlree Rivers Teacher Center Activities

Activity, types and formats. These remained fairly constant; there

was strong overlap in the set described for 1977-79 (see section 2.3.6)

and the set reported in the Gibb Foundation for .1979-80. Below is the
1979-80 breakdown:

1. Long-term classes and projects

post-graduate course of law (90 participants)
poetry in the classroom (eight-week course (20 participants))
writers in the schools project (two months, 18,teachers)
micro-corm-Suter project (25 teachers)

2. Shorter-term classes

44 two- -hour workshops on such topics as medical emergencies,
dealing with depression, make-and-take math games, ins-
and-outs of graduate school, spelling without a spelling
book.

sharing evenings between teachers of the same grade or
subject

.
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3. Services

drop-in, browsing
facility for meetings of teacher association, community

groups
assisting teachers in finding books and other resources

for classroom use
assisting principals in the organization of within-

building in-service

4. Activity centers (integrated curriculum units, including ideas
for development of the theme contained in the center).

Some of the contrasts with tl-e program at Arcadia are instructive.

The intensive one-week summer workshop was not held at Three Rivers;

in fact, the center typically closed down for the summer, giving over

in-service to programs at North Central. There were also fewer

projects at Three Rivers keyed specifically to the acceleration of-
,

practice change, although some of the special programs (poetry, writing,

micro-computers) typically led to such changes as second-order outcomes.

By contrast, a good deal of energy was invested at Three Rivers in

one-time workshops on general and practice-relevant topics. This type

of workshop series had been discontinued at Arcadia in 1970 and re-

instated the following year at a more modest level'. The likely

explanation here is that Lessing saw the one-time workshops as less

impactful and as draining to staff time and energy better spent on

more ambitious pfbjects that combined pre-service and in-service

functions. Finally, the item describing assistance to the orincipals

shows that Three Rivers had become more politically skillful in

delivering inputs to building administrators rather than competing

with them for exclusive rights to in-service training. The item

also points up the comparatively lesser role played at Arcadia in

working directly with school administrators.

The 1980-81 program at Three Rivers was comparable, with the

exception that more longer-term classes on general topics were given,

notably for a secondary school public. The center also helped to

organize a Saturday workshop series previously held at North Central

and leading to post-graduate degree credits. And plans began for the

center to organize an in-service training project contracted to North

Central by the state education agency in the area of multi-cultural

education.

15,)
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Looking more closely at this activity set and its recent evolution,

it becomes clearer why Grace Bush was complaining about goal displacement
at the Three Rivers Center. The largest activities, in terms of number
of participants and organizational time, were one-time workshops and
courses given for university-level credit and for which the center was
essentially playing a logistical role (getting out announcements to
teachers, taking enrollments, arranging for facilities and payment
of fees, helping with any ongoing operational problems while the course
was taUght). The function here was that of brokering for the univer-
sity. This was an improvement over previous arrangements in that the
center could give input to the university on formats and instructors
likely to be effective with practitioners. But it did divert time and
energy away from what had been the chief objective of the center:
facilitating teacher change and instructional problem-solving by
calling on peer and other teacher-identified resources.

Other projects also led to the mobilization of time for activities
remote from the intensive, change-accelerating mode in which the center
originally had seen itself operating. For example, center staff helped
to organize a Catholic School Week for its parochial school members

'This involved setting up some 20 mini-classes on practice-relevant
topics. The center contacted people to give the classes, made
logistical arrangements and supervised operations. It was, from all
accounts a very successful enterprise, but one which diverted energies
from other tasks.

Selection of activities. Part of the reason why goal displacement
was occurring was that area teachers were asking explicitly -for large-
group classes leading to university-level accreditation. This was not
the only demand, but it translated into one of the more time-consuming
requests for service. It also jibed poorly with the philosophical
assumptions held by founders that teachers would use such a resource
primarily to change and reflect on their practice and to exchange
professionally meaningful information.

The college of education also contributed to this drift in turning,
quite logically, to the center as the most convenient vehicle to deliver
its programs to local schools. In some instances, these were offerings
whose focus was externally determines, e.g., a state requirement for
teachers to be certified in multi-cultural education. In others,
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there was an attempt to match college of education resources and

requirements with user needs.

The special projects (poetry, writing in the classrooms) came

chiefly from the center, after consultation with the policy board and

local school people. The one-time workshop topics came from

consultations with teachers and building administrators, of en through

the intermediary of policy board delegates. Unlike Arcadia, however,

these delgates serviced several school buildings, rather than one or

two, and had to resort often to "needs assessment" questionnaires.

Workshop and course leaders. Estimtes of the source of expertise

for. teacher center offerings are not robust; a less fine-grained

analysis was made here than at Arcadia. Below we expand a table given

earlier for Arcadia in order to contrast the two centers:'

Table 3-10 Sources of Expertise for Workshops and Courses at
Arcadia and Three Rivers

Source Proportion of Total

Arcadia Three Rivers

Teacher center staff ,45 .05

Specialistq from within the state .16 .05

State college/university staff .06 .30

Staff from other college/uni-
versities in the state .06 .05

Specialists in the immediate
vicinity of the center .06 .12

Specialists from outside the
state .06 .02

Local teachers (in one of the
districts belonging to the
center .04

. .25

Teachers from elsewhere in the
teacher, center network .02 .02

Teachers from outside the state .02 .02

College/university staff from
outside the state .02 .00

Teachers with specializations
from within the state .02 .05

Teachers with specializations from
outside the state .02 .02

Local teachers with specializations .00 .05
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Recall that the Arcadia estimates are made from analysis of the

newsletter, so their validity is questionable. However, other data

collected from coordinators make both sets of estimates look plausible.
4

The comparison shows clearly (a) that teacher center staff at Three

Rivers were giving far' fewer workshops and (b) that teachers at Three

Rivers were more active as wbrkshop leaders. Input from the college/

university site was iireater at Arcadia, but almost all of it came

from teacher center staff. By contrast, Three Rivers center staff

called more on local specialists (e.g., psychologists, writers) who

were probably more numerous at Three Rivers (pop. 45,000) than at

Arcadia (pop.3,000). Inputs from the university at Three Rivers also

came from a greater number of departments than at Arcadia, but this too

might be the result of the far larger size of North Central University

by comparison with Arcadia State.

One final note here: As mentioned briefly, sources of expertise

shifted with the change of coordinator. In the first two years,

workshop leaders came almost exclusively from local schools and community

agencies, with very few university inputs. With the arrival of Grace

Bush, university staff took on a far more prominent role in workshops

and projects.

Attendance. Data here are difficult to interpret. Figures given

for 1979-80 total 3,325 users of the center, many of them presumably

multiple users who were counted more than once (as at Arcadia. But

somel counts may have inflated totals, as, for example, the inclusion of

249 community users who were very likely attendees at meetings of local

groups for which the center provided facilities. Figures also show that

local district use (1371) was greater than use by outlying county

teachers (94). But these numbers for county teachers were greater

than for previous years. In all, these totals are nearly 1,000 greater

than 1978-79, although center staff estimated that attendance was off

slightly from the previous year for several reasons that had nothing

to do with the center, e.g., greater responsibility for sports activities,

a contract dispute.

Statistics also showed breakdowns by school building, for 1979-80.

There ''as wide variability, ranc:ing from 85% of all teachers for one

school to 17% in another, with a median of 35%. The median for

elementary schools was 43%, for secondary schools 25%. Center staff

could not account for differences between schools at the same level

(primary, secondary), and said that these 11..E s had fluctuated yearly.
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Finally, estimates of repeated use showed gain; over the previous

year. About 40% of.those Three Rivers teachers coming to the center

used it on at least seven different occasions (a continuous workshop

only counting once). Repeated use was lower for parochial and county

schools but still up over 1978-79. Some global estimates made by

Bush during an interview are also pertinent here. Taking users of

the center as 100%, she broke down repeated use by level as follows:

elementary users secondarl, users

addicted users (do most
center activities offered) 20% 10%

frequent users (do 3-4 activities) 50% 40%

sporadic users (1-2 activities) 30% 50%

*3.3.7. Interorganizational Dynamics

Consensus and conflict. Thu situation at Three Rivers was peculiar.

The teacher center did not generate conflicts as much as it served as

an amplifier for friction existing before the center was founded; notably

between local teachers and administrators. Also, two of the issues

could better be described as dilemmas than as disagreements. Table 3-11

shows these issues. (For comparison with Arcadia, see table 3-3).

Note that the between-center competition for resources and

enrollments that was salient at Arcadia did not surface here.

Apparently, the Three Rivers center had a sufficient pool of parti-

cipants to draw from, even if some went elsewhere. Nor was the

prosperity of the center at Three Rivers as bound up-with the college

of education as was the Arcadia center. But this sliced both ways.

The Three Rivers Center was more orphaned from the college of education

and was( able to call on fewer of its resources rapidly.

The first encry in the table has been discussed briefly and will be

treated in more detail later (see "school board meeting serial" in

section 6). District administrators were ready to close the center;

teachers .b4r-1. not and saw the gesture as "anti-teacher" rather than as

an eva)uaton of the center's effecLiveness. In this sense, the Three

Rivers center may have been a casualty of friction between two of its

participang member groups ami beca;nu as a result an arena for their

disagreements. No noticeable problems of teacher administrator dis-

harmony surfaced at Arcadia. But administrators at Three Rivers had



Table 3-11 Conflict at Three River

PARTIES INVOU.T.D

Within the network

ISSUE

BetweenTUE5IVgTartnets
Teachers and Utility of main-

administrators taining a teacher
center

Teachers and
center staff 1 Goal incon-

gruence

WitTITCC-ETT. ege or
rdrrc.Ft-ra-rT

Within school district

Cr,nter staff Role amblgulty,
unclear areaF, of
authorItv

HQW PESOLVED

Confrontation-
Teachers prevail

Centor staff
accommodatt

Confront n

one-day retrf-4-
ard

EFFECTS

Center--
continued

Worsened
teacher-admin.
relationships

High extent Disappoint-
of center ment, over-
use load for

coordinator

clarl- Basic issues
unresolved

better
commuricatIon
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been cautious in their remarks about the center from the start, so

that the recommendation to cut out district funding did not come as

a total shack to informants. There were two hypotheses being cir-

culate'd: 1. As a school board member said, "You can take that

rk.ommendatiJn as an indica,_ion of how important they thought the

center was." 2. Others, notably Paul Saganne, said that the

recommendation had been a strategic device by the superintendent to

create a situation forcin4 the school board to see how important the

center was to arca teachers and thereby consolidate school board support.

Accordin to thislinc of thought, there was no teacher-administrator

conflict over the continuation of present levels of support.

W have also mentioned the second item on the chart. Some teachers

us,-! the center only as a rapid means of getting contract recertifi-

catio and salary increments. The center staff was not interested

in servicing such needs, yet needed the participation of as many local

teachers as possible in order to defend itself institutionally.

Reflecting on 19a00 -81, Grace Rush said:

This year we're getting more people who are
only coming in for tne credit. Maybe we're even
turnin': people into. credit-seekers,

This way. -1 dilemma to wnic center accommodated by servicing

ntill r:aintainir of for what it saw as a more

In doing this, however. Bush got

sr. : Her 1.4eli resignation at the end of

7:: 1..,:!% re.,..`. of ;It*.rItIon over this dilemma.

The Leer covere.! rea,:onably well. As shown in the

tne proLlem':,: of role

.1.thorlti were 3,2-!re:5i,,,i by the staff but

:.

r

/

!half-time commit7ents

these

con::71o,snes%

f.,1,1ent

,nor:ty

fro:- 'he oentra:

,!.,! veto one



Table 3-12 Bargaining-Exchange Issues at Three Rivers

Parties Involved Exchange Made
Institutional Oonsequences

College of Education School Districts

Teacher center and
school district

Dist-ict gives control
of in-service to center,
gets inexpensive, rich
knowledge resources

Meets local service/out
reach objectives by teach-
ing in in-service prog.

SignifIlehtly im-
proved in- service
_infrastructure

Teacher center and Center gives recerti- (Indirectly) greater Extensive, accessi-
subset of teachers fication credits in

return for participa-
tion in center acti-
vities

enrollments ble facilities for
teacher recerti-
fication

Teacher centet and Teachers give services Meets ;local service/ Greater peer ex-
teachers (workshops) in return outreach objectives changes, improved

for other activities _-= instructional cape-
mounted by teacher
centers

__------
--

city from other
center events

.--

Teacher center and College provides money Spared organizational Easier access to
College of and institutional burden; recruits and university courses
Education backup in return for addresses teachers more and workshops; more

,! better access to
teachers

efficiently "tailored" offers
available
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workshop proposal (on the preparation of income taxes). In return, they

got an extensive in-service instructure. College staff who taught
;

workshops or courses at the center helped to meet the university's

objective of providing cervices to the local community.

The second issue has been addressed: teachers hunting for easy

ways to get credits also provided support for the center, both verbally

and by showing in the enrollment figures that the center was well

attended. Often, these enrollments provided levenues to the

university when a post-graduate course was concerned. The next item

has also been touched on: teachers reciprocated for the workshops,

special programs and materials they received from the center by giving

workshops themselves and by donating displays and materials. Univer-

sity staff participated in the overall program, thereby showing their

commitment to the center and to the general outreach function.

Finally, the university uJed the center to disseminate new programs

(energy education, a new geography curriculum) and training events

(multi-cultural education, Saturday workshops), the latter being

organized by the center. Training events were tailored better to

local needs as a result of consultations between Grace Bush and faculty

members giving courses about appropriate formats and presentations.

Knowledge transfer. To remain parallel with the Arcadia

case, we will run through the same subcategories: knowledge types,

knowledge use and linkage functions.

Knowledge types. Table 3-6 showed the distribution of the

knowledge resource base both at Arcadia and Three Rivers. The discussion

(section 3.2.7) contrasted the two centers. To focus on the Three

Rivers more narrowly, we saw that Three Rivers had a comparatively low

quota of R&D based products and practices, most of these coming

tnrough the development of materials stocked at the center. Products

and practices tested at the college of education were also low

(estimated at 15% of the total), but their very presence is worth

spending a moment on. Whereas most of the college-mediated products

and practices at Arcadia came directly through teacher center staff,

there was no equivalent at Three Rivers. Bush was a teaching assistant

and she could only serve as a relay to the schools. There is evidence

that college of education staff did develop some materials specifically

o the request of the teacher center (e.g., learning centers in rocks,

I
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astronomy, geometry and math games) and others which were meant to reach

local schools via the teacher center (e.g., energy education materials,
a geography program).

The bulk of the knowledge resource base an estimated 75% -

came from materials that had been commercially developed and made

available through the center, and from home grown products. Three

Rivers had fewer commercially developed materials than Arcadia, as much
.for reasons of policy as for reasons of space. But Three Rivers
had more home-grown products: displays and projects donated by local

teachers (usually following a request by a center staff person),

activity centers put together by the local resource colleague, and

the various formats, exercises and add -on materials exchanged between

teachers during one-time workshops (spelling without a workbook, new
ideas in art).

Looking again on Table 3-6 at the validation basis for the

in-person knowledge transfers at the center, there are sharper

differences between Three Rivers and Arcadia. Expert-approved or

specialist/technical validation at Arcadia came from teacher center

staff, often at workshops; little came from specialists outside the

college and little was craft mediated in the sense of deriving from

teachers' stock of "techniques that work." At Three Rivers, university

staff participated about as much as other specialists in the community,

but the university input was low (25% of the total) compared to
Arcadia (70%). Since much of the knowledge transfer at Three Rivers

involved exchanges between teachers, 'the proportion of craft and

consensually validated knowledge was highest (55% of the total) and

far greater than at Arcadia. Often, validation bases depended on whom
the coordinator would call:

G. Bush: We had a sort of operating principal for
workshops. Wer_ there teachers who could do it?
If not, were there any university people? If not,
were there any community people? We put the
priority on resources coming from the teachers.

By the third and fourth years the university's portion had moved up
considerably. Here, Bush's primary affiliation was pivotal:

I did my degree there. I work there now. I know them
so I can get to them more easily. It's as simple as
that...I'm not as aIch at home with the !Irincipals
and superintendents.

17u



Knowledge use. Table 3-7 (see sectidgml....3.7) also contrasted

Three Rivers with Arcadia in relation to the main use of knowledge

resources. For the convenience of the reader, we repeat the chart hplow:

Table 3-7 Use of Knowledge Resources by Teacher Center Participants
(repeated) at Arcadia and Three Rivers (Estimated % of Total)

Types of use Arcadia Three Rivers

General knowledge 5% 5%

General personal/
professional growth 10% 10%

Improved understanding
of work situation 10% 10%

'olving particular problems
or class of problems 25% 15%

Reinforcing existing practices 25% 40%

Adopting new practices 25% 20%

As noted earlier, both centered on the practical. Both attend to local

problem-solving and the reinforcement of current practices, notably

in areas of instructional weakness. We saw that Arcadia was more

active in consultation mechanisms forproblem-solving and in projects

designed to accelerate practice change in core areas of instruction

and classroom management.

There was a sort of schism at Three Rivers. Secondary-level

teachers came to events dealing with general topics and professional

growth, e.g., workshops on depression, divorce, law, adolescent

development. But they used few center resource materials and were

not interested in the hands-on, materials-centered workshops in which

elementary teachers participated actively, stockpiling all the materials

and ideas they could gather in. By contrast, few elementary teachers

attended the larger, more broad-yauyed workshops, and attempts to set

up special topics for elementary teachers on, say, children's cognition,

were 11Di_ successful for the most part. Finally, neither public was

lo.,king to make major changes in its classrooms. Their chief concern, in

particular elementary teachers, was to expand their repertoire,

* Teachers coming to the Arcadia center were probably not looking to
make major changes either, but often found this to be the case as a
result of the renter's structure, wealth of materials and follow-up
mechanisms.

o
1
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extend their instructional "bag of tricks" in art, science or reading.
Secondary teachers were more theoretical.

Linkage roles and functions. Three Rivers center staff were
institutionally nested in a different way than center staff at Arcadia,
i.e., outside the College of Education and not integrated into staff
slots within the school district. Also, Grace Bush had far less
institutional clout than Don Lessing in the College of Education and,
perhaps by extension, in the district administrators' office. These
elements made for a different configuration of linking roles and
functions.

Table 3-13shows these functions for Three Rivers and recapitulates
the estimates given in Table 3-8 of linkage functions at Arcadia.
Investment by tkg/coordinator and other center staff in the university
was practically absent, aside from periodic consultations with college
staff on course and program format and the provision of supplementary
course materials from the center storehouse. This does not mean to
say that the center had no impact on the university, but rather that

* /what impact there was did not result from services provided on request '

to the university by teacher center staff.

Looking at the school district as users, we can see that the
Coordinator and her staff at Three Rivers were active in most areas,
but considerably less so than at Arcadia. Some of this was due
simply to the amount of time put in; Arcadia had a slightly larger
staff and fewer competing claims on its time and these other claims

reinforced the accomplishment of tasks at the center. The activity
logs (see Table 3-1) for the coordinators translate into a 400%
difference in hours put in over a month, even allowing for inflation at
Arcadia. At Three Rivers, a moderate effort went into searching out,
bringing in and making available practice-relevant materials in areas
where there was a strong demand. Drop-ins drew from this materials
bank; the activity centers also came under this category. The heaviest
and apparently the moF;t successful investment went into delivering
resources basTa--1.%kan assessment of user needs, chiefly through the
organization of about 25 one-time wc!'.chops on practical aspects of
classroom instruction and managemen,:

Other linkage functions accoml,,1:'.,0 by center staff were pettoim.-d
less often. The consultation function wcs weaker than at Arcadia,
and center staff played more of a middleman, resource-hunting role-

174;



Table 3-13 Linkage Functions of Boundary Personnel at Three Rivers and Arcadia
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matching expressed needs with expertise, products of information

which the center could access quickly than a solution-giving role.

Implementation helping was also less frequent, probably as a result

of role overload (too many organizational duties) and of a lack of

mechanisms either to follow up on a workshop and a drop-in or to put

pressure on teachers to follow up, as was done a Arcadia. Similarly,

one-on-one consultations, often about major pc,ctice change or about

serious problems inside the classroom, were less prominent. Center

staff had too.little time for them, but would have wanted to spend

more. And area practitioners, aside from a few dozen elementary

school teachers, did rot as yet see the center as a place to bring

in their core concerns, weaknesses or uncertainties. By the fourth

year, however, process helping was beginniii; to expand beyond this

small corps of teachers, largely because of the interpersonal skills

of the coordinator. In these instances, process heIpina usually lea

to solution-;ivini. Here is an excerpt from her activity log:

Wee;. of October 13-16, 194O: Sisent some time
(2 hrs ) workin,i with L.M. at the uorkshop for
now toa,-hers, taI'Kino through what she needod
for her classroom. She often came in looking
(,)1 'idea-1. and we end up talkinu about her
clas:;ie :m, for exarr le, frustration of bein a
teachet tor Asian refuoce children and not

fee1inl qualified and endino up taikini
1an :ua' :" and roaain4.

rin1:::, -enter lit 3. dia II

,e..1 tat

ar!

u, id . t t rnt A

.3* in 11-;')-: in h' atta
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Table 3-14 Barriers at Three Rivers

Locus and barrier item Variable label and number
(from causal network)

Institutional effects
(from causal network)

Characteristics of coilege

lack of ownership ow) university enterprise lowers multiplexity of links

commitment to ier center (28),
lowers ...istitutionalization (49)

Characteristics of teacher
center staff

high staff turnover (low) staff stability(46)

low perceived homcphilv

role overload on cc,ot-
dlnator

(1Rw/mod) homophily between
center staff and school
people(18)

C aracteristics nt teacher cen-
ter of orations arA fa7i1
ties

poor facilities f teac).1Qr

center

centrifugal author:

hampers institutionalization
(49)

reduces coordinator's
influence, clout (34)

'high) role demands on
coordinator (39a)

lowers leadership stability
(40)

flcilities
(29a)

lowers extent of use (31)

"c7entralized 7anagement(46a) increases role overload of

coordinator(39a),lowers
staff stability(46)

Characteristics of school

1..)w participation of se --opt- .

dary school teachers extent of use (31)

ack of ownership

7t)

budget constraints

Clow)teacher centrality
ilw/mod) institutional

priority for schools

(iow) internal funds (42)

lowers extent of use (31)

t- .
1 lowers acimin.support (29)

and institutionalization(49)

reduces institutionalizidion
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first item in the taL,1(7:, lac'e, of owneiship by the college

:ucaton, more speculative than some f the others. Wc.. laimed

earlier that ",he .'enter was institutionally orphaned from both the

_..ducation an:: the sch,,(,1 district. This was now the

ihten".1. ',;! the ff)';hder:;, t ;fal. the ,:enter In a neutral

territory. iiut no fa,:t 'Itat to) ins,.iwution or group laid .-.7lJirf; to the

center .Ippetrn t,) hay- wc.. It. T!...1' co-)rdinar had little

+`2¢.. 3 tne er ar.i. that the Center was

tied to v-er ht-r acted to .riluce the salic,;ncc-
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wa: facilitated by the importance of the service/outreach objective

for the college of education. For SIganne, the rank ordering of

institutional priorities reflected this:
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she came around. Very quickly, Bush put together
a two-year graduate course, using a professor
at North Central. Jasper (the principal) was
astounded. Since then, he says, he has been a
supporter of the center.

Noteworthy here in passing is Grace Bush's capacity to gain access to
university staff by virtue of her affiliation there.

One of the center's strongest attractions remained its authority

to grant recertification credits which would Le used for salary

increments. The appeal was even stronger than at Arcadia; Three

Rivers could grant M.A. level credits which accelerated salary incre-

ments. Most informants felt that few would use the center extensively

if that incentive were absent. But several people thought that users

who hod oriqinally co-o for recertification credits typically went.

On tO borrow materials, attend workshops and enroll for projects when

01(7 had already used up their credits. As at Arcadia, external

incentive% gsve way tO MOY(. internalized knowledqe-seekinq behavior'.

that fit naturally into tarherf:' yearly prOf$:)::10n,11 yr)+, Of

in'Artifi(441 plannirej and trooLle-shootinl. By providirvi the large-

thi% puhlie si.(4,i1Y; wh 1 i r. st1)1 maintaininq

r.t , ,rsid t,f,t, 101 ,, j(, , wr 1 t'r'.

t ti ? .) , 1;o.h t j /,r .1 ryt or
Ifttfri r,(^/ ^

1 .̀..It)
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4. OUTCOMES

4.1. OUTCOMES FOIL THE STATEWIDE NETWORK

4.1.1. Individual -level Outcomes

Increments in individual status or power were not studied at the

network level, but did emerge anecdotally in the course of data collection.

Local delegates (e.g., teachers, administrators) to statewide advisory

and policy boards were perceived as more cosmopolitan and presumably made

some useful contacts. Following the career profiles o'f teacher center

coordinators also suggests that the center post was a way station into

education (from social work), out of it (to politics) or to a more pres-

tigious level within it (as college staff member or district administrator).

However, these were not calculated trajectories. Coordinators linked to

state colleges increased useful contacts (e.g., to deans or presidents)

and, when the center was successful, heightened their intra-institutional

influence (see below, outcomes at Arcadia) .

Increments in Individual capacity. Delegates appeared to feel

more confident in the educational landscape of the state. For district

administrators in particular, the network allowed for useful exchanges

with peers and useful contacts with state olficials. Coordinators felt

they were better informed of resource availability in the state, that

they were better admInistrators and that their own career plans had

crystallized.

Individua -l practice improvement is best handled at the local-- ----- -- - -.--
levels. Overall, district and state administrators found the network

useful da a center for exchanges and new Ideas. Coordinators felt the

network hod strengthened their understanding (,f local politics and of the

nuts and bolts of life in classrooms.

Individual of.ts or ne9ative out were probably minor.

1.Coordinator role ovirlood and buin out may be the only item her.

Some local ond statewide policy boald delegates felt on (wcasion thot

they cowil have put meet :lei t JIM' ern titt WW k ill I ,I 1 1 ') I t) IM't t ere II:St On
--

awn )(4..their

4.1.2. ( rr9anization-level outcomes

fperinents in or9anliat tonal power, or status are dirt icult to,.

deferral ne at ()I aer t Ivan loci! I level s where nun: t a.ataa were col lectd.

There is some atv,clerire that st at e co I le,j(% drew on t hot r offil/ t IL
with local centers to expond their resource bai.oe and their in-service

effort- The centers bringing state funds Into the colleges also enhanced

the reputations of state college staff who were formally connected to

the centers.
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As the coordinating agency for the entire network, the college of

education at North Central received favorable attention for such an

ambitious and successful outreach effort. Contacts with state officials

were also strengthened, with the potential of using that link for college

concerns in the future. E

xnterorganixat'ional linlg_at. was appreciably strengthened

.through the State-wide network. This was in.fact one of its primary

obectives. The network helped to reinforce weak ties and to create new
ones that went beyond network business. This occurred at four levels:

(i) across roles. Network meetings constituted a state-wide forum

for the debate of edecatiOnal issues between teachers, school district

administrators, state officials and college or university professors.

These groups had otherwise few or no opportunities to exchange viewa and

information;

(ii) between state, officials and local officials;

(iii) between local officials or staff LLsachersLcollaTaeq2111

holdiag11/LASM21212; and
(iv) between local staff holding repositories of knowlede resources,

e.g., teacher center coordinators and local administrators in charge o

staff development.

Institutional21pacity increments wore measured locally (see

below) and bent discussed there. Overall, local administrators saw

the centers an storehouses of useful resources for staff development

and problem-solving. Tuichors stocked up on new curriculum materials

and ideas. And local colleges affiliated with the center came mom
heavily into the arena of in-service training in which they had

. previously been absent or Ill-equipped.

Improvement can be measured with contidence

only at the two local sites whew: data collection was concentrated.

There is ovidonc,/ that state-level administrators were receiving better

advice and feedback on educational policy as a result of links made

through the statewide network. Also, some or the modest recertification

projects run by the state through the local cantors probably enhanced

instructional capacity, but cannot be tied causally to practice improvement.

Institutionalization. Taken an a set, the nine cantors have not

an yet achieved ntable,institutionalization, in part owing to the fact

that five of them are only two years old. The final column in Table 4-1

, e 001
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Table 4-3. Degree of Institutionalization:

EiRPSEISEISLITIE
onsidered a core function

within local schools

within the college/univer-
i".)_. sity department or fOelty

tined on a regular or daily basis

Provides benefits/payoffs to:
school administrators

teachers

university staff

p teacher center staff

'UtpergormS or eliminates com-
eting practices

:;Receives support from:
district administrators

fischobl building admins.

college/university admins.'
and 'deans

state-level administrators

AtelPILTLAWIlti19.

Achieves stable funding source

7,, Functions performed are certified

school authorities

cellege/univernity auths.

Supply And maintenance provid0
-,-, for

,
.Organigational status is fOrMpl,lyf
eittablibhed in regulationS ' A'

within school district "
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explains why._ The nine centers are not yet perceived as 7Nerforming

ore functions: althigh they do provide payoffs. In C., new centers,
hero is still competition withotherin-service mechanisms, such as

training_provided by building adrinistrators. Supportis. moderate to
strong in the four charter centers but still soft or ambivalent for the
new denters. Overall, funding is uncertain and core supplies such at
learning packets and series_are not assured on a continuing basis. Some
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of the caters are not beinc3 funded locally at deslred or agreed-on
levels and are experiencing staff turnover. The new centers need more
time to achieve widespread use. As the table shows, there are also
between-center differences among the original four, with Arcadia far
Bloke roUtinized than Three Rivers (see later).

One strong item is the support from state administrators. Not
only are delegats from the state education agency to the network more
Vocal in their support, but the new state superintendent comes frowa
rural county and backs in-service efforts to smaller or more remote areas
Of to state% The network serves this function directly,

The network itself may be on shakier terrain. As local districts
pick up center funding, there may be less justification for statewide
Coordination. If fecieral funding is not forthcoming or if North Central
cannot pick up the full costs of coordination, the network may become.
more,episodic. Some informants felt, as one noted, t$at "the network
has only one thing holding it together: the Gibb money." Others claimed
that the eXchange and forum functions of the network were too important
to be abandoned. Since coordination costs were minimal (+ $4,000 annually),
it is likely that North central University and the SBA will be able to-
gpther to cover them.



4.2. OUTCOMES FOR THE ARCADIA TEACHER CENTER..
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The full set of outcomes by-oategory in contained in the following

fold-out tables (see tables 4-2 and 4-3). It is impossible to reviEW

the full set of outcomes for each target population; a very brief

commentary follows.'

4.2.1. Individual-level Outcomes

Some general remarks may help. Looking first at the individual-

level outcomes Nit. teachers, note that the number and c, onvergence of

effects were iiiiiiiWE Teachers felt more professional and found

themselves carrying on greater numbers of professional exchanges within

the' building and across schools as a result of teacher center use.
. 1

Not surprisingly, most of the exchanges turned around materials.
1

. . . I
,

Here are two excerpts illustrating within-school and across-school

exchanaost
5. Ns

All the,stuff,I get for the_Oenter is so handy.
t bring a lot of things to other teathers' too,.

--"IMA7tHey- do it for me. It's useful to everybody.

Summer workshOps are great for the exchange of.

-a-
ideas too. You can talk about each other s ideas

and stay contat. We've ti3a Ibt of teachers
sending their units to one another. --

, The center also allowed users to "stai abreast with the field" and

in many instances to feel.'"re-enthUsed," "rejuvenated " or "revitaliied."

These items recurred often. Below is a good illustration of how the

center was seen by users to achieve such a result:

You know, after you've taught for four or five years,
you sort of get bogged down, in a rut. .That's why
it's good to,, go .to place like that\center. ,Ihere
are so many 'new thiAgs, you just get excited about
them and you want to try them out. Some of them
work and some of them don't, but most of them do.
It. made me want to do something newin my class.
I got exposed to things I never would have seen
otherwise...like those kits nd all the new ideas

and the filmstrips.

Teachers also reported that they came to associate the center with

"stimplation" and "innovation.". In two instances, repeated use of-the-----c'i

center was connected with the decision to do post-graduate work.

166 joi,r
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This theme - the acceleration of pract.,:e change through the
4'

center - also recurs. In sore casts, teachers are programmatic: the

center served as a "crutch" or "stipulant" to carry through on, changes

that were swe:Au. The ways in which the center organized its activitiNs

so as to effect and co:. ;olidate practice change is also noteworthy.

Here is an excerpt from a participant at the .one -week summer workshop:

Ica at involved in it So you realido carry through
with it and you do a Iit more with it th-rin you might
have done...You get a start on it. There's also the
pressure of really following through on it in'the C./

clas3toom to ;et the ot:ier zredits...You stay with It.

Ih , ehinaos wCre m:,re subtle. The drift of these

re;,ar'.:s was that pupile had more self-direction ("I let kids do more

or. telt "at .1 ;tea'.er variety of materials were used that

instru.:tier w is :.re individualized aria curri-ulum mor;:,? integrated.

Moz,t this hid oc,-utted through the materials borrowed from the center

or J le ul; PR': p-ndents were some-

z,arr:1;.e.! wh,1 the; ILviewed the--;e han)es and Sat.; how the

cente: haJ fT-tny the7., but tney :nsisted that they had

ma:ntttnel instructl.e.al t..t.11.: and congenial mode c,f

cla:ssrf, (1.1111:41.2,:,-n. The ,.onotal .hez;e that- of

cent'': pr-)iot;eLl.

The rtei arr:es 7.'a It. 1-2

::t t :t it* ; 1:11 w#.1 per:,

e: 7 6: .

pr t-st. 6,; -h t

"tor y

t"-:

t :

ro: r* 1:, :

' ,1 t t sr, t no t

Cf,ii A's CIT

WI .71 7 1Y: St-:1.4r11,
tart

The ,)ut:sores ar#

1 , h ttt :vat. Ind t:alue chan,:e,

r t,.

1

1: $.6 : ,r t1 1,1!." 0t.r
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Note, however, that this remark refers to the pre-service program rather

than the in-service activities. Lessing admitted to some dispersion,

and. felt that he "worked a little less" on course preparation for

pre-service students. "And,I read less."

4.2.2. Organization -level Outcomes

' Table 4-3 shows the full set of outcomes arrayed by category fdr

the school district and community, then for the college. To review then
briefly:

Outcomes at the level of the school building aggregate most of the

individual-level outcomes already reported. Schools reported,enhanced

social recognition, a greater number of exchanges and discussions

within and across schools,'and a collective sens of repertoire

expansion stemming from use of the teacher center. rough the center

there were 4sobincreased links with other professors at Arcadia State,

,wherea's most teachers had previously dropped such contacts at the end
of their pre-service training. Superintendents also said that teachers

were now demanding increased in-service activity in their districts.
"am.

The center had become the school's chief, if not main, source of

'documentation, expertise, training and materials. Reports of school-
.

wide-instructional practice imprcivements centered on the upgrading of

diagnostic skills, adding breadth to curriculum, diversification of

materials and greater integration off the curriculum. The center came,

to be seen "as an extension of our school," more so fcir primary-level

teacher; than attthe secondary

From-the perspective of the eight district' and country offices

affiliated with the center, the most important outcome was the creation

of a virtually no -cast and "routinized" structure for access to the

college in general and to the teacher center in particular. There was

also evidence that in-service training had a higher priority in the

district office, leading to a sm,11 increase in the number of workshops
offered by district administratorS. Superintendents perceived access

to the teacher center to have increased teachers' professional capacity

significantly. Recruiting teachers for rural schools was also eased

by the attractiveness,of membership in the teachlr center. In general,

linkage and interdependency grew,markedly 1,etween the school district
and the educatibn department of the college.

192
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There were some minor effctts of teacher center activity on

the community surrounding Arcadia State. The center provided ,

facilities for meeting which were otherwise unavailable in the town,

and began to reach out actively to community groups (e.g., the art

gallery project for area residents and the micro-processor project
for farmers). The nature studies area served the community and led

,

to closer collaboration with the, parks commission.

Since the elementary education department - a subdivision.' within

.the education and psychology departMent - contaiWed three members

having their' ffices in the teacher center and teaching at its

facilities, impacts were strongest here. This sub-section was the

object of enhanced prestige and of increases in facilities and staffing;
it also amassed a number of bargaining, chips for future institutional

negotiations. Exchanges were intensified between staff, mainly 40

through cohabitation, collaboration on special projects and team
teaching. Along with staff increases (a full-time program assistant

on college budget), 'there were plans for the creation of a M.A. level

program in''elementary education, built around the center. The staff ..

shifted to a :more pronounced focus on extension and added a wealth
. .

of ,materials and equipmentito service this public; these resources'
became part of the department's "equity.'" The unit also became a

strong competitor for freshmen majoring in elementary education in the
lr'

region and maintained a.high placement ratio for graduates.{ -

Finally, and most important to center staff, in-pe vice activities

11strengthened the pre-service program by creating clos6r inks w).th

area'teachers, facilitating access to pupils for clinical work and

enriching the repository'of instructional materials.

The list and extent of effects accruing to the psychology and

education department are striking. Through the center, the department

acquired an enhanced status within'the college 4nd the state. There

were increased and more, consequential contacts with the State Office

.of Education. As department chairman, Goff negotiated for the -center

a mandate to design and pilot a program on nutrition educatidn,for

the state and another contract to devise materials for multi-grade

teachers throughout the state.

Two other sets of outcomes are noteworthy. Collaboration between

department members increased through their involvement in special programs
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conducted at the center. There were alo indications of more such

programs and further increases in staff and budget as the department

shifted more heavily to in-service of.7.erings. Also, 'the center

provided a vehicle for access to local schodls on which the department

began co draw, often as a spin-off from extension activities sponsored

by the cena and organized by Goff. Finally, there was strong

evidence that facilities of the
\
teacher center had helped to improve

course work by virtue of the wealth of resource materials, the

informality of the setting and the availability of audio-visual

equipment-

.
Looping finally to other departments at Arcddia.State, there

were some modest effects. As the centers reputation grew, college

staff who had used the center's facilities to teach from or had

collaborated on a special project were. seen as more "dynamic" an$1/
A

"innovative." Inter-departmental collaboration grew, notably between
* -

the psychology and education department and others who also focussedA

on elementary-level personnel. Other departments began to look mor4k

closely into extension activities, using the tenter as a promising

model., In fact; the Arcadia,Sta'te "model," as illustrated by the

teacher center, began to gain icurrency in other colleges,in the state.

Finally, those instructors using the center for teaching felt that the

materials-rich, hands-on approach bore fruits in terms of students'

k

motivation and retention.

There were glimillerin.4s of at least one negative effect in the

formLof intra-college doubts about the substantive exrertise of

center staff in areas which would normally have been covered by other
.

departments, such as science and social studies. One or-two departments

spoke of
.
"trespassing," possibly as a self-protective devise to rein

in somewhat the galloping expansion of the center.

s, Institutionalization. An assessment of the degree of "routinization"

at Arcadia is given in Table 4-1 (see section 4.1.2). Arcadia compared

favorably both with the Three Rivers center and with the remaining

seven centers in the statewide networks There are, in fact, no fault

lines as one reads down the column. The'Arcadia center had become a

core function for teachers in their yearly cycle - "an extension .of

our school" or."sort of automatic in my teaching." It was firmly

nested in the state college and appeared, in.fact, to be expanding
if
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its Space and operationin the fifth year at the same rhythm as during`

the initial two years. Itprovided payoffs not bnly to its staff and'

to school districts, but also to the college administration (as a
.

'' facilitator of recruitment and source of funds through special 'programs

and wOrk§hopsJ and to several college departments (as a facility for

teaching). "Iehad clearly outdistanced the nominal in-service activities

offered by district and county administrators. Its institutional

support.--was strong on'all fronts. ,

The center also weathered the transition from a pilot venture to

a routine organizational unit: tibb Foundation flinds had beentreplaced

by college support. As Goff said in the fourth,year, when external

funding had dropped to $4,200:

Therb's:no problem covering that on the college
budget, especial/S, with ,the special projects
there too...We've also found the money .to .hire
Joy. (Willard) full-time.

There was also.a proVi,sion for modest growth of the center in the college's

five-year plan. In addition, supplies and maintenance were covered by

the state college budget; Gofl was_ableto draw on library funds for the

purchase of some teacOr center materials. Finally, the center had been

formally incorporated in the college register. It was not built in

nominally to the surrounding school districeregulationp, but this

made no practical difference and there was a ilroxy here: the center

was formally authorized by administrators'In the eight districts to

grant contract recertification credits.

The centr also appeared to survive with apparent ease, the annual

budget cycles and to have been strengthened by the addition of new

personnel (Carla Smetana, Joy Willard). Some inf6rmants speculated,

however, that were Lessing to leave, which was Unlikely, the rate of

growth Wouldslow considerably, but without jeopardizing the con-

tinuation of the center. Finally, the center was widely used in the

eight participating distriots, although less so by secondary-level,

teachers, and had, become a keystone of he education and psychology

cAliartment! One heavy, user of the center pilt it this way:

I suppose it's foolish to say this, but I think
that even if they closed the college, they'd
have to keep the center open. There's such a
demand for it.

,
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,Negative outcomes. ,None was apparent, save the one item mdOtioned

earlier, namely the drawing of territorial lines by at least one

depa'rtMent-who contested, as yet infdrmaily, the expertise of the

teacher center to give workshops in energy education Nithout using

science department staff.

4.2.3.. A Map of ;Linkage -related Outcomes

' Figilre/Pltries. to pull together some of. these strands by showing

the reyationships between members of the Arcadia arrangement in terms

Of knowledge transfer and multiplicity oflinks. The reader Should start

by getting familiar with the legend.

Beginnihgwith linkage and flows of influence, it needs to be

stressed that these links were increments over the situation preexisting

the teacher center. Typically, links now shown as strong had been weak

previously, and links now shown as weak had been nonexistent or very
infrequent. The inference is that these links would not have existed

air w'o'uld have been far more episodic were the center riot there.

R

*-N

Looking within the state college, several linkage types are

displayed (rick all departments ore shown). Links with the math depart-

ment were infrequent and unipurpose (although this began to change near

the end of field work), and they were reciprocal; math professors helped

summer Students and organized a workshop, while the center provided

facilities and workshop enrollments. Only one person in each unit $,

was' involved.

Links with the art department were also unipurpose and involved

one individual in each unit (A. Mi4ros and D. Lessing), 'DLit-most of the

assistance was given by the center. On the other hand, there 41zere

'Stronger and more multiplex links with the pOsical education_ department.

More thari one staff member used the center and the collaboration was

multi-pqrpose (paivicipating in a common project, using the center

facilities'and video .quipment). Physical education staff helped the

center (e.g., with the purchase of skis far the nature study area),

but the dominant direction of assistance flow was from the center to
department members. Finally, there were no links with the social studies

department, although there had been one or two isolated exchanges,

e.g., a staff member of that dbpartment came to the center looking

urgently for materials to'aid withcoursework.

1
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Figure; 4 -1 Linkage Patte6s'and Knowledge Flows
Related to Teacher Center Activity: Arcadia,
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Within the psychology and education department, absent ties' have

become weak and weak links have become strong links as staff members

used the center as a facility for their courses or as a storehouse of

supplementary materials. Most of these links were reciprocal;

department members assisted with special programs organized by the

center and helped with summer workshops as leaders or advisors for*

teachers doing individual projects.

Staying with the psychology and education department -1- two new

ties appeared. First, department members worked more closely or more often

with otlidr department members, often in the conduct of a program at

the center. Secondly, there were new links between departments as a

result of the center. For instance, the math department got together

. with the psychology'aliA-education department to organize the micro-

computer-workshop., There may have been more interdepartmental iinks

than are shown here; the data were too thin to make an estimate

confidently. But, it is unlikely that the center multiplied between-

department links to a great extent. For one thing', little energy was

put into such an objective.

Before moving to the schools, note that teacher center-community

links are not. shown here. We would estimate thdm as weak4 but multi-
-

purposeNwhich is a unique combination.
#

The linkage patterns are slightly different between the center and

the two illustrative school distriAs. In both school districts'',

links to administrators were weak. Nor did the center strengthen ties

betwedn district offices and local schools. On the other hand, more

nuMerous contacts between teachers in different.schools andldifferent

. districts resulted from the center, as did within-school exchanges

(not shown in the figure).

-SI In school district I, linkage was strong and multiplex between

.A11 schools and the center, with the center providing Most of the '

inputs`. (In fact, the figure is somewhat confusing in that flows of

\ influence and knowledge make it seem as if the center reached out into

schools, whereas it was more the case that teachers came to the center,)

School district II may be farther away- There are weaker links drawn

tS wo schools, which might have been secondary schools. The link to

School C is not multiplex; contacts Gould have been limited to one or

two teachers and one staff member at'the center.
4,0
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It is worth pausing a moment to assess the absolute strength of

these ties between tale center and area schoOls. Whereas ties had existed

Aurin

k
pre-service training bef e the creation of the center, they

iwere u purpose Zmeeting with emei'tary education staff to discuss

the supervisiv of interns assi ed to local classrooms) and limited to
one year. ''Now, theinteracti between the pre - service program and

in- service assistance was tronger, as in the two-week visits to the
1 center and the nature st sirs pro . Also, area teachers were often

coming to the center fi t for materials, then possibly for a ework5h6p,
.,,,

then for more ego- invest -d contacts such as help with sroom problems

or areas of weaknesses. These multiple contacts created tighter inter-:

,persontl.links, which wer already strong as a result of frequent

'informal contacts in a smal al region and pre-existing relationships

when the in-service teache had seen a pre-service student at Arcadia

State. More numerous and multiple ties created greater dependency on

the part ut teaChTis, w10 then made gestures of reciprocity, e.g.,

donating equipment or fu niture to the center, serving as dellegate

to the policy board, sup orting the center in conflicts, facilitating

placement of pre-servic students. These gestures, in turn, strengthened

interpersonal and inter rganizational relationships, further tightening

links, and so on.

Knowledge types followed a predictable pattern. Note first how

little research knowledge_ owed to or from the center, eaten within the

-state college.\ The one instance shown on the figure was the result

of a request to the center from a district administrator (shown here

in district II) trying to make decision on class sizes for the following
i

year. Within the college, most transfers involved technical knowledge,

usually connected to a workshop, special program or materials.

As many of the materials were tnc product of considerable devel-

opment and piloting, thpy are th6 chief source of technical knowledge

that-floWedfrokil the teacher, center to area'.schools. Other technical

knowledge, came through worksihops, two-week visits,,and consultations.

Teachers also drew on the "ideas" section of the center - the area most

heavily used to enrich and illkzgrate curricula. Ot er materials

:4and some workshops at the center were more in the for of recipes-

ilessons, formats and products that had "worked" for their developers

291.
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and were communicated in booklets, packets. or workshop exercises. These

lore or cra?t knoialedge inputs were also Collected by area teachers

and communicated within and between schools. In addition, links
4

formed at the center during a workshop or visit led to between-teacher

exchanges of, ideas and experiences that were not mediated by center staff.

P
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4.3. OUTCOMES FOR THE THREE RIVERS TEACHER CENTER

As for Arcadia, outcomes are arrayed by category on the appended

fold-out charts (see tables*4-4'and 4-5). Our commentary will follow

outcomes successively gown each column.

4.3.1. Individual-level Outcomes

Overall, for teachers, the trend ii'analogousto Arcadia,
but with a lower magnitude of-erred-6S. One exception. here is the

status/power category; Three Rivers teachers dwelled insistently on
the fact that the center allowed them to get M.A. level credits more
easily and in more teacher7usable form, that being a wOrksHiip leader

brought status to themselves and their principals and that the

uaiVersity's investment in the teacher center reflected favorably

pnsi:hc statun of their ,rofession: As oae informant said,

It's important for us that the university gets
involved with teachers beyond the B.A. It's
flattering, I gbes8, but. also it-makes us be-
come more profpggional-about-our-work,

\ -

With regard to linkage and networking, teachers repoited 'moderate
increases in Within-building collaoratiOn and small increases in
between building exchanges. Both/levels were lower than at Arcadia.

po were the indices of professional growth, updating, stimulation and
desire to.make instructional changes.' Informants made modest but

convergent claims in these areas. Below i- an AluStration from a

multiple user of the center:

If there were no center, we'd just get a skeleton
of in-service. And there'd be fewer ideas for
the classroom, maybe less change too,..i know for
me at least there'd beta lot less. growth and less
thinking about what pupils are doing. Sort of
less professionalism.

There was also evidence of a cathartic effec that was absent at
Arcadia. At least three teachers reported - and center staff confirmed -

that workshops had occasionally lapsed into "gripe" sessions against

building and district administrators, the theme being that administrators

hampered piofessional development. The pone was not strident or the

phenomenon as marked as in the initi 1 y f the center. Some of this
had to do with a breakdown in negotia contract renewal in

1979-80.

The table shows evidence of fimancial advantages stemming from use

of the center and minor changes in instructional goal4c, usually in the

direction of integrating curriculum and giving greater pupil self-
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table IediVidual-Level Outcomes or Mrs. Rivers Sits
LOCUS

OUTCONS.TYPES

.

Teachers UniVersity Staff

.

Teacher Center Staff
_Outside university)

Perceived as source of
expertise on practitioner
needs, characteristic*.

formal conduit for contacts

I. Shifts in status.
power tW....1.1.4115.."."

,

graduate degssm

Professional recognitio
as teachers of teachers

Soctit.recoqnttion of
between university and
school

-eialiFirGit un versiti
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networking

Within Unit

More in-building
collaboration i

'4
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. -
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. Milt 9.--E4t0E-S-Et
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. .-,-
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Profegeionel
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.

,..
0
i

Profoasionet

.

'

n.a.
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W:2F11L'"

Catharsis for conflicts
with administrators

. .

4. Mtnanetsrr---
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and growth

I
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,
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---.--
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.
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t

%

.

r
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I
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,
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..
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direction. -. The same indices cropped up-at-Arcadia and attest to
the iniluence of the Experimental Program on the centers. Stronger
claims surii'eed-for increases in instructional capacity. Informants,
notably elementary School teachers, insisted on the utility of
materials exchanged 'during one-time workshops. Several saw this as
"a really good way to get to the best things that are being used in
the district." This is a good illustration of the differences between
the two centers. For teachers at Arcadia, the center was the best
repository of instructional materials; for Three' Rivers teachers

the center was more a linking agent that matched teachers who,had
developed instructional resources with those that were looking for/
more.

As at,Arcaaia, new teachers,were grateful to the center for
helping th

/

"to survive." Many of the one -on -one consultations were
with then teachers. Through workshops as well, new teachers had
access' veterans with whom they stayed in contact. The following
excerpt illustrates this point:

I know that the new teachers feel they wouldn't
db.have known how to get along without it. It really

helped them to learn the ropes and to get together
with teachers from other schools they'd never
meet Otherwise.

Claims In theiareas of practice improvement indicated on'the
'table were strongest. The center, notably through the' one -time

workshop series, provided access to a richer store of curriculum

materials, new ideas for grouping pupils and otherwise organizing
daily classroom work. These two themes also emerged from a survey
of teacher center users conducted by a graduate student at North Central.
What did not come through in the survey but Was generally repefted
during interviews was teachers' sentiment that they. felt stronger in
areas of weakness, usually science, mathematics or social studies. In
only one instance, however, w re there claims of major classroom

47reorganization or dramatic gins in pupil motivation and achievement.
This case, the mic.o-processpr projectottil be described below

/ -p micro- computer Serial" in section 6).

Finally, teachers who were interviewed were unanimous in

reporting that activities at the center had increased their own
..st6iehouse of materials and instructional ideas. They attributed this
less to the drop-in and materials-borrowing facility at the center
than to the one-time workshops. Attitudinal changes were slight.

2,05It '
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Three informants said that they now couldtake the pupil's perspective

-more easily, as a *result of the workshops in wilich teachers used the

same material or did the same exercises as pupils were meant to do

(another practice common to Three Rivers and Arcadia). Anieone

informant, saying that others were of the same opinion, felt that

workshops on professional themes had made her Slightly more militant
.

in insisting on teacher's rights. .

Looking now at individual-level outcomes for university staff

at North entral, we can see at a glance that effects are smaller than

at Arcadia TWo informants reported modest increases in contacts

with local chools as a result of service at the center (e.g., helding

a workshop, helping to create an activity center). All university

staff felt that the center was a tangible symbol of the college of

Oducation's commitment to local service and outreach. Some' said they

used the center to gain access to a larger storehouse of materials'

for. course work and that giving workshops there sensitized them more

to practitioners' perspectives. In two cases, university staff _

_felt the center had proved a rapid and efficient relay ,system for 5(

the delivery of new products and practices they had developed.

Finally, one informant with a stronger conceptual and research ioeus

and making claims for others like him - said that working with the

center or-fa project had forced him to reconfigure his conceptual

framework and back off classic experimental' research paradigms in

thp/face of a more complex vision of school practice.

The final column in Table 4-4 shows individual effects for

teacher center staff. In fact, Grace Bush is the only informant here,

and the cell entries show several personal and professional changes.

Most' -are positive: increped status, networking, local and state-wide

contacts, managerial and administrative skills and empathy for

Aectioners' needs and, shortcomings. There are two outcomes perceived

asnegatikAe: the displacement of her energy from the consultant role

to the administrtor role and role overload.

4.3.2. Organization-level Outcomes
7

Table 4 5 provides a matrix of these organization-le el

effects,.egrany of which are simply aggregates of individual- vel

outcomes. Reading vertically down each column, power and status gains

for schools translated into heightened social recog.iition as a result

2or.;
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of the university's involvement in the teacher center. Linkage effects
were also present: increased within-and between-school exchanges
and greater ties to North Central via the teacher center. For one

informant, between-school links were forged in the following way:

I guess it happens this way: the workshop is like a
collector for people who are interested in the same
topic. They get together at the workshop. Afterwards,
they stay in touch and call on eachlther and exchange
a lot of materials and talk about their problems.

For another informant, workshops were little more than a pretext for'.
meeting other teachers. For another, the center was a refuge, a safe
house fir like-minded practitioners.

In many cases, teachers who had done their pre-service degree at
North Central patronized the center more often. All informants
mentioned this phenomenon. Teachers trained elsewhere appeared to be

more vague and doubtful about the usefulness of the center. In classes
at North Centraln which course work included visiting the center (to
borrow reference materials, to carry out an individual project), use

437,

was still greater once interns graduated to their own classrooms.
Familiarity bred use.

Maintenance and growth effects recur in a form that was covered
reasonably well under iiiLvidual-level outcomes: sense of being updated,

access to new ideas, successful combat of roxAtine, expansion of

instructional repertoires, creation of a peer support system. Building
administrators could focus on areas not treated by center workshops,

although most begant'simply to turn over the organization of in-

service days in their building to the teacher center. Both teachers

and principals felt that the center. provided an increased resource base
for schools, helped with building-wide innovations and added breadth

and diversity to classroom instruction.,-.

At the level of district and county superintendents' offices,

positive outcomes were judged to be modest but an improvement over
previous practices. Access to university practices and prodacts was
more rapid and promising practices in area classroom more rapidly
disseminated. Since foundation and university monies helped to

underwrite the center, internal f dsxcbuld go elsewhere. There was
some indication that in-service edu ation now had a higher priority as
a result of the center and that reafuitment of teachers for rural schools
was enhanFed by the promise of continuous profes4iona1 development,

241'4



but theA claims may have been rhetorical,.

Finally, outcomes at the level Of the.tea5ers' association were

registered;they followed the line of remarks Made by individual teachefs.

Note that the teachers' association played no role at Arcadia. The

.
Three Rivers association appeared to have been reinforced by the center

through social recognition, greeter cohesiveness and eased access to

recertification credits. The school board episode (see section 6)

strengthened members' resolve'to resist attempts to dismantle what

they saw as one of their resources and, in that process, increased

the association's commitment to the center. There were slight indi-

cations that the center, through its viorkshopi and "sharing" sessions,

had contributed to a general increase'in teacher militancy throughout
4 ,-

e district.

Effects registered at the university were generally weaker than

those for the school district and considerably weaker than at Arcadia,

ere the center was nested within the state college. Looking first

at the elementary education department, which had the greatest number
.

of -embers interacting with the center to some extent because Grace

Bush was a teaching assistant there - increments were reported in the

amount of contacts with local teachers and-in the improvement of

instruction for the pre-service program. Respondents said they had

a better map of practitioners and of their concerns as a result of

collaboration with the center, and that this carried overt8f.their

courgewOrk. For one member, research focir*had been re-diri}cteb, and

made more complex. For several, the teacher center was an opportunity

to ,concentrate their outreach efforts on one universe.

At the 1evel of the college of education, informants saw several

advantages: status enhancement for having succeeded in creating the

teacher center' network, streamlining and multiplying links with

area schools, generating new revenues through post-graduate credits,

increased access to state-level funds,increase in course materials,

inprovement of special programs (through consultations 1.4.th Grace Bush),

"and the establishment of a more rapid andefficient conduit for the

169
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dissemination of new practices and products. This last item also'

appeared for staff in other faculties, who developed new curricula or

materials and sought an expedient way of disseminating them to local

schools. Apart from that item, there were no reported effects beyond

2,
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the college of education - another contrast with the Arcadia center.

Institutionalization. We refer the reader back to Table 4-1 on p.151,
to compare Three Rivers to the network as a whole and with the Arcadia ,

,Teacher Center. The table. hypothesizes that the Three Rivers center
was not strongly institutionalized. Although its outreach was increasingly

// wide,' its activities were not judged to be indlspensable to district --.

-teachers and administrators ' or to university staff. Strong sui*ort
. .

came from the\college dean, but other university-level backing was

a

. .

diffuse and di not compensate for fairly low levels of support on the
partof school Idministra ors. Only recently had teacher commitment

isolidified, but\this may aye been ephemeral and tied to a single issue.
One infoimant r flected.on 'this:

. What that meeting at the school board showed
was that teachers may not be using the center'all
that mtich, but they didn't want it taken away.'
They wanted it there as a resource. They wante
to keep it even if they weren't using it.

. Rewards accruing to teachers were numerous and concrete, but
modest. Informants were more muted than at Arcadia; the center appeared
to have made less oi< a difference in their classrooms.,' There were also
rewards at the administrative level: the center took over and expanded
.ip-service, thereby filling a void-thatprincipals were eager to fill.
To cite from an interview with a principal:

Principals used,. to be a.lot more active in curriculum
' reform and in-sex,ice, but over the years we've had
to do, a lot mote administration and paperwork. So
we've spent less time of those things. There's/a void
there, and the teacher center has moved right into it.

The center also serviced the district with external funding and freed up
money for use in other areas of concern. But these payoffs were

intermixed with reservations about the whole enterprise. Also, most

district administrators'had'other W\ays of getting to the college of
education - relying on informal relationships - than through the

center, which ukbbeld the center of important-source of leverage.

Few university staff profited` directly from the center, although

there were institutional payoffs in having an intermidiiry agency to
recruit teachers and organiterin-serviceito generate revenues through
enrollments and to act as a conduit for the dissemination of new programs.

Rewards to center staff were meager, as reflected in the high rate of*

turnover and in complaints of role overload.

2;n 0
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Stable funding was uncertain. One informant felt that when

.
the school district took over majority funding of the center, it would

**-1he "the kiss of death."

just give the center a few years to ].ve. The
superintendents just don't support it ill that
much; that's why they tried to cut it out of the

-budget. When they pick up the center's budget,
they%11 make it a much smaller operation and
.spend the money on something else.

Others reasoned that the victor at the school board meeting had

solidified the financial base of the center, although the budget had

been cut bac* for 1980-81. Overall, it seemed ironic that when the

Three Rivers center had finally become visible and useful to a large

number of area teachers and principals, and had created durable links

with a small set of university staff, its institutional and financial

base still appeared fragile.

4.3.3. Negative Outcomes and Costs

Disincentives at the individual level seemed limited to role

confusion and overload on the part of teacher center staff. At the'

institutional level, the following items are noteworthy:

for the teacher center: goal displacement of teachers to

large-scale workshops taken essentially to accumulate recertific5tion

. credits;

for college staff: overextension of some members of the elementary

education department, who added the teacher center to an already long

list of- outreach commitments, with ensuing sacrifices to the quality ofb

ceursework (e.g., more seminars taught by teaching assistants);

For school administrators: loss of control over the choice

of in-service topics and instructors, some loss'of status to principals

in transferring in-service to the center, increased-friction with

teachers as a result of disagreement over the priority of the

teacher center.

2 I
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5. THE FUTURE

5.1FUTURE OF THE STATEWIDE NETWORK,'

predictions are, of course, speculative. In this instance, the
on-site consultant provided predictions that were tested-against

analysts' projections for''the network as-a\whole. They can be laid
but briefly.

Institutional patterns. If the network receives federal funding,

Igthich appears likely, it should be able to cover the state with 11
centers. Not all will prospek and one or two may dissolve for lack of
strong local leadership and lack of support from school district,
administrators. The network itself is likely to endure as a state-level
forum and as a federation of autonomous and site-specific local centers.

Objectives and needs are likely to remain In the present configura-
.tion! The network and its centers are pluralistic but activist, which is
a t"obust formula fo. continuation. Coordination between centers is likely
to grow as the state channels more programs and in-service efforts

through the,netw9kk. There will be a healthy tension, in all likelihood,
between local demands and state- initiated projects.

Staff turn6ver within individual centers may be endemic to the
enterprise. Co7ordinators span boundaries. among three parties - the
college, teaching staff,' and district administration - and tend to
seek career pursuit in one of the three, using the center as a tran-
sitional w417 station.'TUrLver is likely to be lower when centers are'more

. (

firmly rooted in, and institutionally claimed by, one of the parties.

This for141121a appered to work well At Arcadia, where the center was part
of the college and the coordinator devoted virtually full-time to center
activities. In contrast, institutional orphaning occurred at Three
River's, where the coordinator spanned three worlds but could not root
the/ center firmly ..j.n one of them. Frustration over this state of
a£-fairs, combined with the perception of an occupational dead end, have
lessened the likelihood that the Three Rivers coordinator will continue.

Redow.ceszrare likely to remain scarce, even with federal funding.
ate -

This is likely to heithten institutional fragility at the newer centers
and reduce the activity mix th-at.is otherwise expected to remain the
'same.

212
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Interorganizational dynamics should/not shift ridically. However,

we can expect increased levels of conflict over the .distribution of

federal funds, as each center looks to its own survival. There may also

be sharper conflicts over territorial issues, as the Pool of in-service

trainees Coptin s to diminish and centers geographically close to ohe

another compe e for rollments. Thi may give way to a semi-contractual

agreement on territories or a functiona: division of labor (e.g., one

center handling language arts, another science). 1-ernatively, one

center may unintentionally, drive another out of business.

Fir*lly, as the Centers move from external to internal funding, they

may be caught up more in internecine struggles between member organ-

izations.

a
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5.2. VIEW OF THE FUTURE AT ARCADIA
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Relatively little interviewing time was devoted to predictions of

future contextual or operational changes. A more rigorous exercise in

prediction-making was done at Three Rivers (see section 5.3) but not at
Arcadia. Howe r, there were segments in the field notes that can

reinforce the spec, ations that follow.

Chan es in in titutional patterns were likely to be minor. There

had been requests from additional counties to join the teacher center,

which presented essing and Goff with the dual dilemmas of overload

and overpopulation of the policy board. A tentative decision was made

to expand membership and to rotate delegates to the policy board. If,

however, aft M.A. program were authorized, there was the possibility

that workshops would become Itiore structured and more demanding.

Changes in needs and objectives. Some evolution was going on here'

at the close of fieldwork in November, 1980. There were four major

thrusts. (1) First, the center was-concentrating more energy on

outreach directly in the schools. There weve plans to demonstrate

new modes of classroom organization and the use of new materials by

going out to schools from which only a few teachers had participated

in the two-week its to the center, where these techniques had been

- modeled by interns. _If more money became available, a new person

%told be hired as a "field dent" for the center to communicate and

follow up on requests from area teachers.

(2) A second area of°developMent.wSs outreach to the co:. unity.

Plans were afoot for an art gallery for area residents and for computer

software for area farmers. The center had developed the nature trail,

provided more facilities for community groups to meet and was helping

to organize a cultural festival (a Chautauqua) in the region.

(3)___Lessing was beginning to experiment more broadly in the

domain of peer teaching in in-service training. Up to now, fellow

teachers had only taught one-time workshops. The multi-grade teacher

training project had been designed to identify, film and use as course

instructors a corps of "master teachers" throughout the/ state.

(4) Finally, the teacher center was beginning to /service state-

level educational needs. It had contracted to play a materials

development role in both a multi-grade teacher trairiing project and

214
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a nutrition education project. There were negotiations for Arcadia

to participate along with other centers i the network in a state-

funded program in art and music. Visits aid phone calls from state

officials had become more frequent.

Changes in personnel were unlikely, except for the possible addi-

tion of new staff as programs were expanded and center staff over-

extended. As noted earlier, a staff member of the art department was

soon to move into the center and 'become part of its staff. Resource

levels were likely to grow as a result of program expansion, the

increments for the center contained in the college-wide five year plan and

the possibility of two additional sources of funds: a grant proposal to

extend the nature study program see the "nature study serial" in

section 6) and the statewide teacher center network proposal for

federal funding. There was also the strong likelihood of additional

space and the further development of the materials bank. Two uncer-
.

tainties remained nonetheless. First, sharp cuts cin federal funds could

eliminate both grant monies and the statewide network proposal.

Next, continuing reduction in enrollments at Arcadia State, as the

birth rate declined and more families moved to larger cities, would

affect levels of support from the college budget. Although the
.

psychology and education department had already made the shift to greater

in- service activities, other programs remained almost exclusively pre-

service and were likely to enroll fewer college freshmen. This would

depress the overall college budget:

The shape of future activities was more predictable. Shifts in

objectives would call for more effort in outreach directly into the

schools, more activities aimed at non-educators in the area, greater

collaboration with the state education agency and further attempts to

use the teachers-teaching-other-teachers format. Otherwise, there

were several extensions p1.4nned for existing activities: an increase

in the number of summer woirkshops from eight to thirteen, the

development of activity in the area of micro-processors, the extension

of theenergyeducationA:irogram with workshops, displays and a focus

on solar energy and coal development using scale models; the proposed

art gallery; the intensification of the special education project by

developing a program for gifted pupils in three counties surrounding

the center; the extension of the materials ban for Indian studies

with the creation of a Noith Dakota room housi g displays and resource
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materials; and the extension of the nature studies project to a wider

audience if the proposed grant ware funded. What is striking here

is the pace of program extension, not only in the creation of a new

project or focus but in the continuous expansion and differentiation

of existing activities.

Future interorganizational dynamics may be more eAsiveto predict. .

Consensus was likely to remain strong; all parties had strong incentives
to continue the center's mandate. Some conflicts over domains of

expertise within the college were expected to surface, but the policy

of co-opting college staff for special projects and of offering the

center's facilities for coursework.were likely to maintain high levels

of suivort for the center within Arcadia State. In terms of bargaining,

and power, the psychology and education department was expected to

grow more influential as a result of the center's expansion and

the rapid development of extension activities, for which the department
was responsible. Few shifts in knowledge transfer patterns were

likely, although the approval of an M.A. program could render more

academic much of the center's teaching. Approval of that program would

also increase the staff of the elementary education sub-division by
two to three members, thereby improving the teaching and service

capacity of the center but making it difficult to maintain the

personalized and communal character which, in many ways, held the

-whole enterprise together for its staff, pre-service students, and

participating school people.

219-
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5.3. 7IEW OF THE FUTURE AT THE RIVERS

We did not interrogate res ondents at ThreeyRiver about the

future, However, se' rii perso,s raised the *4ssue spo taneously; their

concern was whether the center would survive staff turno er and

lowered levels of funding. In additim>the-on-site con ultant at

,

_Three Rivers, A rsource colleague ho4s6d in the universi y and'

assigned to the Three Rivers center, mdde credictioni in 1 the arelS\/

listed be w.

Immediate changes in institutional patterns were unfav rabl .-
J

Center personnel felt !just able to keep (our) heads above s ater

with the multiplicity of activities to organize with a skele on staff.

In that respect, the reduction of center hours and months (from nine
4.-

-back to seven) may have been a boon, but.it was perceived less as
-

a sign of retreachment than of decline. By the end of 1980-81, policy

.board members appeared to be tired out and unable to make decisions

rapidly. Most were too involved elsewhere. FOr instance, it was

difficult to find a president for the policy board. 4.

Changes in needs and objectives-we
lle

unlikely. The on-site
.

.

consultant predicted that " activities will continue to be ; the same if

only because of theirlack oftime and personnel to do otherwise."

Two more favorable projections could also be made. First, the
.

teacher center had taken over the organization of Saturday workshops

and the multi-cultural in-service training project from the university

and appeared tb be better entrenched -as middleman between the college

of education and local school nnel. To the extenthat college
.

of education contacts to the scho s ran through the center and school

administrators were obliged to use the center as the conduit to the

college, the teacher center could lay claim to a strategic gate-

keeping funciton. Secondly the school board meeting and the ensuing

restoration of 80% of the fund to be carried by the district led to

a perception by some teachers that the center was a secure entity

belonging to them.

Changes in personnek. were ominous. The localtresource colleague

was no longer funded and funds for the co-coordinator apparently had
....

been plowed back into operations. This left two half-time staff and the

possibility that one of them, the coordinator, would not be there. The
4-:

estimated,
..

on-site consultant as did other infrmants, that more help
C I $
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and a full-time coordinator were needed.-simply to keep operation at the
saiue level. .

Resource levels were down by 20% from the previous year, although
there Was a slim chance of tapping college of ed.:.cation funds. Beyond

that, the continuity of resource provision by the school district was
uncertain. The school'bokd chairwoman said:

Future budgeting is really unpredictable.. The
economics round us has changed the'complexion

-- ---`8"-- ---`8" school/ / /// /board decisions. Everyone has become
more cautious and, more consetvative...One thing
that could happen'is that the board would ask

____________VIA_.t.gaCber...oenter_ to...work -in--specific areas im ,

earmark funding for that.

For the most part the future activity mix was likely to prolong

existing formats. The teacher center had refined an apparently

succeb ful program comprising one-time and continuous workshops, drop-
ins, s cial activities common to other tea:lhe centers in the network
and university projects.. In 1980-81,.there had been more intensive

contact with pre-school teachers. This was an area center staff hoped

AU) expand and one in which they/saw possibilities for a greater local
impact. Also, attendance frodthe county schools had increased, which
"generated support and opened the door to projects tailored to teachers

---

two could not come easily for "sharing evenings'and one-time workshops.

Interorganizational dulmiss were hard to predict. The most

likety scenario was that the district administrators would get together ,

with Paul Saginne at the college of education to work out a longer-
.

; term policy that could keep the center alive while avoiding inter-,

. institutional conflicts. One possibility.would be that the college

of education take more immdiate responsibility for the center,

including its budget. A wisp course of action here would be that of

putting a sen16Y college staff person,in charge. Another option would

entail releasing a building principal'or highly respected teacher to

coordinaite center 'activities, While leaving the current governance and

budgeting system in place. In both cases, it was likely that the

modal patterns of knowledge transfer would persist, favoring between-

teacher exchanges and short-terin expertise brought to practitioners
from college staff. If the university took more initiative in the

future, one could expect to see an increa se in the number of longer-,

term colraboratipas with district schools.

ti
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6. SERIALS

6.1. SERIALS AT ARCADIA

Within each of the cases in this study, a subsample of micro-

analytic events w,p....chosen as a means of capturing the interorganizational

dynamics of the arrangement between schools and colleges of education'

These micro-analytic case histories sampled two kinds of events:

substantive events,focussed on the execution of a core or typical

activity, and institutional events having to do with a key or

representative organizational episode. Five serials were investigated

at Arcadia, of which four were substantive. Four of the five are

presented-4re in capsule form; space constraints obliged us to sacrifice

an account of the "energy 'education" serial,

6.1.1. The Poets-in-Residence Project Serial

Roots. Lessing first became aware of this program from discussions

with teachers in a neighboring school district who had participated in

it. The basic structure is simple: a poet would be in residence for

approximately one week in a school building, working with pupils on

creating and interpreting poetry, then meeting with teachers who had

observed these sessions. The teachers with whom Lessing spoke were
1

enthusiastic; they praised the pedagogical skills of the poets,.the

receptiveness of the pupils and the quality of pupils' writing.

Some months later, Lessing got in the mail a brochure outlining

this program and others (e.g., similar projects for music) organized

by the state council on the arts. There had been preliminary contacts

between Paul. Saganne and Peter Handlin, one of 'the delegates to the

state-wide advisory board from the state education office. It was

suggested that the teacher centers might want to get involved, so a

brochure from the arts council was sent out to coordinators.

The project was discussed over the telephone between Saganne,

Lessing and Grace Bush from the Three Rivers Center. It was decided that

both Three Rivers and Arcadia would apply for a grant to the arts

council. Cbndidates for poets in residence could be foupd at North
.

Central University in the English partment; they could re,Ich the

Arcadia catchment area within an ho r's driving time. *

Objectives and resources. Fo essing,the project fit well into

a growing concern of his and Goff's for more active outreach^by the

center into the surrounding schools:

j
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and a full-time/coo dinator were needed simply to keep operation at the
same level.

Resource levels were down by 20% from the,previous year, altho
there was a slim chance of tapping college of education funds. Beyond
that, the continuity ofresource provision by the school district was
uncertain. The school board cjiairwoman said:

Future budgeting is really unpredictable. The
economics around us has changed the complexion
of school board decisions. Everyone has become
more cautiaus and mpre conservative...One thing

ire that could happen i that the board would ask
the teacher canter to work in specific areas and
earmark funding for that.

r
For the, most part, the future activity mix was likely to prolong

existing formats. The teacher center had refined an apparently

successful program comprising one-time and continuous workshops, drop-
ins, special activities common to other tear:her centers in the network

and university projects. In 1980-=81, there had been more intensive
contac with 0-tchool teachers. This was an area center staff hoped
to exp nd and one. in which they saw possibilities for'a greater local
impact. Also, attendance from the county schools had increased, which
generated support and opened the door to projects4ailored to teachers
who could not come easily for "sharing evenings" and one-time workshops.

Interorganizational dynamics were hard to predict. The most
likely scenario was that the district administrators would get together
with Paul Saganne at the college of education to work out a longer-

term policy that could keep the center alive 4hileavoiding inter-
institutional conflicts. One possibility would be that the college

of education take more immediate responsibility for the center,

including its budget. A wise course of action here would be that of

putting a senior college sta erson in charge. Another option would
entail releasing a building principal or highly respected teacher to

coordinate center activities, while leaving the current governance and
budgetingesystem in place. In both cases, it was likely that the0
modal patterns of knowledge transfer would persist, favoring between-

teacher exchanges and short-term expertise brought to practitioners
,

from college staff. If the university took more initiative in the
future, cne could expect to see an increase in the number of longer-

term collaborations with district schools.
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Within each of the cases in this study, a subsample of micro-

analytic events was chosen as a means of capturing the interorganizational

dynamics of the arrangement betweelschools and colleges of education.

These micro-analytic case histories sampled two kinds of events:

substantive events, focussed on the execution of a core or typical

activity, and institutional events having to do with a key or

representative organizational episode. Five serials were investigated

at Arcadia, of whiCh f,..)ur we're substantive. Four of the five are

presolted here in capsule frm space constraints obliged us to sacrifice

an account of the "energy/education" serial.

6.1.1. The Poets-in-Residence Project Serial

Roots. essing first became aware of this program fromdiscUssions

with teachers i neighboring school district who had participated in

it. The basic structure is simple: a poet would be in residencelfor

approximately one week in a school building, working with pulpilson

creating and interpreting poetry, then meeting with teachers who /had

observed these sessions. The teachers with whom Lessing spoke Itire

enthusiastic; they praised the pedagogical skills of the poets, 'the

receptiveness of the pupils and the quality of pupils' writing.;

Some months later, Lessing got in the mail a brochure outlining .

this program and others (e.g., similar projects for music) organized

by the state council on the arts. There had been preliminary contacts
I

between Paul Saganne and Peter Handlin, one of the delegates to the

'state-wide advisory boartfrom the \state education office. It Was

suggested that the teacher centers might want to get involved,' so a

brochure from the arts council was sent out to coordinators.

The project was discussed over the telephone between Sagnne,

Lessirg and Grace Bush from the Three Rivers Center. It was decided that

both Three Rivers and Arcadia would apply for a grant to thelarts

council. Candidates for poets in residence could be found at North

Central University in the English department; they could reach the

* Arcadia catchment area within an hour's driving time.

Objectives and resources. For Lessing,the project fit well into

a growing concern of his and Goff's for more active outreach by the

center into the surrounding schools:
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Lessing: we both thought that a college just
can't exist on campus. It has to get out into the
schools if it's going to flake any difference.

The program focus also dovetailed with the tenets of the Experimental

Program. For example, poets were to work directly in schools; opening

the boundaries separating schools from the surrounding community. There
was an emphasis placed on creative expression; meter, rhyme, structure
and grammar came second to more spontanequs ancrfree-form poetry on
topics meaningful to pupils. he socio-emotional side of school life

was getting much-needed attent on through such a'program. Poetry
was a good vehicle for integratihg curricula, for instance, writing
poems about the natural or the physical universe. All these were
themes of the Experimental Program. Finally, there was a latent

objective of changing the ways poetry was taugIrt,in the schools by

shoring teachers how their own pupils could respond to an alternative
way of appreciating and writing poetry.

There was a problem with funding. The arts council would put-up

$3,500 to defray some of the costs (honoraria, materials, transpor-
tation) but required that local organizers contribute $1,000 each along
with in-kind services (secretarial help, printing the poems produced
by pupils). Saganne made the coordinators attentive to the small fund
in the dibb Foundation grant-for special projects. In the fall of
1979, Lessing and Bush wrote a proposal for their respective teacher

centers, asking for $1,000 each.

When the state-wide policy board met in the fall, these requests
were considered along with others. It turned out that the special
fund did not have enough money to cover all requests. Some were put
off to the following year; others were reconfigured. In.that process,
the proposal from Savil was increased and the proposals from Three

Rivers and Arcadia cut to $800 each. .There were immediate objections.
It was,,:mid that the delegates from Savil, being more experienced in

the workings of the policy board fo,- having served two Consecutive
terms, had manipulated the voting in favor of their center. As

discussed earlier, this was the first serious conflict within the sta,e-
wide teacher center network, and a harbinger of future problems in
the equitable distribution of resources among the various teacher
centers.

22e
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At Arcadia, Robert Goff quickly came up with. the missing $200,

, as did the policy board at Three Rivers. Three instructors were hired

from North Central University, all close associates of Grace Bush. .

Defegates from local schools to the Arcadia center used their time
A

nslot in the bi-mothly faculty meetings-to describe the program and takeA,

volunteers. Available places were quickly filled.

Program execution, barriers and facilitators. The program went

smoothly. The three poets fanned' out for three weeks. in April and

May, working for one day in each classroOit. The class talked about

poetry, then wrote some, using a non-verse, free-form format, and

discussed what individual pupils had written. The participating

teachers observed the activities, took notes, then met with the poets

during breaks and after school.

From all accounts, pupils were attentive, productive and delighted

with their poems (results at Three Rivers were analogous). Ttiire

were some minor problems. One class was initially disruptive, but ''.

calmed down. Some teachers used the time to grade papers rather than

to observe. In some schools,- physical-education, )3ne of the children's

favorite periods, had to be rescheduled so that, in effect, po4try"

was replacing physical education.

Aside froM-preparing an anthology of poems written during the project,

the role of the teacher center was primarily organizational. But Lessing

appeared to have followed the program closely:

I called each of the schools every day to see
how it was goingI called-the poets at the j

endof each wdek. And I kept in touch with
superintendents andprincipals.

This mode of preventative monitoring probably contributed to the

smoothness,of program execution. Another facilitating factor was the

pedagogical skill of the poets themselves, who were comfortable in

schools and could, for9the most part; deal with group instruction.

Outcomes. Four of the teachers who had volunteered for the program

were interviewed, as was one of the poets. We also read the anthologies

and perused newspapers clippings and reports. Testimony was unKer--

sally positive. Starting with pupil-directed outcomes, here are

some excerpts from interviews:
t
Those children really camelalive. They got
involved, even the ones who had been pretty
negative about poetry before that.



He really got through to the children. They .

came out and wrote some.beautiful things....
1

I thought some Of the formats were pretty
mechanical, but the children wrote real'
well. They even picked up on poems I thought
would have been too complicated for them. 'I
was really surprised'because this group hasn't
been too creative.

182,

Two other informants said that since the project(interviews took place
about three weeks thereafter) pupils had improved the quality and
production of prose Writing. "They write more and they agonize less

over the choice OT words." Pupils also apparently irote more about
their own emotions," brought in poems they had come upon in books and

magazines and listened more responsively to other pupils engaged in
reading their poems. Such gains were unlikely to hold over time, but
their short-term effects were dramatic.

Effects were also strong at the classroom teacher level, suggesting'
that instructional practices had changed. Two informants said that
they had learned how poetry could be used to elicit emotions; all
reported that they were already using many of the techniques modeled
by the poets. Two said that they paid more attention to their own

A
writing and read more poetry. The poet who was interviewed said teachers

had told him-they were spending less time correcting errors and more
praising instances of good writing. One teacher claimed farther-
reaching effects:

Since he (the-poet) came,.I feel like I've
been working more in depth. I've thrown away
some ideas I used to have about writing poetry;
like pre-set rhyming... Poetryis a hard
subject to teach in seventh grade; he taught.
me a lot about how co do it.

This was a leitmotif. Teachers had felt unsure about teaching poetry
and either shied away from it or used conventional format. In 'other

words, poetry had'been an area of weakness. Overall, teachers enjoyed
the project and felt.theyjiad benefitted. A citation from a local
news clipping about the program summed up'informant's accounts well:

It taught me a lot about teaching poetry. It
was one of the highlights of my year.

- Further developments, future expectations. Lessing said that
teachers had been enthusiastiC7)they and others wanted the program to
run the following year. There liad been letters of congratulation and
support from parents, which was unusual. But funding from the arts

. 1
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council les 1 1981, such that the program would be continued

but on a smal_ e. Other spin-off projects were planned, such as 111

an in-service program-for art, dance and music sponsored by the State

education office and the chautauqua.It is not clear why Lessing made

no effort to -raise additional _funds either at the college or from

sclool.adinistra Ors to keep the project at the same level. It may

be the case - and here are indications to support such conjecture -

thatactivities in thii area were expanded more slowly than in areas

where Lessing had expertise, e.g., science, social studies and math.

4 Analysis. The poets-in-residence serial illustrates many of the

workings within the state-wide network and the Arcadia Center that

were examined earlier. The most economical way of highlighting these

factors is to list them. First, for the statewide teacher center

network as a whole, this serial exemplifies nicely

,the "hidden hand" of Paul Saganne as a behind-the-scenes

facilitator of. new projects and prospector of external funds;

the SEA "connection," whereby delegates from the state office

to the network gradually became delegates to the state office from the

network and helped to uncover opportunities.for funding and experi-

mentation;

the influence of the Experimental Program in the choice of

projects and-in the emphasis on accelerating classroom change;

the looming institutional conflict among delegates to the

network's policy board over the distributibn of increasingly scarce

resources among the nine centers;

the multiple possibilities of linking universities with area

schools by creating an intermediary unit which matches user interests

with'avaiiable resources and arranges for those interactions.

For the Arcadia Teacher Center, this case history points up

several of the variables identified in the causal network (see section

7) as important determinants of outcomes,

labels and numbers, the following list is

Coordinator ideology (6), as shown

ating practice change in the direction of

philosophy;

Using those variable

germane:

in the emphasis on acceler-

the Experimental Program

0(LoW) .access to alternative knowledge resources (14), on the part

of area teachers, who were hungry for knowledge inputs, especially

inputs that could be delivered to rural schools;

243
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Coordinator energy (19), which isj.he nearest but not the best

.approximation for the close monitoring of the project by Lessing;

Increased capacity (50) on the part of teachers as a result of

the program,notably in areasof-weaknesil-or uncertainty;

University support (32), illustrated hers in the form of

financial_ backstopping by Robert Goff, who provided the necessary
funds. Lessing said, "Robert_took_care of all the money questions on
this one, too;"

Teacher support (28), as shown in the active role of the delegates

from the center policy board and the setting aside of time during staff

meetings specifically for matters relating-to the teacher center; and
Variety of activities (17). Here, as elsewhere, one successful

project gives way to.,:several others in the same general domain. The
"p6ets" project led to the "art, music and dance" pioject, then to
the chautauqua.

6.1.2. The Micro-computer Serial

We were interested in tracing one serial connected to the one-,
Week summer workshop program during which teachers formulated an

individual_project.met with _center staff to design an implementation
plan, checked out enablipg materials, presumably followed through in
their classrooms and sent back samples of pupils' work to obtain thf,

second two'credits allotted for participation in the workshop. The
micro-computer serial was also interesting because the teacher in
question had not found the requisite expertise or materials in the
teacher center and was channeled to another department. This provided
a chance to look at intra university- linkage:

Roots. The individual project format was introduced in the
summer of 1979 and proved succesfu. Some teachers had trouble
with stimulus overload at the center; there were too many attractive
materials and too great a temptation to stockpile ideas and resouces
at random. By focussing on one project, teachers could concentrate
their energies and improve chances for successful follow-through in
their classrooms. Another objective was that of familiarizing

teachers w,th more disciplined strategy of specifying objectives,

then articulating the resources needed to meet the objective and th--

criteria by which outcomes Could be judged.

2 9 r'
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Jan Parris taught high school math approximately 100 miles from

Arcadia (she was interviewed by telephone). She first heard about

the summer workshop from a flyer sent to her school, which was not

formalfy a member of the Arcadia network., Her initial motivations

were hazy:

I was just looking to pick up courses (for
contract recertification)... I liked the idea
of a one-week workshop in the sum=... I
knew you could teach moth using micro-computers,
and there was one at my school.

Program execution, barriers and facilitators. Parris said she

had had no previous experience with puters. She had trouble

designing a preliminary plan. Also, the teacher center had very little

appropriate material:

They just had a little bit;/ there was only ,a

tiny section of computers./ Most of that,waA
for the elementary grades.'

She then conferred with Lessing, who sent her to a colleague

-Tn the mathematics department, Popper Baneston. Baneston was at a

loss:

ID

It was hard to know hoW/to advise her. I showed
her a few textbooks that she aid she'd order.
Then I sent her to Prof. Ha ley.

Handley "made me aware of the/gaps in my training." He suggested

she enroll in his four-week summer course which was difficult for

her to do with family responsibilities at a hcme 100 miles away. They

agreed on a special arrangement whereby she would come for one full

day each week-MYa month.,

After sitting in on a few of pandleyls sessions, she formulated

a plan at the teacher center, based on "what I wanted,to do when

I knew a lot more about computers":

But I did draw' up a plan to use the Radio-Shack
computer at my schoorto teach' math. And I asked
them to order some materials they would send
to me, which they sent on a few weeks later.

She completed Handley's course successfully, and remained in

intermittent contact with him (borrowing books). She had no fufther

communication with Baneston, nor with the center, apart from sending

in her completed project and receiving notification of her two credits.

92 Gay
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Ou are less interesting here than /further developments

(se, be ow). Parris said that she had carri d through.on her summer

project with,some difficulty. The obltgai n t° evaluate .the project

and sub it samples of Pupirg work was a sa utary stimulus; she might

not oth rwise hafre followed through. She aught math and elementary

progra ing to s/ix classes and felt that h r mastery was shaky, but

expected1 improve considerably the folic) ing year.

Immeciiate outcomes at the teacher cenef were trivial. Parris

was one of 25 workshop participants and ad apparently got what.slie

wanted. Her area of focus did signal to the center that more materials

were needed on micro-processors, notably at the secondary level.

These, including those requested by Par is, Were bought. Lessing was -4 t
- /

not aware that Parris had bee simply re-oriented by Baneston-nor

that she had enrolled in an introducto y course in the math department.

His reaction on learning this was: e important thing is that she

got to the resources she needed."

Further developments, future ex ectations illustrate well the

expansion of activities within the teacher center, together ,with the

achircelaterstMi_anii_member-s_ofother
departments at the college. However, we begin with Jan Parris, who said

she planned to enroll in a workshop on math activity centers ("that

students can use while others are working with the micro-computer")

during the next summer,session. Aide from this workshop at the

teacher center, she had signed up for a mathematics4course and a computer

coursby Correspondence) at North Central University - both for

continuing contract credits.

Follow -up Within the mathematics department at Arcadia State

was extensive. Apparently, Jan Parris hrd been a catalyst. Baneston
said,

1/

0

I thought to myself, we'11:4ust have to get
some more materials so we can help those people.
wrote to several companies and got a whole

stook of software and wordbooks on using and
programming micro-computers. Most of it is
self-Instructional...The next person who wanders
in and asks-for help is going to find some
sophisticated equipment here.
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He also went to Goff and planned the workshop for the 1981 summer

program at the teacher center on use and programming of micro-computers.

The arrangement was that a math instructor would teach the workshop

through the education department at the center. "It won't scare them

that way, like it would if we ran it through the math department."

Baneston then worked with Goff and Lessing on setting up a

terminalin the c#e4 from which math courses could be taught and

pre-service students could work with area teachers who brought their

pupils in for the two-week sessions. It was then decided to expand

the*software base to offer training and services:to area farmers for

'accounting and record-keeping. These projects are now underway.

Analysis. This serial also illustrates several of the bore

variables displayed on the causal network:*

Contract requirements (14a), perceived benefits to teachers (16)

are shown here in the impetus fox teachers to enroll in in-service -

programs and the benefits preceived in using the teacher center where

.credits are accorded for practice-usable workshops;

.University service centrality(5), as reflected in the special

arrangements made for ?ariis by Handley, the course instructor, and

in Baneston's follow up in the math department;

Intra-university in age s ci i a e. y e ac

many staff members in other departments were former teachers and

taught to future teachers in their coursework. The serial shows nicely

how links sbetween the teacher center and other depaAments were forged;

The center's craft-usable resource base= (18) was caught napping

here, with a dearth of materials for secondary-level users - a problem

discussed earlier. The serial shows how these gaps are filled (a) by

orders on the part of users and (b) by linker to specialists in other

departments;

Gains in teacher capacity (50) through inputs provided either

by or via the center;

Diversity of objective's (22), as illustrated in the branching out

front a summer workshop to the incorporation of the micro-processor in

the pre-service program, then tO a project to plug non-educators into

center resources by attending to needs of area farmers;
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Extentof use (24) by area teachers, who tended to return to the
.center once they had used one of its services; and

Parris could draw not only from summer programs at Arcadia but also at

Inter-university competitiveness, (23) reflected in the fact that

North-Central University in Three Rivers, and conld also get credits
: through the extension program at North Central.

Finally, the serial provides a glimpse of the relative isolation

of secondary-level teachers working in rural schools,often as the

sole teacher of their subject matter in the building. Clearly, the
center's emerging policy of more aggressive outreach directly in area. --
schools was aimed at addressing this problem. As a general trend, the
center appeared to service best 1the schools in immediately surrounding

areas, then those in more remote communities, if only because proxiRity
allowed teachers to come in more often.

6.1.3. The Ne* Room Serial

This is -a case history of an institutional episode,; the extension
of the teacher center into space adjoining its present facilities. As
it turned out, the story was a brief one; its structure is best

captured as a problem-solving cycle.'

Awareness f rueled-. The ma-in resource room-at the center was
beginning to get overcrowded, yet Lessing had in mind the extension of
display area\and classrooms. The energy education project, initiated
by Saganne at North Central University and channeled through the teacher
center network, had begun with a summer workshop. Lessing now planned
to extend it by ordering and displaying more materials. Also, the
present arrangements only allowed for one class to be taught at aitime
without breaking the concentration either of students or of teachers

dropping in to consult and borrow materials. Lessing and Goff were
also looking for ways to encourage staff from other departments to use
the facilities of the center.

Diagnosis and search for_resources. Lessing, consulting with
Goff, concluded that he needed several rooms or one large space that
could be subdivided. The most likely candidate was a large (40' by
20') room in the, basement of the old main buil

the center through a corridor leading to t

was not being used, other than as an inform

college staff who had other, more comforta

g that adjoined

er buildings. The room.

lounge for coffee for

le lounges available to4them
on campus. It would increase available space by about 40%.
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Development, implementation of a.solution. Goff made some calls.

He found out that no department or administrative unit was using the

space and none had designs on it. He and Les;ing then wrote a short

proposal, including a layout7of the rooms and their proposed use, a'

justification for the extension and aa estimation of costs for.wiring,

lighting and refurbishing ($200, the remainder to be done by Lessing, .

his staff and work-study stucients). _Goff met a eek later first with

president, then with the business manager. Work on the area began

a fe weeks later, and was completed in time, for the fall_semester of

1980.
%

Irk the proposal and during face-to-face meetings with college

administrators, Goff and Lessing argued for the net space on "the

following grounds:

the space was under-utiliZed,

only-one workshop could be carried on at a time in the
present facilities,

more display room for the center was solrely needed,

the funds required were small,

other depa-rtments would teach out of theie facilities`.

administration was aware that the center had become a drawing card fore

recrupent anentd helped to bring in revenues through specia programs

and contract recertification. It was also aware that the psy hology and

educati n department had pursued aggressively and successfu an

extensi,Dn program throughout_the region and, more recently, throughou_

the st in collaboration with the. state education agency. None of.

this ap ars to have been discussed at these meetinn, but was taken for

granted by both sides and.probably facilitated approval of the request:,

As Gaff put it,' more diplomatically:

It's easier to get support elsewhere in the
collegerfor new monies or more vace now that
the center is seen as an important part of
the college. It's been established.

t

Outcomes. Three separate areas were created: A large central

area contained displays in energy-education and a section for, art ex-

hibits and space for a seminar or meeting for 31.people. Two smaller

rooms were partitioned of the main area, one fcrAaterials and

cldGabrk in special education, the other for physical educatiOn.--
/Iv
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The art professoras soon to move hbr office ihto the center and to

teach out of the larger ara, Staff from special education and physical

_education would teach out of the smaller rooms..

In addition, community groups Alcoholics Anonymous, Weight Watchers)

were scheduled to use the larger area for evening meetings.

At the same time as this extension and remodelling were going on.

,center staff had also decided to convert two supply rooms on t:hefirst
floor to display areas and small-group meeting rooms for nature studies
and energy education. The rooms were outfitted with indirect lighting,

rugs and wall,decorLons, all scrounged from the college and the town.

Analysis. This serial illuminates another set of core variables

shown on the causal network, namely those focussing on teacher center -

state college relationships. Below is a candidate list:

laqi.t14i2tithes212ter'forttege (37), as
illustrated by the facility of approval;

(Small) scale of the site (4), making such negotiations rapid

and uncomplicated;

Status of the center in the college (47):

Visibility, prominence of the center (30);

ETiesouaccamitteTLt/-th2olligt (48);

Energy of the coordinator '(l9); as illustrated here iA the rapidity

of the rate of expansion, the extevion of other rooms:at the same time

* and the mobilization of volunteer' to do the necessary:work;

Clout'of IOA leader (31), which iri this instance refers both

to Lessing and Goff, perhaps-more so to Goff;

12R1YEEttriii;It (32);

Varlet, of activities (17), as shown in the diversity of functions

(display and exhibit areas, small seminar rooms, larger classrooms)

and the extension of the current program (expanding energy education,

introducing art activities);

Oiver91221111isliy2! (22), shown by the co-optation of other.

,departments (art, special educatic, physical education) and th-e out-

reach to the surrounding community;

Intra-university liale (43), embodied clearly here in the new

connections made between other departments and the centerL'and
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Institutionalization (52) as the center was perceived as "ester.

blished" and could lay claim to stable resources within the college.

6.2.4. The Nature Studies Serial

This was perhaps the most aMbitious episode in the lifeOf- the

teacher center during the period studied. It is a good cameo of the

multiplicative effects at Arcadia of one activity in generating others.

We chose this serial initially because it inv?lved cross -department

collaboration-and targeted the surrounding conmuni y. As it turned'

out, these were secondary features. We also wante to test the emerging

hypothesis that more knowledge would be generated, transfefred and used

when linking agents had strong expertise and intere t in that particular
,

area. That proved to be the case here and when,..theinature study.*.

serial was compared to other serials (e.g., the'Poets in residence)

or to the degree of program development elsewhere (e.g., in compUtational

math, in grammar and composition, in psychological or institutional topics,

in many. secondary -level subject matters).

Roots. In 1976, some 14 acres of undeveloped land just west of

the town _center. was donated to the local parks commission. The commission

Consulted 'with a local resident, Alan. Janeway, a' fiCiiity member in

biology at Arcadia State. 'Janeway counseled the commission to leave

the area as it was, with its natural vegetation and animal life

(otters and beavers). This was easy enough to.do since the commission

111:\no plans for use of the area nor any funds for upkeep.

"'Early in 1978, the commission received a letter from- the Youth

.Conservation Corps, asking.for proposals in education or conservational

'activities that the YCC could fund. One member of the commission, a

fifth grade teacher in the town, came up with the idea of teachers

_,bringing their classes to the area for observations, plantvand leaf

collection, the study of .rocks and soil and possibly some sma).1

experiments. The commission discutsed the idea, approved it and

nominated the commission president, Dr. Janeway/ and Beth Lessing to

draft the proposal. Beth Lessing was Don Lessing's wife; it was

she who.had generated the concept.

The proposal called for the youth Conservation Corps to

clear the area, lay down some trails and draw up some formats for

p 23
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'nature study by school-age Children and their teachers. The proposal

was submitted in September of 1978 and approved the following spring. -

A high school biology teacher, Steve Migro's, was hired as project
director for the summer program. The YCC workers accomplished all

the requisite tasks. Migros integrated some components of the brochure

he had elaborated during the summer into his biology curriculum. In

the fall of 1979, he began bringing his students to the area. A

Objectives and resources. Lessing began to reflect on this project

during the summer of 1979, having followed its progress through his

4.wife and through Migros, a-personal friend and the husband of a pro-

fessor in the art department4lth,whom Lessing collaborated. He came

up with a concept similar to the one used for the one-day and two -

week visits wherein teachers brought in their classes to observe

hands-on work by pre-service interns using new techniques and materials.

In this instance, teachers would bring their classes directly to the

nature area and interns would take charge of observations, experiments

and projects carried out by pupils.

The parks commission still had no money for maintenance of the

area after the summer project. Lessing proposed that the teacher center

take over responsibility for maintenance aneeducational use. He
\I

I
found $1,000 in the center budget to cover these costs. More

accurately, "I asked Robert (Goff) if we-..tould do it; he found the.
,40

money in our budget."

He then looked around for help in designing the area for instruction-
al use. Through the grapevine f Experimental Program graduates, he

located a-school principal in a neighboring state, who came to,Arcadia

"with boxes andoxes of materials." Here the concept evolved of

setting up Wilearning stations" along the trail with different

observaticr47. 'exercises and experiments. The interns_ would move from

one *tt ion to the next with smal 'groups of, pupils, Lecturing to

them, dIretting observations of animal and bird life, having children

Write abou4....and draw trees or plants and overseeing the collection of

samples 'of plants and leaves.

Finally, Legting,.the interns end _work-study students took charge

themselves of maintenance of the area.

Program exebution, barriers and.facilitators. At the start of

the 1979 fall.-quarter, the teacher center produced a brochure abouttthe

sareaand a booklet of activities for visitors. The claSs visits were

des'cribed in the newsletter, which went out do a Monday. By Wednesday,

2 Q 4
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the fall quarter was booked. Apparently, teachers/liked the idea

of outdoor instruction with the possibility of foilowing up in the

classroom.
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Some 15 teachers lrid 300 pupils came to he nature studies area

that fall. Fop Lessing, the operation was 'smooth and ,successful.

There weren't any major problems." Howev r, there were some features

needing correction. The dean of the co4ege wanted a syllabus for

submission and approval before this activity could be written into

the third-year intern /program. .Some/rapid guidelines were written

by Lessing and submit4ed (successfylly) by Goff. Lessing said, "We

didn't'want to give/details; w,)wanted to keep it flexible." Another
, -

problem: althe intrns, who were/to plan in advance a series of

obs6rvatioan experi
/

Ants,'c came under-prepared to the area. Also,

few of the teachers followed/ up on. the visit in their classes. Some

simply "dropped off their pupils at the nature study area and went

elsewhere." Lessing, conjectured here that teachers needed more

systematic help in follow-up exercises. The great number of learning

stations (11) made visits rushed and often superficial. ,

The visits continued in*the spring, but several changes were
g

made progressi'ely. The number of learning stations was reduced to

four. Interns prepared for the visits by preparing a single activity

which involved fairly extensive research and preparation of materials.

A more elaborate brochure containing preparatory and follow-up ideas

for area teachers%was written,and distributed. ,The're was spade-work

on a self-guiding tour for teachers and area residents.

4 Other features were added. Lessing got the idea'of using the area

and its trails during the winter for cross-country skiing. The center,

with financial aid from the physical education department and R. Goff,

bought 20 pairs of skis and rented them out. Three canoes were bought"

and a canoe trip integrated into the visits to the area.

There ire further spin-off products. Lessing scheduled a

workshop on nature studies in the summer workshop program/for 1980,

and tried to prepare activities through the 8th grade level in order

to reach secondary school teachers. The format for the workshop was

similar to his coursework. It derived in large part from the Experi-

mental Program. Participants did the same things which pupils would

233
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be doing; observations, experiments, collections and project work
calling for the integration of basic skills with small area studies.'

For instance, a unit on insects would involve observation and drawings
of a spidTr spinning a web, taking samples of vacated webs and
researching; then Writing up one aspect of a spider's.life cycle.

As for the other workshops, participants received full credit after
they had tarried out and documented the project in their classrooms.

. Finally, in the fall,/two of the new rooms were set up for

research and :s4minar work'on nature studies. Lessing ordered more
-materials and erected displays.

Outcomes. In the initial 18 months, 86 teachers and 450 pupils
were brought through the nature studies area. Interviews with four

users yielded data analogous to the results reported in the poets-in-
residence program. Teachers said that children were "really turned on"
by the visit, that pupils began bringing in pictures and samples of-

,

plant life for class discussion, that otherwise abstract areas, such

as'ecology, were now discussed with more interest and thoroughness.
Far more in-class work on nature studies was done. In several instances,

.

teachers brought their classes to similar areas near the school for
follow-up activities. All informants reported that science had been one
of their weakest are and that they had jumped at the opportunity to

observe'the interns .4t work, to collect materials and to receive a
more elaborate broch4re with ideas for preparing and following up on
the

Community groups - a teachers' association, cub scouts, retired

persons - used the area more extensively in the second year. There

were morerequftts froM area teachers than time slots. Lessing saw
this as indicating "there's a real need here; it's still untapped."

Further developments, future expectations. The workshop would be
continued in 1981. Lessing had already collected an impressive

bulk of materials for that workshop and for the resource bank. Many
were in the form of kits and learning packets calling for the speci-
fication of objectives, then offering alternative activities, many
of them involving th _integration of science with poetry or music and
art.
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Lessin had als got togethpr with Goff and Alan Janeway in the

science department to ite a grant proposal to the U.S. Office of

Education in order to further develop the area. The basic concept

consisted of teachers within a loo;-mile radius attending a week-long

workshop in nature studies, then'carrying out an individual project in

their home schools., RegiOnal conferences would allow teachers in the
4

same part of the region to exchange materials and experiences. There

was also a provision for the project staff to circulate along part-

icipating schools in-order to help with follow-up activities. Finally,

theprojectwould yield an extensive self-guiding tour fOr area teachers.

Funding ($42,000 was requested) went chiefly for staff salaries and for

the purchase of materials (e.g., units and learning stations) and

equipment (e.g., benches)- There was a somewhat pro forma design for

evaluating the program. At last word, Goff had heard that the project

would be funded but at a slightly lowef level.

There was more. LessIng and Janeway had also got together on a

project to set up segments of the nature studies area for growing

native,prairie grasses,which had Virtually become extinct in the

area. Here as well, spinoff activities, were planned. It is.important

to remember that all these developments occurred over a 18-month period.

Analysis. As in the other substantive serials, there was a

synergistic effect from the marriage of enterpreneurship, ingenuity,

easy linkage with sources of expeilse and support and a good sense of

th ducational "market" in terms of teacher needs. The project simply

kept expanding and, in so doin4, .reachedout to a wider public and

consolidated iLstitutional support systems while at the same time

debugging and differentiating the activity itself. These patterns are

shown and traced out Ito the set of outcomes to which they contribute on

the causal network-for Arcadia (see section 7). The most pertinent

variables in the network that are illustrated in this serial include

tie following; .

,

e* Coordinator ideology (6),, as reflected in the Experimental

Program approach to nature studies and inservice teacher training;

Perceived-benefits to teachers (16) and increased capacity (50)

as a result of tutoring in subject-matter areas in which teachers

felt weak or insecure;

. 23?
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Scale of site (4) and number of informal links between schools
.

and thdtdollege (1), as illustrated in the informal webs linking Lessing
e°.0and his wife with/ndtea and 'Steven Migros and both with Janeway and

the parks commission;

University localism (12) as shown by the interest of college

,sta V to operate in and develop the local area;

Energy of the coordinator, illustrated nicely here in the proAifera-
.

tion of spin-off products and the drive to turn the area into a knowledge

resource base;

o Number of. long -term collaborations between schools and the college,

which is shown here in the process by which visits to the nature area

grow to encompass preparatory activities and follow-up exercises;'

Variety of activities (i7), moving from the learning stations to

--the ski and canoe trails, then to the summer workshop and prairie grilses;

Diversity of objecves (22), shown here in the exploitation*of

the area for pre-service and in-service education, fos Ng community,

then for purposes of ouAreacto schools lying beyond the eight

participating districts;

University. support (32), reflected here again in the form'of

financial and acypinistrative aid given by Goff, the department chairman;

. Intra-university linkage (43),, through the collaboration
,

betwe n Janeway, Goff and Lessing;

Extent of use of the center, reflected in the sharp derdand for

ilots at the nature studies area; and

',Career-relevant incentives (13),of the toordinator,.who embarks

on an enterprise which can help practitioners directly in the .cla sroom,

builds up the resources ana servicing capacity of the teacher 6- ter

and focusses on,an area in wnicn ne has interest and expertis

I
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61.2. SERIALS AT THREE RIVERS

Five episodes were chosen at Three Rivers. Three of these

micro-analytic case studies were substantive: a micro-computer project,

the creation of activity cente s and an energy education project. Two

others were organizational: he ohe-day shut-down during which staff

analyzed the center's operations and the school board meeting at which

the recommendation to cut funding for the center was overturned. We

report below on three of these serials.

6.2.1. The School Board Meeting Serial

Roots. Each year the president of thetedcher center policy boa d

went before the school board to report on the teacher center. This was',

a moment. to essess.progress and lay out plans for the future. There

was also a financial accounting, 'including projections for'. the

'following year. The board meeting in June, 1980, was expected to go

smoothly for the center, especially since the year had been a successful

one. .There was one possible obstacle: the district was to increase its

share of funding for the teacher center by $7,000 moving roughly from

40% to 60% coverage of the full budget. A few weeks prior to the

meeting, the policy board president, Lois Nelson, contacted the

assistant superintendent, Peter Blake, who oversaw the center at the

district office to see whether any particular preparation was called-

for. She was told there wasn't. Blake even volunteered to present

the report for th'e center.

Blake was also a delegate to the policy board. He came to the

meeting of the board ten days Before the school board meeting with

the school district's proposed budget for the following..year. As

policy board members perused the budget, some one noticed that the

teacher center was missing. Blake said that on the recommendation of

the school board to cut the budget by at least $30,000, the school

district had recommended the elimination of funding, for the teacher

center. The chief reason given was that the center did not cater

directly to school-age children nor service the full set of teachers

in the district. If cuts had to be made, this was a legitimate criterion

to apply.
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Policy board members were "shocked and dismayed," as much by the way

e recommendation had been made,i.e.,t4ithout prior consultation nor even

prilopr warning,as by the recommendation itself. One bpard member remarked

that if no one had noticed the absence of the center on the school
,

district budget, the issue would have beee-settled at the school

board meeting with no opportunity to plead the center's case. Within

the district there had already been growing tension between the school

district and school board on one side and the teachers' association on

the other over contract renewals. The incident over the-teacher center

may have fuNther poiSoned the climate.

Preparation of the meeting. Lois Nelson contacted the superinten-

dent, Hal Jensen, who-told her that the recommendation could be

appealed at the school board meeting. The policy board then made several

contingency plans. A speech was drafted, with statistics to buttress

the center's case. The board then contacted Paul Saganne to request

that he make a short speech at the school board meeting., Saganne
accepted. He, Brenda Buckley and other dollegeof education/staff

then beganito call school board members whom they knew personally to

lobby for the center. bther policy board members did the same. Notices

were sent around to local schools to mobilize the largest possible

turnout of district teachers at the meeting. Some teachers declined,

'claiming that the teacher center was essentially an or4anof the

local teachers' association and should be defended by its officers.

Prior to the meeting, at least three rumors circulated, each

having a knowledgeable constituency. Some said that the school board

"had never been thrilled about the center." It was rumored that the

board he'd let the superintendent know that the teacher center was

"really more of an open house than a serious institution" and would

be a good candidate for the budget cuts requested. A second group
4

thought that thp. district administration had never supported the center,

but had gone along with the project. as long as other, more valued

expenses were not drained by funds allocated to the'center. The

moment had come when other projects would have'tq be cut back tot'

Lover the budget increase to the teacher center. Finally, some were

certain that the superintendent had engineered the crisis in order

to show the school,board how strong teacher support of the teacher

_240/
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center really was. The chool board meeting would be the opportunity

to pUt aside all doubts a out the depth of commitment on the part of

teachers. Either teachers would come en masse and oblige the school

board to overturn the superi tendent's recommendation, or there would

be little reaction and the ce ter would be deleted justifiably from

the budget. As unlikely as thi third scenario appeared to -observers,

it had some well-informed advo'a es, notably Paul Saganne, the

dean _of the college of education.

he school board meeting. Abo t 40 teachers came, which was con-

si d a strong turnout. They, refus d to accept. the argument of some

school board members that other basic services would have to be cut

if the center were to be refunded with = $7,000 increase. It was

suggested that there was plenty of adMirlistrative fat to be trimmed.

Speeches were made in favor of the teacher center by Saganne

and BillBedford, the other assistant superintendent at the district

office. Bedford said he had been impressed with the center this
ti

year, and that he had not always felt that way. He pleaded in favor

of the increased budget.' His argument was that the district had been.,

the victim of instructions by the -school board to make budget cuts

when it was obvious that some of these cuts would of necessity

strike valid projects such as the teacher center.

The board voted - narrowly - to restore the original budget and

,half of the projected increase. This left the teacher center some

$3,500 short fpr'1980-81, but well ahead of the full cuts recommended.

Instead of the center, funds for curriculum development were reduced,

Informants interviewed bout the vote, including the school board

chairwoman, gave three reasons for approval: the number of teachers

who turned up ("that really-intimidated the school board"), the

suspicion that policy bard members and college of education staff had

softened opposition with an effective lobbying campaign and, finally,

the reputation of the teachers who spoke in faVor of the center. To

cite the school board presidept:

It wasn't the number as much as who came. They were
highly respected teachers and just seeing them
there supporting the teacher center was probably the
chief thing that turned the board around.



Outcomes and further-developments. As mentioned in earlier

sections, the budget cuts forced the center to cut staff costs by

reducing the calendar of activities to seven months. The-re was hope

that the full budget would be reinstated the Sollowing year. At. the

least, there was consensus that the school board had committed itself

to,the center for the coming fwo to three years, barring an unfavorable
-

yearly review. The teachers''association was pleased to see that a

strong turnout could overturn an administrative recommendation, It

'was also felt that thiS crisis' had consolidated, the commitment of
_--

reaOteachers to the center.
-

Analysis. Tpe school boa,-:d meeting serial illustrates several

of thkleitmotifs underlying the Three Ri)Ters teacher center. Taking

the core set of variables in the causal network (section 7.2) which

covets most of these themes, the following variables are pertinent-here:

No. of informal links (1)-, well-illustrated here in the

apparently successful lobbying effort conducted by Brenda Buckley

200

and Paul Saganne;

(Low) harmony of teacher-administrator relations (10) as shown
in the confrontational mode in which this episode was playea out;

*

`o Teacher support (25), well-documented here, in the turnout
at the school meeting, the reputation of teachers speaking in favor
ofthe center and, the general perception, that this incident had
further consolidated commitment to the teacher center;

Chiversity support (19) and institutional priority of IOA4
,

'membership for the university (12), as shown by the mobilization of

college of education staff;

(Low/mod.) institutional priority of IOA membership to school
district (13), as-seen in the superintendents' recommendation

though alternative'interpretations are plausible here);
\.

(Low) internal funds (42), well captured here in the school
board's request for ower schoo district budgets.

)h6.2.2. The Micro-co er Serial

This episode. is impo n several respects. First, it appears
to hav6-been the singl&most successful project at the Three Rivers

center., Next, it is a good- illustration of knoilledge transfer from
the college of educatiori via the teacher center to local%schools!

Third, the Serial shows how loosely coupled were the college of
.....

2A
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education and the teacher center, so that informal ties carried the

full weight of inter-institutional.exchanges. Finally, this episode

points up the positiveback-effects on univer3ity staff resulting from

their collaboration with the, teacher center.

Roots. Sam Carr , a professor of mathematics education in the

elementary.education department of the college of education, had

bought a (PET) micro-computer in June, 1978, in connection with a

course on computer programming for elementary-level mathematics

teachers that he had been teaching for two years. In the fall he began

taking the. computer into schools for work with Children. -He.had an

1 informal research interest in determining the age at which children

could operate the Pfograms, and had begun. to do intensive work with '

one kindergartenteaching hircf-td'pr&iiiM the computer.

Carr!S wife, Sally, waS4he local resource colleague for

the Three RiversTeacher Centet%'.. She followed hismork with interest

and mentioned it at a policy board meeting, suggesting that the computer

might be lased through ,e teacher Center ta reach teachers in local

Schools. There was a small sum of Gibb Foundation money available

for purchasing materials;'it was suggested that the PET computer might

be a worthwhile purchase. Carr first demonstrated the computer for

Grave Bush, then took it to the next policy board meeting. The

center decided to buy its own computel and asked Carr to give a one-

' time workshop for area teachers.

Program execution, barriers and facilitators. Carr gave his

presentation, then made copies of available prOgrams on cassette

tapes. He also wrote up a set of directions and taped them to the

computer:* Staff at the center set up a lending list for sign-out

of the machine_by teachers on a one-week basis. 'In the 1978-79 school

year, the computer was seldom checked out.

However, by the following school yeiyhe machine was signed

out continuously. Ai estimated 500 pupils used it that year. In

1980-81, Ohe center bought a second one to keep with the demand. 1,

Informal feedba4ck was very positive. Teachers reported that pupils

loved the-Computer and--had -in most cases shown dramatic gains in

motivation', time on task, even in levels of achievement. 'Teachers

also enjoyed working with the machine, but used it with some uncertainty.

To counter that problem, Carr offered a worksh6p on programming

through the teacher center. Unfortunately, most enrollees were

secondary-leyel teachers, whereas the greategt number of users were
if
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primary-level teachers.

Outcomes. Institutionally, the project had two discernible effects,

The Three Rivers schoo3 admirliatfation, which had been toying with the

idea of buying a micro- processor for district schools, decided to.go

ahead, in part as a result of taieteaCher center's success, although

another model (APPLE) was ordered for each of the district's 16

schools, along with a monitor and disc drive. Also, at least one

other teacher center picked up on the idea.-

Testimony from two informants went along with the general

enthusiasm reported by teacher center staff. A junior high school

teacher said that his pupils in math and social studies were more

motivated, made fewer errors and stayed longer on task as a result of\

the machine. The computer also saved him work; he no longer had to mak .

up and run off worksheets or correct papers and give grades, since

the machine tool over those functions, provided it was properly pro-
grammed. He found out as well that class drills and exercises could

be handled using a TV monitor. Pupils were attentive and covered about

three times the material that would have been done in the-same time

frame with teacher-led drills.

This informant claimed that the mini-computer had transformed

his teaching, increased the amount of work that got done and left

him more time to do individualized remedial work. He also said that he

had now developed a professional interest in comp:.cer programming for

7th - 8th grade instruction in math and social sciences. He was now

teaching some'of his students to program with computer and had begun to

use the machine for logical reasoning exercises, for spelling and

for-more advanced math. Finally, he had become the school consultant

for_pde of'the PET computer and had begun to write programs in other

subject matter areas. He felt that more intra-building linkage

had grown out of this project:

For instance, the school's reading specialist,
the 8th grade language arts-teacher and I got
..ogether to do some programs that would help with
those skills. It made for some -real teamwork.

There had not been as many far-reaching outcomes for the second

user who was interviewed, but many of the same effects were reported:

more time on task, less disruption, positive reinforcement leading

to better performance, instant error correction. This was a special

24i
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education teacher who claimed that the computer was ideal for her
_

.

population of upils who were easily distracted or dispirited. Whereas
......

pupils typically s ed on. task .four to five minutes,they were no";

attentive and productive for 20 minutes. She also said, that the. ,

computer had engenderedmore *peer assistance among classmates and had

.".- led to a more'individualiied moge of classroom management.

Both informants viewed' their experience as representative of) /6

colleagues at their 'respective schools. wh had used the computer.

ZThey also said that as a:resuitof°the c puter project, they ank

others at taeir schools had become more activeusers of the teacher

'center, both for drop in evenings and for workshops, ....

.,.

Finally, Sam Calr felt that the project had affected his

'research and teaching. By working in classrooms in which the computer.

was being used, he was able to work more intensively on children's

mathematicayreasoningand computational 'skills and to translate these'

data into course work that wal far better informed for reaching a

)pre-service student public.

Further develo ments, future ex ectat ns. For teacher

center staff, the project .appeared to have, ielded as many fruits

as were possible. By buying a second compu r and scheduling another

workshop on programming for elementary teachers, the center had

provided for expansion and greater teacher mastery. The center was

also shopping for higher quality software that could be'made available.

to users.

Analysis. Here again, several of the variables that figure on

the causal network are well illustrated in this. serial. To mention

the most pertaent:

N . of informal links (1), shown well in the trace that leads

froM Sari Carr thiough his wife.to.Grace Bush. Were, that link

between Carr and Bush not established,-* is unlikely that the

project would have emerged. Carr estimated that:,

there's not much attachment between the center and

thd college. The ties are pretty minimal; they

run along lines of friendship or family.

School-university linkages-144) were increased by means of

projects such as this one, which brought a college of education staff

imember more intensively into local schools.

.?j
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e Variety of activities (26), of which this episode is a good

illustration in that the project is different from but complements the

one-time workshops and special programs linking more than one teadher

center in the network;

Extent of use of the center (31), as shown by the-number of

borrowers and by the greater use of the center by previously inactive

teachers;

* 'Irast:1.221.1Tprovement (45) and increased capacity (48) at

the ,schciol level, as testified by area teachers; and

e Greater within-school linkages (43), resulting from such teacher

center projects as this one.

6.2.3. The one-day shut-down Serial

This serial, appears to follow a problem-solving sequence, moving

from a felt need through the application of a solution to an irritating

set of institutional problems.

Awareness of need. After the first two months of operation during

the 1979-80 school year, teacher center taff members felt that

operations were not going smoothly. There were logistical problems;

each of the three staff members put in a half-time effort but had

virtually 'no communication with one another. The secretary felt

she was underpaid. Tiie--Rew co-coordinator, Claudia Herrick,was

dissatisfied, 1,-,-!,Ag that her work consisted chiefly in baby-sitting the

center. Visits to the local schobls were problematic; some Leachers felt

center staff were "spying." Sally Carr was unhappy about the quality

and usefulness of the actIvity centers she had created. She also felt

ther job waS unclear and wanted a contract-drawn up for her. Grace

Bush felt overloaded with responsibilities.

Bush' talked over the problem with another resource colleague,

Joanne Peters, during a coordinatorsImeeting in January, 1980. Peters

had a loose assignment to help both the Arcadia and Three Rivers

centers, but had spent more time at Three Rivers. She agreed with the

diagnosis and suggested a one-day retreat session, during which the

center would be shut down. Bush asked Petersto be a process person

for the meeting, so that staff members would stay on track. Peters

than drew up a list of concrns voiced by center staff and circulate&

it to be certain that tho core issues for each staff member would

be addressed.

2 . it
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Application of the solution. The meeting was held early in

February. It appeared to have gone smoothly and to have been productive.
.1

The group made several decisions. A weekly staff meetinc was planned,

and provisions were made for daily logs to be filled in b staff so

others would be inforMed and follow up. Individual roles re defined;

Cldbdia Her4ck took on more responsibilities (e:g., month y calendars,

work on activity centers)." The staff decided to visit sc oon after

workshops but not otherwise, and not to.assign schools to specific

staff members, as had been done previously. More visits were planned.'

Sally Carr was given a more_Rrecise job title and was promised more

help in the elaboration of new activity centers. .10

Outcomes. Grace Bush felt the meeting had been useful, bu,t

that many of the agreed changes had not taken plage. Sally Carr had

been skeptical about the one-day meeting and said that the meeting

accomplished little. Claudia Herrick felt the se6The way. Taken point

by point, however, the retreat session did resolve some institutional

problems:

Staff communication improved, although the weekly meetings

were often cancelled and telephone contact replaced the logs.

There were fewer activity centers and they were better inte-

grated into _workshops and spetn*projects.

Staff members felt better about the distribution of authority

and work.

Follow through was less successful with the decision onalthool

visits (fewer took place, whereas more had been programmed, especially

to secondary schools) and overall agreement on goals, which still

separated Grace Bush and Claudia Herrick. Apparently, Bush feit'that

management of the center should be oilegial ("no bossy "') and that

assistance given to teachers should be (e.g., "not telling

teacher what to do with a gifted pupil wh dvice was asked for").

4rrick wanted more administrative,structure and stronger initiatives on

behalf of users. In the end, Herrick decided that these issues could

not be resolved satisfactor47: she resigned. Carr left in the summer

of 1980, planning to return, but budget cuts eliminated her job. There

were indications *hat. Bush too had been worn down by the organizational

and interpersonal dynamcis of the center. Her work overload had not

lessened. She had tentatively decided not to stay on as coordinator the

following year, but rather to concentrate on her dissertation and

2 4"i'
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teaching assistantship at North Central.

Analysis. This serial illustrates a different set of .core variables

in the causal network from those we have looked at. These focus more

directly'bn staff characteristics and teacher center management. Six

-Isuch.variables are listed below:

Role demanon coordinator (39a), stemming from inadequate

staffing to handle all the center's programs and from organizational

confusion over the division of labor among staff;

Decentralized management (46a), as illustrated in Bush's

insistence that a collegial style of decision making be preserved. This

option also reflects coordinator ideology (11), in keeping with

the non=autboxltarian phi-lepophy-af-the-Experimental Program.

(Low) staff stability (46), with the announced or likely departure

of 'all center staff personnel aside from the secretary;

(Low) leadership stability (40), shown here in i-hc.-r..signation of
one co-coordinator and the likely,,resignation of the other;

(Low) career - relevant incentives for IOA staff (39), reflected

well here in Bush's decision to follow an academic career line that

4id not overlap with her r le as co-coordinator. This is in contrast/

to Don messing and Carla S etana at Arcadia State, whose in-service

1Lactivities at the-teacher center fed into their work with pre-service

teachers and brought both of theM further along the career trajectory

they had set out for themselves 1 ;i Arcadia.

tit
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7. CAUSAL NETWORKS*

1 7.1. GENERAL MODEL

In order to map and analyze the properties of the interorganizational

arrangements being studied, we attempted to isolate the factors that

appeared to account for the outcomes obtained in each of the cases -

studied in detail. Two types of factors were extracted: those which

were common'to all cases - some 52 core variables'- and those which

were case-specific. For the most part, the core variables were

empirically driven, i.e., they emerged as important determinants or

mediators across the three cases. We thefi grouped these factors into

empirical clusters and laid them out in the time-linked model shown in

figure 7-1. Variable definitions are given in the discussion\of the

causal network (section 7.2.3)
\

4 To review the diagram.rapidly and in a highly simplified way, we

can view it as depicting the life cycle of the interorganizational

arrangement, beginning with the relationships between the college/

university and the school diStrict(s) prior to the creation of the ,

arrangement. We hypothesize that the closeness and positive nature of

antecedent coupling determines toI.ia great'extent the commitments Made

to ,this enterprise by the school district(s) and by the participating

college of education. The strength of these commitments than reinforces -

or in the case of low commitMent,weakens - the efforts of staff members

of the.; arrangement. In some cases, the characteristics of the leader

or coo?dinator of the arrangement can influence the level of commitment

in the partiCipating colleges and schools - thus the broken line

leading from staff characteristics back to the boxes for school, and

university commitment.

StlFgff efforts lead to the design and implementation of the IOA

program. Successful arrangements are characterized by diversity of

objectives, variety of activities and responsiveness,to requests or
)

needs of participating units by IOA staff. The program can also be

strengthened by external inputs, in the form of funds and/or external

7711bcmation and expertise.

* The procedures and products outlined in this section were developed by

M.B. Miles and A.M. Huberman in a national study of educational innovatign,
Crandall, D.,et al, A Study of Dissemination'Efforts Supporting School

Improvement. Andover, Mass., The Network, 1981. Any use of the
procedures and tools should be credited appropriately.
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i'igure,7-1 General Model for the roA
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/ The success of program efforts can be judged by the indicators

of IOA development, including the degree of use by members, the number

and closeness of_ties and the degree to which the arrangement becomes,

durably institutionalized. Differing degrees of development should,

then result in differing outcomes at the school and college levels.

7.2. CAUSAL NETWORK FOR ARCADIA

,Practically all the core variables applied to Arcadia, and are

lafd out in Figure-7-2. For ease of understanding anduse, we take

readers through the same introductory comments and instructions as

were given to readers at the site who were asked to feed back on'the

accuracy and exhaustiveness of the causal network.

-7.2.1. Introduction

In trying to find an economical way of summarizing our understanding
of the site, we have Constructed a "causal network" for each of the IOAs
and, if this was the case-, for each of the prominent sub-units (e.g.,
teacher centers linked to a collecjd- or university).
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The causal network tried to put on one fold-out sheet the main
factors and the ways in which the influence one another during the',
life of the IOA, up to the point at which we stopped Collecting data
(for most cases, Jan. - March, 1981). There are two kinds offactors
in the network: general factors, ones which seemed important at all
the sites to explain the pattern of events and outcomes; an&site-
specific factors. For example, 'on the causal network for Arcadia
'scales of site (4) and inter-unWrsity competitiveness (23) are
variables unique to Arcadia.

Also, some of the factors (or variables, as we have called them)
are in boxes with dolible lines and others with broken lines. Double-, I

lined boxes denote variables we thought were of particular importanC
Broken-line boxes contain variables we thought of relatively little
,importance, but important to include as a contributing factor.

At first glance,'the figure with its 50-odd boxes and thicket
of arrows probably looks more like a maze or Rube Goldberg machine
than a coherent flow chart. As it turns out, we think that you
should be able to decipher it without much trouble by using the
explanatory text which accompanies the flow chart. At this state
'of our work, we do not think that a more simplified figure would do

\justice to the real complexities in these IOAs; nor Would-itallow
)a to c..,mpare them and to assess whether the current theories about
k%wledge utilization and interorganizational linkage can account ,

for Irhat we found.
1

7.2.2. How the Network is Organized 1

The network flows as follows: the beginning or antecedent
variables are at the left of the page(nos.1-12).They give way to
intermediate or intervening variables, which usually come later in
the history of the IOA; they cover variables nos. 13-48. The outcome
variables are arrayed in the far right column, from nos. 49-55.

34
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Figure 7-2 Causal Network: Arcadia
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Each box has a rating; high or low. For instance, boot #3, "his-
tory of collaboration," is high, denoting a school-university koll-
boration which was fairly active before the IOA was created. /ne
arrow goes to box #2, "no. school-university formal links," indicating
that the history of collaboration contributed to a high/moderate
number of formal arrangements between the two partners prior to the
fokmal creation of the'IOA.

Some boxes have "low" ratings, such as #14, "access to alterna-
tive knowledge resources" (besides those provided by the intermediary
agency of IOA). Low does not mean negative or inadequate. For example,
box,#4 signifies small-scale, not poor scale. .

When an arrow goes from a "high" box to another "high box" there
is no sign above the arrow. The same is true for arrows,connecting
"low" boxeS. However, then a "high" box is connected to a "low".box
or a "low" leads to a "high" there is a (-) sign above the arrow to
indicate a reverse causal influence. For instancl, (smallness of)
scale of the site, box #4,.helps to create a high "no. Of school-
university formal finks., ,box #3." The low -to- -high sequence accounts
or the (-) above the, arrow.

One final detail: There #re three global streams in the flow
.chart. The stream along the top of the-figure has. most of the school
district variable.,. The stream al4g the bottom has most of the college/
university variables. The center stream contains the variables fo*
the IOA as a whole.

It might betbest,to read through the, commentary which follows,
then look back at these orienting remarks, theA read the commentary
more carefully as you follow the causal flows on the figure.

Reading the Network for the Arcadia Site

For the Arcadia school district, the antecedent variables prepared I.

it. ell for a more intensive involvement with Arcadia S ate. There

were few internal funds (1) to-Organize its own in-sery e activities
and, as a result, a low commitment of resources (9) to Arcadia State

prior to the creation of the Arcadia Teacher Center. There were also

few r4.,-,,irct.s in terms of materials or expertise near at hand (1),
partly as a result of low funds and partly ,since the district and

surrounding count.es had close ties (were closely coupled) with Arcadia
State (10). When the Arcadia Teacher Center was created and received

external funding (15), therCoy increasing its already voluminous

resource bank (18) and allowing for workshops and special projects

along with borrowing materials (17),,pe surrounding 'school districts

perceived the teacher center as a highly benef' :al' resource (16) to
4have nearby. This was even more the case s Ice the center provided
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an easily accessible and productive way of getting in-service credits

needed for contract renewal (14a).

The antecedent variables for Arcadia State College also predicted

the.creation of more intensive links with surrounding schools and teachers.

The college had'a strong commitment to service and outreach (5), with

a correspondingly lower priority for publication and research. Much

of this was due to the small scale of both the college and the surrounding -

diqtrictp (4) which the college was meant to service; the college saw

its principal clientele as local (12) rather than state-wide or national.

There was therefore a good match when the ideology of the future
q

teacher center coordinator (6) stressed outreach and practice improve-

ment within the surrounding schools. Another important characteristic

of the coordinator was his background as former teacher and admini-

strator, which made him a "homophile" (7) of-the teachers and thereby

a good boundary-spanner between the college and the surrounding schools.

' These three factors - service centrality, outreach centered ideology

and coordinator homophily - combined to orient the career incentives

of the'Coordinator (13) toward a more teacher-sensitive approach

in hj.s own college -level instruction and a desire to make en impact

on the local educational'landscape.

c

The predictors of the interorganizational arrangement s a whole

overlap with the school district and college-variables. The history of

collaboration (3), notably in connection with pre-service training

of teachers, led to a high/moderate degree of linkage (2) between

the college and surrounding schools and meant that the two entities

were moderately well coupled (10), i.e., interdependent", before

the teacher ,:enter was created. There was also, and as a result of-the

collaboration and coupling, good congruence ( 11) between the objectives

of the college and the objectives of lne-A1 qnhool officials and teachers.
,

The intervening variables begin around the 1975-76 school year

as the future coordinator moved into a new, enlarged space, for his

andand began to assemble a large resource bank comprising (18Z-

kits, games, teacher made materials, commercial programs and publishers'

series. The resource bank also grew as a result of two streams of

external funding (15), one from special in service projects (e.g.,

the r'm- degree Froyram and the -special education project) and the other

-
J.
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from the statewide. Teacher Center project with which Arcadia 'State

was affiliated as a charter member in 1977. External funding allowed

for widening of the in-service format to include workshops and summer

seminars along with special projects sponsored by the statewide network

(e.g., the poets in the schools project). The variety of activities

(17) along with the wealth of the resource base, heightened the
.

perception by, surrounding adtninistrators and teachers that the teacher

center is of benefit to them (16).

The 'center than appeared to take off, The energy of the coordinator

(19)' fueled by career-related motivations of ervice and of increased

local impact, led to a diversification of obje ives (22). In-service

concerns grewattempts were made to connect o her college members ,O 4

the center. Mechanisms were put in place to e ourage teachers to make
,

instructional changes using the center asa resou 'e bank and a

stimulant; one-on-one_consultations between area teachers and teacher
,

\center staff became more frequent. Use of the center also grew as a result o
t

,..
t

,the coordinator's perception that area teachers would come more often,
.

have more professional exchanges with other teachers and exploit the

materials bank better if the center were informal and physically

comfortable 12O) and if teachers'were made to feel that Arcadia College

staff 'were concerned about their professional deVelopien

The diversification of objectives (22) seems to be a linchpin.

Part of activity diversification involved longer-term collaborations

(21) between teachers and the center. broughtexample, teachers brough /
:their pupils in for two-week periods; they planned and initiated an

\

individual project during the summer workshops and followed through on it

'by borrowing materials from the center and reporting on outcomes.

These two e.ctivities got the center into the change-accelerating

'.. business more directly and the fostering on practice change becomes a

more salient objective (22). As this happened, more teachers came

to use the center for one of its several functions (24). There was

a resulting heightening of teacher support (28) for the center and a

greater dependence by area administrators on the center as t e principal
1\3

resource for in-service training and ongoing instructional im rovement.

This in turn increased an already high level of support for the center

25j-
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on the part of area administrators' (27). Diver ification of objectives

also led to other shifts. Use of the center bec me more central to

teachers (29), more built into their monthly an yearly routines of

planning instruction, making curriculum or organi ational changes,

differentiating the learniiiit process in class,enr-ching back-up

'materials and getting stronger in weak areas. Tea;cher centrality in

turn intensified the links between the center and surrounding schools

(35) , which in turn coupled the two partners still more 'closely (45).

Also, as the center intensified these links, teachers found themselves

exchanging materials, ideas and experiences (39) more than in the

past. Finally, diversity of objectives added to the visibility and

prominence of the teacher center (30), not only in the area schools

bu also within the college where it was seen: as successful, as a

resource for other departments and as a source of increased funding,

better recruitment of freshmen and of better job placemept for

graduating teachers (25).

The antecedents and Consequences of support within Arcadia State

College were important factors In accounting for outcomes obtained

through the teacher center. As the number of high school graduates

declined (8a), there was increased competition between colleges/uni-

versities in the same catchment area for recruitment of new students

(23). This also created funding problems at the competing institutions.

As the Arcadia Teacher Center brought in funds through enrollments kn

workshops and special projects, and as it seemed to be an attraction

for high school seniors shopping around among the various colleges

and universities, the Arcadia college administration saw the benefits

accruing to the college (25) . These perceived benefits heightened the

influence or "clout" of the coordinator ("31), as did the increased

promineace of the center in the area and within the statewide teacher

center network (30). 'Thin contributed to the strengthening of the

coord,nator's commitmfint to the teacher center enteiprise (36),

leading in tutn to ltAdership and staff stabillity (40 and 41).

Also, the benefits ce:ved by the college induced still stronrr

supp fr/r thr, center (32) , a greater degree of 'dependence

on the cente-r ( 13 a.F a centvrpleco for recruitment ond outreach,

a higher prI:)rity () the center thin the college ( 37) and an ti

increased commitment. of reurct-,:. (48), notably space and funds for

purchesinOmore resource materials. As the college commit Of' these
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resources, it also picked up the part of the funding provided externally

.through the State-wide network and thereby helped to ensure the

institutionalization of the center (52) as an internally budgeted

operation.

Moving closer to the outcomes along the bottom or college "stream"

of variables, diversity of objectives (22) included an attempt to draw

other college instructors and departments into the camter, both as

users and as partners in collaborative projects or integrated pre-

service coursework. This enhanced links between the center and the

re!-A. of Arcadia State (43) and even to some degree between college

staff itself. These links heightened the status of the center (47)

'among college staff and ultimately increased the college's capacity

for service/outreach., along with 'ncreasing the resource pool available
1

for collcia professors-using beach r center materials and facilities

(54). It should be noted, however, thas-. these increases were

moderate; the center did not revolutionize the college.

Two intriguing intervening variables, influence of school, officials
.

and teachers on the cent(?:- (32) and influence of the college admin-

istration on the center /42) bear some comment. Both were judged low-

moderate. The logic here is that while teachers and administrators had

clear and strong input into the center through its governance and

materials-purc:;asing procedures, many if not most of the center's

thru3ts came from its staff, notably Eruel"ts coordinator. Examples

were the speCial projects (non-degree teachers, water diversion project,

energy education, nature studies, one-woek workshops with follow-up and

two-week visits by area rJachers). The are supported the center strongly
(27) And considered it a hijh priority (44), but showed such support
in 30MQ self-effacing ways, generally by approving all initiatives coming
from the cunter. Note diSr, that both _the early and later resource
commitment by the scho,ils . (q ind 4G) were low. There were in-kind
services, such a:. release time and transy.rtation to the :enter, but no
funds, for example, for staff or physical ::pace. Su ^h resource

commitinent w(-uld hx..r- 1,,.:11 forthe,)71ing had it been .asked for. But
influence from ,c )/ districts mlgt have boon greater if more considerable
rclources ha;i been invested. A!; the' arr(p4 from g48 to )46 :show:;, the
fact that the college pirked all th. fixed cots reduced the necef;sity
for area schools to contribute funds.
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The logic for #42 is similar. As the figure shows, the enter-
,

prising "clout" of the coordinator, together with his commitment and

high "ownership" of the center, put the college administration in

a more P4ssive, almost "blindly" supporting mode. The teacher center had

a high priority for college officials (37) who realized that this had

not been their initiative and that the best way to nurture it was to

give it carte blanche. So college officials were not influential as

much as they were supportive. There is one caveat here. The department

chairman was instrumental in most of the center's endeavors, but should

be seen more as a partner in the project than as an administrative

facilitator.

Looking now at the outcomes, the area teachers and schools did

not grow measurably in power or status (49) as a result of the

arrangement.. Collaborating with the college was not seen as a status

enhancement, largely because of the smallness of scale and the service/

outreach orientation at Arcadia State., Teachers did report a-height-

ened sense of prpfessionalism, but this was better connected to the

enlarged sense of capacity (50) perceived by teachers and administrators.

With the center's resources at hand, more could be undertaken and

accomplished, and teachers could remairkab-reast of the field. The

various workshops and consultations resulting from the tighter coupling

between the college and area schools (45) ldto widespread reports

of practice improvement (51) in the classroom, notably in areas of

weakness.

As mentioned earlier, the growth of the center also contributed

modestli to capacity enlargement and practice improvement within the

college (54 and 55). And both the new prominence of the teacher

center (30) and thr resources it brought in as a result of closer

college-school linkage (35) enhanced the status and_influence of

Arcadia State (53), leading it, for example to propose a post=-

graduate program which the center would be a central component.
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7. CAUSAL

7.3. CAUS I ETWORK FOR THREE RIVERS

A netw for Three Rivers was worked up using the same procedures

as for Arca Assuming that the reader has a good grip on the general

structure of Figure 7-3, the causal network for Tree Rivers, we move
directly into the commentary.

The antecedent conditions (variables 1 - 10) were not, on the
whole, favorable to the creation of a successcul interorganizati761
arrangement. While there was a history of collaboration (3) between
the school district and the university, it was an uneven one, often

punctuated b., mistrust and criticism. This kept the degree of coupling
(6) at a modest, level, mostly centered on the pre-service training of

teachers which was 'housed in the university. Most of .the al links
(2) come:from thTs.function. There were also t-7 informal links (1)
owing to the fact that the universi was the most prominent employer in

town; there were a fair number of school teacher-university staff
couples. Also, many of the college of education staff were former
teachers, and appeared to have kept or built informal links with

teachers and administrators in the district and surrounding counties.
As a state university emphasizing service and outreach (4),

north Central shared many of the goals of practice improvement

to which administrators and teachers subscribed. But the activist and -
to some - doctrinal nature of the university's service commitment lowered
congruence of goals with school peoNe(7) Within the school dis3.4.ct

dfthee were also frictions, notably between district teachers and
administrators (10). Also, the service centrality of the college of
education was not primarily local (8), but rather statewide In fact,

the local teacher center derived from a statewide project. This
and advantages. For example, external funding (17) was easier to

obtain fpka state-level operation.

Since the college of education was at the origin of this arrangement,

taking the initiative and finding the needed funds, its commitment to
the local teacher center was strong. The college called on some of its
own resources (9) in staff time and budget, gave a fairly high priority

to the creation of the arrangemdnt (12) and supported thdPventure
actively (19). It recruited new leadership after locally chosen staff

proved ineffective.,\ The new coordinator shared in the ideology of the
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college of education (11) by valuing craft knowledge, ollegial

decision-making and by calling for teacherd and teacher-governed

programs at, the teacher center. Howev , the new leader was not local

'tc, the area (18). Lack of ,shared ckground led initially in, subtle

ways to a lowered commitment by area teachers and possibly by area

administ.ratois who saw the teacher center as a "foreign" venture, even if

the university bent over backwards to transfer to local control the

overall govelmance and day-to-day management of the center.

- Coordinator ideology, buttressed by university support (19), did

lead to strong commitment to the enterprise (16) on the part o2 the

coordinator, contributing in turn to high energy (21) and effective

responsiveness (20) to requests from participating schools. This,

in turn, heightened teacher support (25) of the teacher center,

contributing to a moderate extent of use (31) by the pooiof distct

and county teachers. The coordinator's energy and commitAent also

increased the variety of activities (26) and the diversit4 of objectives

(22) of the center, adding on, for example, the role of "middleman" in the /
organization of university-sponsored extension courses. Some of these lk /

efforts involved continuous contacts or a continuous series of events

(33) .

Movinq.back for a moment to the university stream, we noted its

resource commitment (1) and the priorityAl2) given to the teacher

center. The university's influence (27) on the teacher center was

also strong, although indirect (it administered teacher center funds,

participated actively in its governance,inveSted two "resource colleagues"'

in its operation and came to its aid in difficult moments). The

college of education dean was personally committed to the venture,

raising its status (35) among college of education staff. But the

teacher center was not a central concern of the university (24) when

set against other progiams ana commitments. Nor were many of the

college of education staff active in the teacher center (28) in other

than episodic ways. Apart from some ntmbers of th-., elementary education

department, most staff had no connection to the center. This meant that

the degree of dependence of the university (23) on the center was nil

and that the benefits expected frrm L i center were slight (36), both

factors acting to depress the sta- o: the teaeher center (35) in the

College of FOucation. Ultimately, lair ,..:entrality and few links meant

that the teacher center had little impact on the college of education,

2f;
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The center did not contribute to more within-Uhiversity link$ (41), did

little to enhance the power or status of the college or its members (52),

added little to the college's institutional capacity (51) and improved s,...*

instruction (50)' only marginally. Those'staff members with a

continuous or intense iSak to the center, in particular the coordiriator,

were all positively affected, but were fe' in number.

Moving now to the school district stream, we noted that the district

had relatively few knowledge resources (5) available prior to the

teacher center, although the university did have an active extension and

post-graduate program. The-center did add some important craf_-usable

knowledge resources otherwise unavailable. This heightened the

institutional priority (13) of membership in the teacher center which

otherwise was low as a ,result of goal incongruence (7) and of very

loose coupling (6) apart from pre-service training. But perceived

benefits (14) were high for teachers who in one of their confrontations

with the administration (1) sought to maintain control over in-service

policy and saw the teacher center as an important resource "belonging"

to teachers. Also, in the initial years, external funds and university

resource commitments took the lion's share of financial support, so that
t

the district came away with a great deal of resources for a very low

commitment (15) on its part. Firilly, and most important, teachers were

able to obtain Athe center,with less effort than elsewhere, contract

recertification credits that could be applied to salary increments. In

fact, the demand for these credits led to a greater number of large-

scale workshops which the founders and staff of the center viewed as a

displacement of goals (19a) from the original mandate.
t

These benefits, together,with coordinator and center staff

responsiveness (20), increased local support (25) for the center,

contributing to a wider extent of use and thereby to the greater

visibility (32) of the center in the area. Extent. of use also grew as

the center increased its gamut of activities, notably in offerings for

secondary-level teachers. However, use was limited by the constriction and

poor accessibility of "hit cen"er's f cilities (29a), which was a

reflection of low resource commitment
1 on the part of school districti

administrators (15). For them, the project remained a low priority (13)

item. They seem to have provided little firm support (29), when the

four-year history of the center is surveye0, and to have exerted litt-et

influence.(30). They And2rplayed their dept Aence (37) on the center
4 ) .
4.' ti %.,
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for in-service functions. But,for all of these reasons, teacher

ratings were higher. The center was a higher priority (13); teschers
felt they had a strong. influence on .policy and programming (30);

dependence on the center ) was higher. Still the center did not

seem to be a core activity f r teachers (38); it w s appzeciated but
not deemed indisp'ensable. Spch lack of centralit for the teacherl was

onefactor that weakeped the ultimate institution 14.zatiod of the center
(49). Nonetheless, through their contacts with the-center, teachrvs

reported greater links with college of education staff (44) and sYveral

instances of instructional practice improvement (45); Overall, center

resources made a modest contribution to the instructional capacity (48)

of area schools. The center also enhanced the status (47) of teachers

both by appealing to their professionalism and by showing that the

college of education staff was investing in local staff development.

Howeverthese increments at he level of individual' teachers were

not enough to ensure institutionalization of the center. Low school

administrator support ultimately t anslated into a lowering of internal

funds (42) to the teacher center, thereby forcing the center to limit
.its plan of operations. To some extent, teacher support made up for

low administrator support, but did not alone ensure institutionalization
(49).

Nor did the university stream lead to firm institutionalization.

In its efforts to promote local ownership, the college of education
backed-away from direct control or influence. It also helped to put in

the coprdinator's post a staff member who was non-threatening but also

had little institutional clout in either the school district or the

college (34) by virtue of being a graduate teaching assistant. The

career incentives t39) of the new coordinator were not furthered by
this job. This, added to over-extension from managing the multiplicity

of activities and the decentralized administration procedures, led to

low staff stability and undertain leadership stability, which in turn

further lowered institutionalization of the center.

1)
Y 4../to I.



APPENDIX 1: A*WALK AROUND THE ARCADIA TEACHER
CENTER (May, 1980)4v

There are six main areas in the principal
resource center, with more materials in the main
corridor, which runs from one area to the nextA
These areas apparently are reconfigured each year
and in function of special projects such as
workshops or presentations.

The first center,is called Kiddieland.
It has a number of puppets, musical instruments,
a selection of children's literature with a sample
of books opened out on' the shelves. This sample
includes both materials for teachers and reading \
materials for pupils. There is a small workspace
for the pupils and a little log cabin with cushions
and-lights for reading. Like some of the other
areas in this center, Kiddieland can serve three
simultaneous functions: a working place for
children, an area where activities fox groups of
children with teachers can be organized, and a
resource bank for teachers looking for and borrowing
materials.

,

The second area is called the Resource Area.
I, has a number of kits in 1-1.ati\613),to science and
math. There are the National Geographic map
skills kits and other National GeographiC series,
including books, filmstrips, and tapes. There
are materials for number games using straws and
blocks. There are a series of mathematics pro-

/ grams from the principal publishers: Scott
FOresmad, Rand Ma-:Nally, Holt-Reinhart and Houghton
Mifflin. There is also a display of "math centers
yo4 can make," and readers and teaching materials
for biology, ecology and energy units. Thtre are
even some texts in this area on driver education
and a self-:instructional guide to federal income
tax.

ti

In the hallway, opposite the second resource
area, a look display shelf which, contains
literature on informal schools in Britain, as well
as the North Central University evaluation series.
(This, is one of the places where the general ped-
ogogiXal and phflosophical orientation of the
network is visible.) The third area has a sign
over;it reading: "Read, relax with rhythm." It

laying during the day in thp
has b piano with records and

canter.)
(There is often

musLic

* 9ieerpts from field notes

2



There are a number of magazines, many of which are

popular \publications such as Psycholocry Today, Time,

Human Na ure, Sports Illustrated, Science. Digest.

On the next shelf are educational journals which

are frequently read by teachers such as Teacher-
Instructor, Learning, Today's Education. .On the

next shelf'are some historical and biographical
novels, as well as some popularized history or
political science books. (For example, one by

Pierre Salinger.)

'The fourth area is an art area...it is filled

with displays of children's art under the rubric

"Ideas and Projects." There is also scrap paper

for making art materials.

In the corridor next to this area is a
bulletin-board with some announcements of
educational programs in the area, some news
clippings about'the center, and a map showing

the location of the eight scho 1 districts belong-

ing to the center. The farth t are approxi-
mately 70 miles away. Two of these are, in fact,

very close to Three Rivers.

- Next is the Idea Area where there are pro-
jects by students, sugges Ion books like the Good
Apple, a series of sugges ions for art activities

using puppets,
with

for arts and crafts
activities with children,a bulletin -board with

a list of ideas for xreating learning centers and

accompanying handbooks, a display of "special
kid stuff" which is high interest, low vocabulary
reading with some accompanying language skills

activities.

The/sixth area is the Science and Reference
Area. It also has a number of kits, notably from

Rand MacNally, with accompanying lists for

- building, measuring, and experimenting. There are
materiaa,,LAon_eaching metrics, a series of film-

strips from National Geographic, and science mater-
ials and kits-from the main publishers with an

emphasis on,earth sciences and energy. There are

a series of pocketbooks on butterflies, birds,

fossils, etc.

This .1 ref gives out onto a central classroom

area with four large tables. Along the.wall are

some tools, a poetry corner (with books spec-

IficAlly.for children), ( "Poems Children Enjoy").

and anthologies. There are also some books on
classroom uiscipline, improving children's self-

esteem, itext,ensive classroom media, etc. Further down

the shelf, are some introductory'books on psychology

,,,,,
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of educatioh and two texts - the only of this sort
Ihal'e seen which are frequently found on university
level education reading lists; Current Research on
Instruction and Combs' Professional Education for
Teachers.

In a corner of the room, on the other side of a
divider, is a workbench with scissors, knives, glue,
tape, crayons, pant, chains, nails, pushpins, etc...
all for creating new educational materials.

In the other room, which is about 1/5 ot the
size of the main resource room, where Carla Smetana
does her instruction, are six tables and a rug,
which gives the room a more intimate, comfortable
sense. On the walls are all of the main reading
series from publishers in reading and language
arts. Carla has told me previously that she
considers- it important-that -teachers be aware, not

of what one series can offer, but what the
gamut' of reading programs is from all of the
pdblished language and reading arts series.

MODIFICATIONS AND EXTENSIONS TO THE CENT (November, 140):

I look around the teacher ceptbr before we do t6
interview. It is striking homany new displays, murals, ist

and materials have been add in the'six months' 1r
between interviews. There has also been an obvious
extension of the teaeliel center,into several more rooms.
The rate of growth aridexpansion seems to be as great
in the past six months- s =.t has been since t e origin
of the center.

in the Interview with Don Lessing, I beqn'by
asking for a review of the changes in the physical
plan(L. We start with a new room, just off the second
of tAie larger rooms comprising the teacher center; It's
a eoMiortable small room with a conference table,
several chairs against the wall, rug on the floor,
indirect lighting through a very attractive lamp.
Lessing says that it's an area for teachers to work
alone or in groups as well as a display and ref-
erence a:ea for the nature study - project. This room
has resource materials for thilaren, many of them
coming fpom the National (eographic. The ropm next
door has reference materials in nature stu; as well
as some in the area of energy and ecology for teachers.
They include manuals and activity books. So the
teachers can browse for activities directed to their
children in one room and look for teacher-centered
material, iN twxt. t.
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A far larger series of rooms is found in the passage-

way between the building which houses the teacher center
and the main instruetional and administrative building.
This area was the focus of er of the serials, the

"new room" eerial. TIrea itse called Old Main.

Stx months ago, Lesetng had just negotiated for it.

It is now fully operational and about three-quarters
decor,ited. The central area in Old Main is about 40

x 20 and is being used as a classroom, meeting room and

display area fur enetgy education. Many of the materials

sent by John krdwell from- North Central University

are displaye series of shelves along one wall of

the rem.

,t 1!.o t III; me that the room will be used by.

an instructor kr art department who works with
teachere, and who As gofng to set up and give her art
classes in this r om, and will display all of the art

projects there.

The Old Main area has been sectioned off to create

two smaller rooms. One will house materials for
special education. The special education teacher will

also tea::h wIt of that room. Another will have materials
for physw4I (:duration. Srilarly. the physical edu-
cation teacher will teach Irom the room.

lee alee telle me that comr.unIty groups will

ustng dive. Al ready. Alcoholics Anonymous and

Welht inc:t. in the evc,ningv. 11 this area, and
t!.tr4! :"or a new cla:.4 in c.,arly childhood

In the room.

*10.,n ch,inge'; in the central

r,P)M. he hee added space for activity
-ont4zr, wi,h displays changin9 per...Lodially as they

ire tt. let() the district schools and rotated

aMe4riq he i7,i'qn that the idea fur activity centers

car .A. from tht peltey board. The centers are made by
Th(re Is one which is circulating

oe eueeete. it. inelueee activity cards Ind book:,

develop thy display areas of the activity
,:nt-r He ,xpoett; ihore. to bc.'somewhere betw.en IS

-tit.; 4'(./
1.,nt,r.,Ited-tivtwoen 40W and Christmaf; time;

all w'li by N-P-c;orvIrs,

(11,,,plAy areas than hefore, In
pAr.ic,11,r the 1,!-4 eenter.which !4..), books oh' ideas for

hyF.-n expanded con-
mra)!-4 ' }etch are

and profes!;lonal

iii Y:. * ,f,4 ! 111 ; .410=r) 1 ws: here 171:,alth5.
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the new rooms. Lessing tells me that only one table had
to be bought; all the rest of the furaiture for the six
new rooms which the center has developed in the last six
months, wah scrounged from elsewhere in the university
or built by center personnel.

)


